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Abstract

The temperature of a gaseous convective stream can be reduced by injecting
a colder liquid into the stream. The extent to which this gas temperature can
be reduced depends on the amount of liquid being injected into the gas flow
domain, rate of energy transfer (heat) from the gas phase to the liquid
resulting in evaporation and the length of the domain itself referred to in this
study as a “mixer”. This study proposes the use of a non-dimensional
Damkohler number that relates the liquid residence time and the liquid life
time which could serve as a yardstick to determine a proposed mixer’s
efficiency. In order to facilitate injecting the right amount of liquid capable
of complete evaporation by the mixer exit, a suitable venturi geometry can
be optionally included which facilitates pulling liquid based on the
developed difference between the liquid static pressure and throat gas static
pressure. Comparison of multiphase pressure and temperature variations
along a mixer for different liquid-gas systems typically used in aerospace
applications revealed a considerable difference between one another. The
developed analytical model is then compared for accuracy against
experimental and numerical results which precisely predict non-isotropic
flow phenomenon like droplet breakup and coalescence that cannot be
modelled in the quasi 1-D analytical model. Comparison in the temperature
profile between the numerical and analytical models with experimental data
obtained using suitable thermocouples positioned along the length of mixer
are within reasonable agreement but revealed an unexpected result of nonisotropic temperature reduction which is limited close to the axis of the
mixer. The principle reason for this effect is due to the formation of a liquid
injection boundary caused by limitations in the diffusion process occurring
along the radial direction.
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= Instantaneous diameter of the droplet
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= Initial diameter of the droplet
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= Liquid Nitrogen
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= Liquid Oxygen

LH2

= Liquid Hydrogen

Cpg

= Specific heat of gas

[kJ/kg]
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= Temperature of gas

[K]

Tb

= Boiling point of liquid droplet at constant pressure

[K]

hfg

= Latent heat of vaporization

[kJ/kg]

kg

= Thermal conductivity of gas

[W/m-K]
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= Initial radius of the liquid droplet

[m]

ṁ

= Mass flow rate

[kg/s]

Nu

= Nusselt number
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= Reynolds number

ρ

= Density

[kg/m3 ]

μ

= Dynamic viscosity

[ N-s/m2]

Tg,i

= Temperature of gas at inlet

[K]

Tl,i

= Temperature of liquid at injection

[K]
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= Velocity of gas at inlet

[m/s]

vl,i

= Velocity of liquid at injection

[m/s]
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= Relative velocity of liquid with respect to gas

[m/s]

= Rate of evaporation

[kg/s]

∆t

= Residence time of the droplet
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= Driving static pressure differential

[Pa]

ṁevap
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= Static pressure of liquid at inlet
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= Spalding Transfer number
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= Diameter of droplet after breakup

K

= Evaporation constant

̅e
T

= Mean temperature of gas & liquid at exit

mvtotal = Total mass velocity of gas & liquid
ṁe,c

[m]

[K]
[kg/s]

= Rate of evaporation with convection

[kg/s]

θ

= Angle of injection

[degree]

x

= Quality of gas

Pg,e

= Static pressure of gas at exit

[Pa]

PT,i

= Total pressure of gas in inlet of the mixer

[Pa]

Yl,i

= Mass fraction of liquid in the interface

Yg,∞

= Mass fraction of gas at infinity

q g−l

= Heat conducted from gas to the liquid

[J/s]

∆pf,s

= Single face frictional pressure drop

[Pa]

fD
Bq,c
cd
Ucrit

= Darcy friction factor
= Heat transfer number with convection
= Discharge coefficient
= Critical velocity for droplet breakup

[m/s]

pA

= Ambient gas pressure

[Pa

pσ

= Surface tension pressure of droplet

[Pa

∆pf,m,st = Multiphase total pressure drop in a straight tube
WeL

= Weber number of liquid

FrH

= Froude number of liquid
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[Pa]

∆pf,m,d = Multiphase total pressure loss for a diffuser

[Pa]

ρeff

= Effective density of liquid-gas system

[kg/m3]

Dg,t

= Inlet diffuser diameter (Mixer gas throat diameter)

[m]

Dg,e

= Outlet diffuser diameter (Mixer gas exit diameter)

[m]

S

= Slip ratio

en

= Normal coefficient of restitution

et

= Tangential coefficient of restitution

td

= Evaporative time

[s]

= Residence time

[s]

τconv
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Cryogenic liquid rocket engines are predominantly used nowadays due to their fuel
storage compactness, high energy density and less contribution to the overall
weight of the rocket when compared to traditional solid rocket motors. Figure 1-1
shows a schematic of the various components in a typical liquid rocket engine. This
schematic details a commonly used gas generator combustion cycle engine where a
portion of the liquid propellant & oxidizer flows through a pre-burner before
eventually ending up in the main combustion chamber. The efficiency of such a
type of engine measured in terms of its specific impulse is lesser as opposed to the
more advanced closed/staged cycle engines. In these types of engines, all of the
propellant is used up for combustion unlike the former where a portion of the
propellant which is pre-burned and used to operate the turbine is thrown away as
exhaust [1]. The only disadvantage of such a closed cycle engine is its relative
complexity in design and high operating fluid pressures and temperatures [2].

Figure 1-1: Schematic of a Liquid Rocket Engine [25]
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The tanks storing liquid fuel and oxidizer have to be maintained at precise values
of stagnation pressure and temperature in order to ensure that the stored cryogenic
elements remain in their liquid state and are immediately available for intake into
the combustion chamber even after a short idle engine coast period in microgravity.
Microgravity limits the ability of liquid to be easily facilitated out from the storage
tank due to its propensity to stay away from the tank outlet feedlines forming
separate spherical volumes as a result of surface tension. A suitable auxiliary power
system is used to provide an initial “settling thrust” just enough to wet the sump
end of the storage tank thereby forcing the propellant through the outlet feedlines.
Since the liquid cryogenic elements used in these engines are predominantly
gaseous at room temperature the risk of liquid boil off followed by excessive
pressurization of the storage tank is always imminent. In order to avoid this, the
tanks are fitted with suitable valves which relieve this excess pressure developed by
venting out some of these gases which are therefore wasted. In most currently used
rocket upper stages, helium is used for this purpose of adequately pressuring the
storage tanks during different stages of coast and ascent. In addition pressurized
hydrazine is another element which is commonly employed to provide attitude
control or other required orbital precision changes to the spacecraft.
A recently developed concept which eliminates the complexities involved in
using separate fluid systems for various purposes like attitude control and tank
pressurization is called the Integrated Vehicle Fluids system. The development and
full scale application of such a system is currently underway and has been carried
out by United Launch Alliance among many other launch companies. Such a
system comprises of an Internal Combustion engine which works by using waste
gases produced by heating the H2 and O2 storage tanks and burning them in small
thrusters [3]. The internal combustion engine burns these elements in their gaseous
form at very low mixture ratios and produces electrical power charging a small
2

battery. This system therefore decreases or eliminates the dependency on traditional
power systems like fuel cells and solar panels. Such a system has been introduced
mainly as a weight saving-measure for longer duration missions which require
several engine burns [4]. In summary the IVF system replaces any other existing
systems employed to pressurize the storage tank by using the gaseous exhaust from
the internal combustion engine and simultaneously provide any attitude control.
The IVF system shown by figure 1-2 discussed earlier consists of several
subsystems for storing and actuating of working gaseous fluid which require
temperature management. In order to ensure that the temperature of the gaseous
stream is at its required value; a specific device called the “mixer” is used in such a
system which reduces the temperature of a convective gas stream by injecting
liquid into the stream. Therefore the subsequent process of liquid evaporation in a
convective flow taking place in such a device should be studied in detail.

Figure 1-2 Location of IVF system (left) and Schematic (right) [3]

The importance of effective storage tank management has been further reiterated by
the explosion of Space X Falcon 9 rocket incident which occurred a few minutes
into flight during the CR-7 mission in 2015. Recent analytical reports of the
3

incident by NASA have concluded that the most likely cause of failure was due
to a composite overwrapped pressure vessel (COPV), filled with helium, that
came loose in the second stage liquid oxygen tank. The COPV was able to
accelerate upwards due to its buoyancy, according to the report, hitting the
dome at the top of the liquid oxygen tank with “great force” and rupturing it
[5]. During the operation of a rocket engine due to the instantaneous consumption
of fuel, variation in the pressure and temperature of the liquid cryogens in their
storage tanks are unavoidable. One drawback of changing temperature in the
storage tanks results in the vaporization of fuel which is constantly sloshed due to
gravitational and other bodily forces and forming very small droplets. Ran Zhou et
all [6] explore this effect in storage tanks occurring due to orbital maneuvers of the
rocket’s upper stage. Therefore it becomes vital to analyze the effect of evaporation
in a stagnant medium on the liquid phase due to variation in the pressure,
temperature and sloshing in the case of a rocket engine storage tank. Various
techniques of interface tracking and evaporation modelling have been used to study
this effect which is vital to designing tank thermal fluid management.
This study proposes the use of a device called the mixer to efficiently reduce
the temperature of an incoming convective gas flow by injecting and vaporizing
liquid into the stream and thereby mixing the gas phase with a predetermined
quantity of liquid phase. This gas stream could then be safely fed into further
downstream systems. Figure 1-3 shows the schematic of the most popular F1
engine used in the Saturn V rockets which produced nearly 35,000 KN thrust at sea
level but also equally generated very high operating temperatures [7]. The
occurrence of such high temperature in rocket engines demands the extensive
understanding of the underlying process of thermal fluid management and
multiphase phenomenon.
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Figure 1-3 : Saturn F1 liquid rocket engine

An efficient mixer would enable maximum evaporation of the liquid into the
gaseous component thereby transferring energy between phases to reduce the gas
phase temperature, within the constraints of minimum mixer length and optimum
size of injector holes used to introduce the liquid. Assuming that at injection the
liquid fuel is near saturation, analyzing the evaporation rate of the liquid would
help estimate the ideal length and diameter of the mixer for further design
integration into the overall system. Pressure conditions at the end of the mixer also
play a vital part in determining parameters to be used in the overall systems design.
Since the scenario of liquid injection in a mixer is a typical case of high relative
velocity crossflow, several parameters like shear stress and drag force experienced
by the droplet also play a vital role in determining the initial droplet size due to
breakup which is available for evaporation. The current study also explores the
technique of liquid injection solely driven by the differential pressure developed
between the gas chamber throat of a proposed venturi design and the inner liquid
plenum of the mixer.
Nitrogen, Oxygen and Hydrogen are the most commonly used cryogens in
liquid rocket engines. Since they are gases at room temperature they are
significantly subcooled and stored in suitable storage tanks. In order to facilitate
mixing, both the liquid and gas components are therefore sourced from the same
5

tank. It would therefore prove very useful to understand the effect of varying inlet
liquid and gas conditions in the mixer and how this affects the performance of the
mixer overall. Comparison of the mixer performance for each of these liquid-gas
systems would also provide valuable insights into the custom design changes which
are required to be made for each of these systems.

1.2

Motivation

The use of mixers to reduce the temperature of a convective gas stream has not
been implemented anywhere so far. This is because the desired temperature
reduction can be achieved only when the length of the section is made appreciably
high. Increasing the length adversely contributes to the pressure loss occurring
across such a device. The current analysis mainly focuses on improving these
setbacks. The need for such a multiphase mixer analysis is especially pivotal for the
present-day scenario due to the rapid development of Integrated Vehicle Fluid
systems which significantly boosts the performance of the engine and increasing
capability for long duration missions. If the ultimate goal is to travel to the far
reaches of the cosmos or carry out long duration near earth science missions it
becomes inevitable to adopt such novel systems which increase mission capability.
Figure 1-4 gives an overview of the concept of liquid suction into the mixer based
on the driving static pressure difference in the venturi throat. Therefore such a
design would enable liquid injection into the mixer system without the requirement
for any external manually pressurized injection of liquid cryogen.
In order to simulate the instantaneous change of pressure and temperature
occurring in the storage tanks, it would be essential to estimate the evaporation rate
and pressure loss occurring at every instant of time in the mixer and enable a
feedback loop between the two parts of the discussed system. The evaporation of
liquid in the mixer can be increased if the residence time of the liquid droplet in the
6

mixer is increased. This can be achieved by injecting the liquid upstream against
the direction of gas flow or by the introduction of gas flow swirlers.

Figure 1-4 : Venturi principle in the mixer

Although crossflow injection study perpendicular to a gaseous flow has been
adequately analyzed before [8] its comparison to upstream injection and how this
affects the amount of liquid evaporated has not been adequately studied. Traditional
injection models only predict the behavior of liquid injected perpendicular to the
gas flow i.e. cross flow behavior. Our current analysis compares various angles of
injection ranging from 45o upstream to 135o downstream to determine if injecting
upstream appreciably contributes to any significant increase in droplet vaporization
due to a noticeable increase in the droplet residence time. The effect of residence
time, relative droplet velocity and gas convective speed on the droplet vaporization
process can be more accurately studied and better understood by drawing parallels
between these cases of upstream and downstream injection along the direction of
gas flow. Downstream or perpendicular (normal) injection would result in a drastic
increase the relative velocity of the droplet from the moment of injection unlike the
former case. Figure 1-5 shows a comparison of two different modes of injection
under study in the mixer. The third method of using gas flow swirlers to increase
the residence time of the liquid droplets has only been numerically analyzed in this
7

thesis due to the fact that the analytical model being quasi one dimensional cannot
simulate such a

non-isotropic process.

Using a MATLAB-PYTHON tool the NIST thermal properties website is
automatically accessed to obtain the required data using the available value of gas
and liquid absolute pressure to calculate the required parameters of interest in our
study. This tool would enable the analysis of real time mixer data instantaneously
as the pressure; temperature and gravity head of the storage tank supplying the
working fluid for the mixer varies during the different stages of the rocket. Using a
non-dimensional Damkholer number like parameter, the tool could be used to
predict if the current mixer design would be adequate for the considered cryogenic
element of study to sufficiently vaporize by the exit. Till recent times
computational study of such a multiphase flow had been limited to the Eulerian
volume of fluid models used to analyze the evaporation of liquid droplets and
enable simultaneous tracking of the interphase. Such a model requires extremely
fine computational grid sizing due to the level of accuracy and resolution needed to
define drop boundary further demanding high computational memory. The current
analysis explores a recently developed Lagrangian Discrete Phase Modelling
approach to instantaneously track the droplet size, temperature and velocity as it
proceeds to vaporize gradually along the mixer length. The most important and
significant contribution of this study is the availability of experimental data to
adequately analyze and process the three dimensional variation of temperature,
pressure, thermal/mass diffusion across the mixer measured using sensors and
suitable thermocouples. This experimental validation thereby serves as a good
benchmark to verify the accuracy of the numerical and analytical results.
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The effect of momentum ratio (liquid to gas flow momentum) and liquid
penetration length on the droplet vaporization phenomenon is also studied in depth
by carrying out customized experimental run cases for different gas and liquid
injection flow rates and inlet static pressures.

1.3

Concept Overview

The concept under study includes topics on thermal fluids, heat and mass transfer
and multiphase flows. Although a majority of such problems would involve the
evaporation and transport of binary or multicomponent systems i.e. systems with
two or more gas or liquid species in combination, the study here has been focused
and limited to the topic of single component two phase systems. In order to
comprehend and appreciate the simplicity of such a single component system all
concepts of species transport starting from the simplest binary system involving
concentration driven mass diffusion alone has been discussed further.
Diffusion is the foremost concept involved in the transport phenomenon of
species and therefore needs special emphasis in the following study. For a non9

reacting mixture of two species a fundamental correlation called the Fick’s law of
diffusion describes the rate at which one species diffuses (moves) through the other
[9].According to this law for the case of one dimensional binary diffusion (two
component diffusion) the mass flow of the first species per unit area is equal to the
mass flow of the first species associated with the bulk flow of both the species per
unit minus the mass flow of the first species associated with molecular diffusion
per unit area. This is given by the equation:
′′
′′
𝒎̇′′
𝑨 = 𝒀𝑨 (𝒎̇𝑨 + 𝒎̇𝑩 ) − 𝝆𝑫𝑨𝑩

𝒅𝒀𝑨
𝒅𝒙

(1)

Where the first term on the right hand side represents movement of the entire
control volume (advection) under study and the second term is the
movement/transport of the first species (A) due to the existence of a concentration
gradient in this particular species. One application of this law is the Stefan problem
of diffusion which is obtained by extending this concept to a liquid- gas multiphase
system. A very important assumption involved here is that the gas phase consisting
of two species is insoluble in liquid phase consisting of only one species and
diffusion of the species present in both these phases occurs only from the liquid to
the gas phase (uni-directional diffusion).
Although diffusion occurs in the mixer problem currently under study it is very
vital to note the point that the system consists of only a single component species
i.e. both the liquid and gas are of the same species. Therefore these laws of simple
mass diffusion cannot be applied to the current mixer problem directly.
An improved model to calculate the single species diffusion from its liquid to
gaseous state driven by the temperature difference existing between the two phases
therefore needs to be developed. In order to understand and better comprehend the
different multiphase transport phenomenon occurring in this system, a lagrangian
approach is followed throughout this study considering the formation and transport
10

of isolated liquid droplets in the surrounding continuous gaseous system.
Figure 1-6 shows the lifetime plot for one such droplet of kerosene and JP-4 fuel
when surrounded by their gaseous phases at relatively higher temperatures. The
initial flat portion of the curve called the “unsteady heat up phase” of the drop
denotes the phase during which the droplet uses up heat in the form of temperature
from the ambient gas atmosphere to reach its saturation point also called the
sensible heat. When the initial droplet temperature is low with respect to its
saturation temperature this heat up phase is longer. After this initial phase the linear
decrease in the curve shows the constant decrease in droplet diameter based on the
D2 law during which heat is constantly transferred from the gas to the liquid
resulting in phase change along the droplet surface intern transferring this newly
vaporized gas mass . The 𝐷2 law is given by the equation:
𝐷2 (𝑡) = 𝐷02 − 𝐾𝑡

(2)

Where 𝐷𝑜 represents the diameter of the droplet at starting time of t = 0 s and K is
the evaporation constant discussed later in this study.

FigureFigure
1-6 : Droplet
lifetime
plotplot
[4] [4]
4 - Droplet
lifetime

In subsequent models developed in this thesis, the initial unsteady portion of
the droplets lifetime is included which is significant to this study when compared to
11

most publications on the topic. The inclusion of the heating up portion of the
droplet lifetime gives the added flexibility to model liquids which are injected at
much lower temperatures than their saturation temperature into a gas stream. The
fact that the ambient gas temperature in the mixer is significantly higher than the
droplets initial temperature could be considered a strong motivation to simplify the
model for a few cases assuming that the droplet is injected and undergoes
evaporation at its saturation temperature for better understanding.
For the case of evaporation of a droplet in a convective gaseous medium the
concept of Nusselt number is included in the formula to calculate droplet lifetime
since this non-dimensional number denotes the ratio of the rate of total heat
transferred by convection to conduction. The process of convection considered here
includes the phenomenon of bulk transport of the entire medium under study called
“advection” and the net movement of molecules or atoms due to any chemical
potential difference such as a temperature gradient which refers to as “diffusion”.
Thus in the absence of convection this Nusselt number would be equal to 2 since
the heat transferred due to convection would be equal to the heat transferred due to
conduction across the same fluid in a stagnant medium.
Frictional pressure losses in a pipe contribute significantly to the total pressure
loss in fluid flowing through them. These types of losses mainly occur due to the
difference in fluid velocities created radially and the no slip condition assumed near
the wall (zero fluid velocity near the wall). The resulting layers of varying fluid
velocity create a frictional effect due to shearing stress acting along the wall of the
pipe based on Newton’s Law of Viscosity. These radial contours of velocity results
in a varying pressure drop along the length of the pipe as shown in Figure 1-7. As
can be seen from Figure 1-7 frictional pressure loss is the result of variation of
velocity profile and viscosity of fluid involved in the domain of study. In the case
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of a single phase flow the layer of liquid near the pipe surface is almost stationary
while the layer close to the axis of the pipe moves at maximum speed as seen.

Figure 1-7 : Variation of velocity profile radially for different types of pipe flow

However in the case of multiphase flows along the same straight pipe the gradient
of velocity change is much more drastic between the near-wall region and the axial
region due to increased kinetic energy of the added second phase (liquid) along the
axis. Thus the two phase pressure loss significantly varies from single phase flow
based on the viscosity of the added second phase and this concept has been
extensively studied in different articles using suitable two phase multipliers to
calculate the frictional pressure loss along the pipe. However since a diverging
geometry has been considered in the mixer of our study for purposes of ideal
pressure recovery after the venturi throat the multiphase pressure variation for such
a geometry has to be suitably found out. In calculating the frictional pressure loss
for this case care should be taken to include the fact that for a diffuser geometry the
denser phase would be concentrated close to the axes of the geometry while the
lighter phase would penetrate the entire domain showing a flow separation behavior
near the wall based on the type of flow i.e. laminar or turbulent. Such a study has
not been extensively dealt with in many publications. Therefore this thesis using a
suitable surface integral calculation determines the multiphase frictional pressure
13

loss in a diffuser based on an analogous model for a straight tube simultaneously
keeping track of the effect of kinetic energy transferred from the denser phase to
the lighter phase in the case of turbulent flows.

1.4


Objective:
The main objective of this thesis is to develop a reliably accurate analytical

tool which would systematically calculate the effectiveness of using a mixer given
its dimensions and parameters of operation.


On validation of the developed analytical model the tool could then be used

in two major ways :


Given the mixer geometry contraction ratio (ratio of mixer inlet to throat

gas area), total number of open liquid injectors and size of these injectors the
reduced exit gas temperature and pressure which is developed could be determined
or conversely given the mixer exit temperature and pressure that is required to be
developed, the necessary contraction ratio and the size/number of injector holes for
a particular cryogenic element under operation can be determined. Both of these
applications are discussed in this thesis. This tool would hence enable the
productive use of mixer designs and in fact prove the positive impact of including
such a device in the rocket engine IVF system. Through this thesis by studying new
techniques of injection and pressure recovery in a mixer we hope to increase the
usage of such mixers by facilitating easier prior-experimental evidence.


Computational study of liquid droplet injection in a majority of publications

is limited to the fact that the analysis has been carried out in a two dimensional
plane based on the computationally exhaustive Eulerian Volume of Fluid method.
Through this paper we hope to understand and explore a more accurate Lagrangian
three dimensional technique called the Discrete Phase Modelling available in the
14

Ansys-fluent commercial software which incorporates complex injection
parameters such as droplet coalescence and formation of smaller child droplets
from the parent droplet originally introduced into the gas stream as a result of cross
flow injection.


The effect of these injections interacting with the mixer wall and its

influence on the overall performance of a mixer can also be incorporated in such a
simulation.


Thus by facilitating these parameters in the analysis a more pragmatic

approach to liquid injection and evaporation in a gaseous convective flow can be
studied.


Furthermore in order to provide a benchmark for determination of accuracy

and at the same time reveal the limitations of both the analytical and numerical
models suitable experimental verification has also been carried out to observe and
quantitatively measure results that otherwise could not be theoretically predicted or
expected.

1.5

Approach:

In order to comprehend the various concepts involved in the phenomenon of cross
flow liquid droplet injection and vaporization in a convective gas medium the
following strategy is employed. Figure 1-8 shows the mixer geometry currently
under study with all the dimensional parameters of interest mainly used in the
calculations to develop the analytical model.
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Figure 1-8 Mixer schematic with parameters

 Understanding the basic concepts of diffusion & vaporization and appreciating
the differences between them is vital to developing a holistic analytical model
which captures the essence of both these phenomenon occurring in the mixer
domain.
 A thorough understanding of the concept of mass driven diffusion and
temperature driven diffusion with special emphasis on the later which has been
used predominantly in the current study.
 Comparative models for single and multi-component diffusion have been carried
out to appreciate the simplicity of using a single species in both the liquid and
gas phases of the mixer domain.
 Systematically, the complexity of the developed model is increased by initially
considering the phase change of liquid in a cylindrical domain and later
improving this approach by considering droplet evaporation in a spherical
coordinate system.


Since this study mainly focusses on temperature driven diffusion of a spherical
liquid droplet, the initial model used to calculate the droplet lifetime is based on
the assumption that the droplet surface temperature is equal to its saturation
temperature. Using suitable mass and energy conservation equations for a
spherical liquid droplet and integrating the resulting equations a temperature
16

distribution function in terms of droplet radius is derived from which the rate of
evaporation is calculated using the Fourier’s law of heat conduction.
 The evaporation of the droplet in a convective gaseous medium is then
considered. In order to facilitate the inclusion of this effect in the evaporation
study the non-dimensional Nusselt number and Damkholer number are studied
and their effects on droplet lifetime are thoroughly analyzed. Comparative case
studies for three different liquid-gas compound systems namely nitrogen,
oxygen and hydrogen are considered, to study the variation in their ability to
vaporize in both a stagnant and convective medium.
 In calculating the damkholer number which is the ratio of liquid residence time
and liquid life time one very important assumption that is made in this study is
the fact that after injection the liquid which undergoes breakup due to cross flow
injection is assumed be carried by the convective gas flow i.e. the velocity of
droplet after breakup is assumed to be the velocity of gas in the mixer throat.
Although in a realistic situation the instantaneous velocity of the droplet would
vary due to the reduction in diameter and drag experienced by the evaporating
droplet this assumption can be taken as the most conservative way of
determining the droplet velocity in the mixer.


Figure 1-9 shows the strategy employed to develop the evaporation model for
the mixer.
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Figure 1-9 Flow chart strategy for vaporization study
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 The next step would be to determine the variation in diameter of the droplet and
all other vital parameters along the length of the mixer form the throat to the exit
given the number of time steps, the time step size and the lifetime of the liquid
droplet itself in the mixer.
 In order to calculate the exit temperature which is a vital parameter to scale the
efficiency of the mixer a simple energy balance including phase change is
carried out.
 Since a diverging geometry would be the most ideal for pressure recovery, a
mixer with diffuser geometry is analyzed for exit total pressure variation.
Although multiphase frictional pressure loss in a straight tube has been
analytically carried out, in a continuously expanding pipe wall friction and
turbulence do not permit ideal conversion of kinetic energy into pressure energy
in accordance with Bernoulli equation. Hence across a diverging pipe the
multiphase frictional pressure loss would be significant. This new concept is
worked on the final part of the analytical study.
 Computational Fluid Dynamics using commercial soft wares are limited in their
ability to accurately predict the solution which would be as close as possible to
the real life scenario. Although such a situation does exist certain processes
involved in the droplet injection study such as drop breakup into smaller child
droplets of oblate or elliptical shapes and drop coalescence i.e. joining of droplet
can be easily simulated using such soft wares. One such model present in AnsysFluent would be the Discrete Phase model and hence knowing the analytical
results beforehand these results can be supplemented and cross checked with the
help of these CFD simulations
 Finally the obtained analytical and CFD results are cross referenced with
experimental data. The experimental setup of the mixer geometry currently
19

under study has been fitted with suitable thermocouples at different
predetermined radial and axial locations to predict the existing non-isotropy in
temperature along the length of the mixer.
 Figure 1-10 shows the flow chart to clearly explain all the strategies and
techniques used in the analytical model to accurately predict the multiphase
pressure variation occurring along the length of the mixer.
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Figure 1-10 Flow chart strategy of Pressure study
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1.6

Thesis Overview:

This thesis study predominantly is aimed at building a tool which could facilitate
the study of a mixer efficiency given its operating conditions. The need for such a
tool would be vital to proving the importance of mixers in future rocket engine
designs employing the use of the earlier discussed Integrated Vehicle Fluid
Systems which increase both the mission capability and duration. Although liquid
evaporation in stagnant media has been extensively studied, in a convective
medium all droplet properties vary dynamically hence require careful attention with
droplet lifetime and mixer performance calculated based on instantaneous values
along the length of the mixer. With the introduction of the damkholer number a
clear picture of the droplets ability to evaporate in the presence of varying gas
speed can be studied specifically for a fixed value of mixer length. Real life
scenarios have persistently emphasized that pressure variation in any system needs
to be carefully monitored in order to ensure the safe functioning of the particular
system. Hence a detailed study into the multiphase pressure variation occurring
along the length of the mixer is carried out. Due to advancements in commercial
computational soft wares this thesis report also explores one such advanced yet
computationally inexpensive technique to supplement analytical results. In order to
better appreciate the complexity of the current problem involving the occurrence of
choked flow through the venturi section of the mixer throat geometry experimental
analysis is also carried out at these particular operating conditions.
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Chapter 2

Evaporation Study
2.1

Concepts of Diffusion, Evaporation & Vaporization:

The term diffusion is defined as the random molecular motion that leads to complete
mixing of single or several different species [10]. Thus diffusion is the blending of
two or more species separated by different chemical potential on a molecular level.
Before discussing any further about diffusion it is vital to understanding the
difference between the process of diffusion and convection vital to the study of
transport phenomenon. Convection is the combination of both advection and
diffusion where the former involves the bulk flow of particles of the entire control
volume while the latter is the net movement of particles from higher concentration
to lower concentration.
Vaporization of an element or compound is the phase transition from its liquid
phase to vapor. There are two forms of vaporization namely evaporation and boiling.
Evaporation deals with the phase transition from liquid to vapor (a state of substance
below critical temperature and critical pressure) that occurs when adequate heat
energy is acquired by the liquid phase to reach its boiling temperature (saturation
temperature) at a given pressure. Boiling on the other hand is a phase transition from
the liquid to gas phase that occurs at or above the boiling temperature (saturation
point). Boiling, as opposed to evaporation, usually starts to manifest much below the
surface of the liquid volume. The principal difference between boiling and
evaporation is thus the fact that the former is a bulk phenomenon whereas the latter
is a surface phenomenon.
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There are two basic laws that help to understand this process of diffusion. The
first being Fick’s law of diffusion according to which the mass flow of a species A
per unit area is given by:
𝑚̇𝐴′′ = 𝑌𝐴 (𝑚̇𝐴′′ + 𝑚̇𝐴′′ ) − 𝜌𝐷𝐴𝐵

𝑑𝑌𝐴
𝑑𝑥

(3)

Consider a binary system of two species of gases A and B. Fick’s law states that the
mass flow of species A per unit area i.e. the mass flux of species A is equal to the
Mass flow of species A associated with molecular diffusion per unit area subtracted
from the mass flow of species A associated with the bulk flow of both the species
per unit area. Where 𝑚̇𝐴′′ and 𝑚̇𝐵′′ are the mass flux associated with species A and B.
The constant 𝐷𝐴𝐵 in the above expression denotes the binary diffusivity (measure
of the ability of two systems to diffuse between one another which is a constant for
every mixture species) between the species A and B. The major difference between
molecular diffusion and bulk flow is that the latter is a property of the entire
domain occupied by the species while the former is a molecular movement mainly
caused due to chemical potential gradient. The second law which explains diffusion
involves the mass transfer coefficient according to which:
𝑚̇𝐴′′ = 𝑘(𝑑𝐶𝐴 )

(4)

Where the constant K is called the mass transfer coefficient and 𝑑𝐶𝐴 gives the
concentration difference of species A across a domain.
The diffusion coefficient also called the binary diffusivity as stated earlier can be
found out by using suitable empirical correlations such as the Stokes-Einstein
equation for Liquids, the Arrhenius equation for solids and the Chapman-Enskog
equation for gases. It is very important to reiterate the fact that for a binary system
this diffusivity is unique for every different pair of liquid-gas systems.
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2.2

Concentration Driven Diffusion in a Binary System:

As stated by E L Cussler in his book “Mass transfer in fluid systems”- the simplest
and commonly occurring form of diffusion in nature would be the diffusion of
molecules due to a concentration gradient in either a dilute or a concentrated
solution. Diffusion in dilute solution includes the transport of solutes like salts
present in small amounts over a suitable solvent like water due to the existence of a
concentration difference of this solvent medium.
The simplest form of diffusion can be explained by building the diffusion
equation around the concepts of concentration gradient and average solute velocity.
Fick’s law (equation 1 or equation 3) derived for a solute in a solvent liquid system
can be given by:
𝑚̇𝐴′′ = 𝑐𝑎 (𝑣𝑎∗ )

(5)

Where 𝑐𝑎 is the local concentration of the solute at a particular location of the
solvent and 𝑣𝑎∗ is the average velocity of the solute which is constantly in motion
due to the concentration gradient. The above equation of convection could then be
fragmented into two parts namely the component of advection and diffusion given
by:
𝑚̇𝐴′′ = 𝑐𝑎 (𝑣𝑎∗ − 𝑣𝑟 ) + 𝑐𝑎 𝑣𝑟

(6)

𝑚̇𝐴′′ = 𝑗1𝑎 + 𝑐𝑎 𝑣𝑟

(7)

In equation (6) the first term i.e. 𝑗1𝑎 = 𝑐𝑎 (𝑣𝑎∗ − 𝑣𝑟 ) is the diffusional flux term of
species A and the second term is advection flux which includes 𝑣𝑟 called the
convective reference velocity. Note that the reference velocity could be either in
terms of mass/molar/volume average velocity.
In order to describe an analysis of diffusion which would avoid these
complicated concepts of convection and reference velocity as discussed earlier a
direct application of the fick’s law (equation 1) called the Maxwell-Stefan equation
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is studied further. The diffusional flux term in the fick’s law equation (1) can
otherwise be defined as:
𝑗1𝑎 = −𝐷𝐴𝐵

𝑑𝑐𝑎
𝑑𝑥

(8)

Where the concentration of species A i.e. 𝑐𝑎 is given by
𝑐𝑎 =

𝑚𝑎
𝑣𝑠𝑜𝑙

(9)

The mass of A (𝑚𝑎 ) is equal to the product of mass fraction of A and the total mass
of the solution ( 𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑙 ). Thus knowing all these values of mass fraction and mass of
species A the local concentration could be expressed in a more relatable formula
given by
𝑐𝑎 =

𝑌𝑎 𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑙
= 𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙 𝑌𝑎
𝑣𝑠𝑜𝑙

(10)

By substituting equation (10) in (8)
𝑗1𝑎 = −𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙 𝐷𝐴𝐵

𝑑𝑌𝑎
𝑑𝑥

(11)

Therefore the diffusional flux can be written as
𝑗1𝑎 = 𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙 𝑌𝑎 𝑣𝑎∗

(12)

In equation (12) 𝑣𝑎∗ is the volume averaged velocity of the solute. The mass flux of
the solution i.e. for the binary system of species A and B, the sum of the mass
fluxes for the two species is equal to the density of the solution times the averaged
velocity. Substituting this fact in the convection part of the fick’s law equation (7)
we get the convection term
𝑐𝑎 𝑣𝑟 = 𝑌𝑎 (𝑚̇𝐴′′ + 𝑚̇𝐵′′ )

Consider the concentration driven system as shown in figure 2-1
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(13)

Figure 2-1: Mass Diffusion across a thin film in concentrated solutions

At steady state based on the conservation of energy the solute transported into ∆𝑥
domain is equal to the solute transported out of the ∆𝑥 domain i.e.
𝐴(𝑚̇𝐴′′ 𝑎𝑡 𝑥) − 𝐴(𝑚̇𝐴′′ 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 + ∆𝑥) = 0
𝜕𝑚̇𝐴′′
=0
𝜕𝑥

(14)

(15)

Where A refers to the area which is currently under study. Re-writing the Fick’s
law in the following form for two species
𝑚̇𝐴′′ = −𝐷𝐴𝐵

𝜕𝑐𝑎
+ 𝑐𝑎 (𝑐𝑎 𝑣̅𝑎 𝑣𝑎 + 𝑐𝑎 𝑣̅𝑏 𝑣𝑏 )
𝜕𝑥

(16)

Where the term in bracket is defined as the volume averaged velocity and 𝑣̅𝑎 and
𝑣̅𝑏 are the partial specific volume of species A and B respectively. 𝑣𝑎 & 𝑣𝑏 are the
velocity of species A and B. The mass flux of solute species A is given by
𝑚̇𝐴′′ = 𝑐𝑎 𝑣̅𝑎

(17)

But for solvent species B which is stagnant 𝑣𝑏 = 0 and hence
𝑚̇𝐵′′ = 0

By definition of Specific Volume we have
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(18)

𝑐𝑎 𝑣̅𝑎 = 𝑐𝑎

𝑅𝑇 𝑐𝑎
= = 𝑌𝑎
𝑃
𝑐

(19)

Where c is the total molar concentration. Therefore from equation (19) we get
𝑣̅𝑎 =

1
𝑐

(20)

Now substituting (17) (19) (20) in (16)
𝑚̇𝐴′′ (1 − 𝑌𝑎 ) = −𝐷𝐴𝐵 𝑐𝑎

𝑑𝑌𝑎
𝑑𝑥

(21)

Substituting the Boundary conditions given below:
At x = 0; 𝑌𝑎 = 𝑌𝐴,𝑖 which is the mass fraction of A at the interface between the two
phases
At x = L; 𝑌𝑎 = 𝑌𝐴,∞ which is the mass fraction of A at infinite assumed location
Integrating equation (21) we get the profile for concentration gradient along this
cylindrical domain given by:
1 − 𝑌𝑎 (𝑥)
1 − 𝑌𝐴,∞
=[
]
1 − 𝑌𝐴,𝑖
1 − 𝑌𝐴,𝑖

(22)

Sub equation (22) in the fick’s law equation (6)
𝑚̇𝐴′′ =

𝐷𝐴𝐵 𝑐
1 − 𝑌𝐴,∞
𝑙𝑛 [
]
𝐿
1 − 𝑌𝐴,𝑖

(23)

Since we know that the total molar concentration is the mass of the species divided
by the volume, based on ideal gas law we can further evaluate molar concentration
to be expressed in terms of density. Therefore the final equation draws parallels
simultaneously considering both diffusion and convection and is analogous to
diffusion across a thin film on either side of which the solute concentration in the
solution varies drastically resulting in the diffusion as discussed in E L Cussler
[10].This equation is given by:
𝑚̇𝐴′′ =

𝐷𝐴𝐵 𝜌
1 − 𝑌𝐴,∞
𝑙𝑛 [
]
𝐿
1 − 𝑌𝐴,𝑖
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(24)

Equation (24) represents the mass flux of a solute species A which is undergoing
diffusion due to concentration gradient of the solution. It is important to note that
this condition is plausible only if the solute is present at high concentration in the
solvent. Also the above analysis is only applicable for the diffusion of a binary
system of two species i.e. a solute and a solvent. One direct consequence of
concentration driven diffusion of two or more species is the mass transfer occurring
between them. The Stefan problem demonstrates this phenomenon of mass transfer
occurring due concentration gradient in a cylindrical container. In order to better
understand these problems consider the system shown in figure 2-2. As can be seen
from this system the concentration of the liquid species varies uniformly from the
surface of the liquid column in the container to the ambient gas surrounding where
the concentration of liquid species is minimum.

Figure 2-2: Stefan Problem

Thus a function for this concentration gradient could be derived for this system by
first evaluating the overall mass conservation for the system followed by
substituting the mass flux of species B to be zero. Further evaluation using Fick’s
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law followed by an integration assuming the product of 𝜌𝐷𝐴𝐵 to be a constant and
substituting the first boundary condition of 𝑌𝐴 (𝑥 = 0) = 𝑌𝐴,𝑖 gives:
𝑚̇𝐴′′ 𝜌
𝑌𝐴 (𝑥) = 1 − (1 − 𝑌𝐴,𝑖 )𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
]
𝜌𝐷𝐴𝐵

(25)

Substituting the second boundary condition of 𝑌𝐴 (𝑥 = 𝐿) = 𝑌𝐴,∞ in equation (25)
we get the mass rate of transfer of liquid species A from the surface of the column
to the ambient gas flow
𝑚̇𝐴′′ =

𝐷𝐴𝐵 𝜌
1 − 𝑌𝐴,∞
𝑙𝑛 [
]
𝐿
1 − 𝑌𝐴,𝑖

(26)

Note that based on the derivation of equation (24) and equation (26) it is conclusive
to say that the physical basis for the Stefan problem of mass transfer is diffusion
across a thin film in concentrated solutions. We then extend the above approach to
our problem of study but the one major difference being the binary nature of the
liquid-gas system. Consider the following system shown in figure 2-3. As can been
seen below the plot of mass fraction of liquid species varies from its maximum
value at the drop surface 𝑟𝑑 to zero value at 𝑟∞ .

Figure 2-3 : Stefan problem analysis for a droplet
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The next step of determining the mass transfer rate would be to find the mass
fraction of liquid species at the interface between the two species i.e. 𝑌𝐴,𝑖 which can
be found out from the Clausius -Clapeyron equation given by:
ℎ𝑓𝑔
𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡
1
1
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− 𝑅 ( −
)]
𝑃
𝑇
𝑇
𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙
(
) 𝐵

(27)

𝑀𝑊𝐴

Where ℎ𝑓𝑔 is the latent heat of vaporization for phase change of the liquid species
A, 𝑇𝐵 is the temperature of the ambient gas phase B and 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 is the saturation
temperature of the species A. The above ratio of

𝑃𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑃

can be suitably related to the

mass fraction of species A at the interface by evaluating it in terms of the mole
fraction times the ratio of molecular weight of A and the mixture. Finally the mass
transfer rate of species a can be evaluated substituting this value of mass fraction at
interface in equation (26) given the values of mean molecular weight and density of
the gaseous species

2.3

Temperature Driven Diffusion for a Solitary System:

Temperature difference from the surface of the droplet to an infinite ambient
location could also result in the transport of mass from the droplet. In this process
there are two simultaneous mechanisms occurring at the same time namely- the
transfer of energy in the form of heat from the surroundings to the droplet which
results in the transfer of mass from the surface of the droplet as shown in
figure 2-4. In analogy to the concentration driven diffusion, a suitable energy
equation for the droplet-gas system is solved using the boundary conditions clearly
listed in the same figure (2-4):
Temperature at the surface of the droplet 𝑇𝑠 at r = 𝑟𝑠 is assumed to be at 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 i.e. at
saturation point
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Temperature at an infinite gas location at r = ∞ is assumed to be at 𝑇∞
Substituting these conditions in the derived energy equation we get a temperature
distribution function:
𝑇(𝑟) =

Where

(𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 − 𝑇∞ ) exp (−

𝑍𝑚̇
𝑟

1 − exp (−
𝑍=

𝑍𝑚̇

) − 𝑇∞ exp ( 𝑟 ) + 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙
𝑠

𝑍𝑚̇
𝑟𝑠

(28)

)

𝑐𝑝𝑔
4𝜋𝑘

(29)

Note that the gas phase is assumed to be at a significantly higher temperature when
compared to the liquid saturation temperature thus enabling us to neglect the
unsteady initial heating up phase of the droplet during which complications of
thermal stratifications and liquid convection occurs which could be ignored.

2.3.1 Evaporation in a Stagnant Medium:
In this model of droplet evaporation the gaseous atmosphere surrounding the
droplet is assumed to be stagnant. Therefore the duration available for the droplet
to vaporize is assumed to be infinite and hence only the rate of evaporation can be
calculated. Based on this evaporation rate the variation in the droplet diameter due
to vaporization is determined by the 𝐷2 law given by:
2
𝐷𝑡2 (𝑡) = 𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
− 𝐾𝑡

(30)

From which the droplet lifetime is found out to be:
𝑡𝑑 =

D2drop

(31)

K

A general schematic of the typical processes taking place during droplet
evaporation in a surrounding stagnant gaseous medium is shown in figure 2-4.
Since the surrounding gas exists at a much higher temperature than the liquid, heat
is drawn from this medium by the liquid droplet to achieve the necessary conditions
for phase change to occur. This minimal amount of heat required by the liquid to
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phase change into gas is called the latent heat of vaporization. This heat required to
achieve the latent heat of vaporization is obtained from the surrounding gas. In
return mass in the form of vaporized liquid is transferred to the surrounding
medium from the liquid.

Figure 2-4 : Simple model of droplet evaporation in a stagnant medium

Assumptions made for this model:
The droplet is assumed to evaporate in a stagnant medium considering the fact
that at any instant of time the rate of evaporation is the same i.e. a steady state
analysis is followed. As mentioned earlier a single component system of liquid-gas
can only be analyzed through this model. Liquid stratification which is the layering
of temperature contours along different radius of the droplet is not considered here
which means the whole droplet is assumed to be at the same bulk temperature even
during different heating time steps. The most important assumption being the fact
that the droplet is assumed to be at its saturation temperature even before it comes
in contact with the gaseous medium i.e. Td = Tboil. The Lewis number which gives
the ratio of thermal diffusivity to mass diffusivity is assumed to be unity i.e. the
two types of diffusion are assumed to be equal to one another. All thermodynamic
properties such as thermal conductivity, specific heat and density are considered to
be constant throughout the gaseous atmosphere [9]. Another important assumption
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made is the fact that the quality of the gas i.e. the mixing ratio of the gas to the
vapor mass fraction remains constant throughout the length of the mixer.
Governing correlations:
The evaporation rate is calculated using the equation given by [9]:
𝑚̇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 =

4𝜋𝑘𝑔 rdrop
𝑙𝑛[1 + 𝐵𝑞 ]
𝑐𝑝𝑔

(32)

Where Bq is the Spalding number or Heat transfer number given by:
𝐵𝑞 =

𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 )
ℎ𝑓𝑔

(33)

When the droplet lifetime is plotted against the instantaneous diameter of the
droplet based on equations (30) and (31) we observe that the plot is linear and
decreasing, with the slope equal to the evaporation constant given by:
𝑘=

8𝑘𝑔
𝑙𝑛[1 + 𝐵𝑞 ]
𝜌𝑙 𝑐𝑝𝑔

(34)

Using the above set of equations droplet lifetime and evaporation rate plots are
made to show the comparison of liquid-gas systems (𝑁2 , 𝐻2 , 𝑂2 ). This analysis
would reveal which cryogen would be ideal in a mixer of a given constrained
length and diameter.

2.3.2

Evaporation in the Presence of Convective Stream:

A more advanced study is carried out based on the previous model to include the
effect of moving gaseous stream on the evaporation rate of the liquid droplets.
Given the mixer length and the lifetime of the droplets, this model could be used to
predict the effectiveness of the mixer in terms of the percentage of liquid
evaporated into the gaseous stream thus reducing its temperature near the exit. In
order to include the convective effect into the rate of evaporation of the liquid
droplet the non-dimensional Nusselt number (ratio of the heat transferred due to
convection and conduction across a boundary [11]) is included in the previous
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model. Figure 2-5 shows the mixer domain of study. Note that using a suitable
mechanism the required initial velocity, pressure and temperature of the liquid and
gas stream in the mixer are achieved. In calculating the rate of evaporation and the
convective time scale of the liquid droplets the relative velocity of the drop with
respect to the gas is considered giving us the flexibility to include different angles
of injection in the model. From figure 2-5 the length available for the droplets to
evaporate in the mixer is taken to be “L” while the relative velocity of the droplet
with respect to the gas stream is given by “𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖𝑛𝑗 ” based on the velocity triangle.
This figure also shows the clear partitioning present between the venturi gas flow
chamber and the axial liquid flow plenum. Injector holes of are present along the
injector head walls starting from the location of the venturi throat.
Assumption made in this model:
The initial temperature of the droplet at injection in this model is now
realistically assumed to be at a lower temperature when compared to its saturation
point. This assumption is included in the study with the help of the Onion-Skin
model for heat conduction [9]. According to this model the droplet is divided into
two zones- the outer surface region where the temperature is said to be equal to the
ambient temperature and the droplet interior region where the temperature is
slightly colder.

Figure 2-5 : Mixer Schematic involving evaporation in the presence of convective media
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Thus based on this model the heat conducted into the droplet is given by
𝑞𝑖−𝑙 = 𝑐𝑝𝑙 (𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 )

(35)

In addition the liquid and gaseous phases are considered to be uniformly mixed. In
order to increase accuracy the relative velocity of the droplet with respect to the gas
is considered using a suitable vector transformation by involving the law of
cosines. For initial cases of injection of liquid parallel to the gas stream the droplet
is literally assumed to be introduced into the gas stream and carried by the
convective flow. As a result of this assumption the relative velocity of the droplet
with respect to the gas drastically increases upon introduction into the gas stream
after which it decreases along the mixer length. Drop size distribution is assumed to
be uniform throughout the domain of the mixer and is taken to be isotropic. Flow
compressibility is taken into consideration and therefore the temperature and
pressure in the throat of the mixer is calculated based on isentropic flow
correlations which have been discussed in detail under the next chapter.
Throughout the course of this analysis the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy have been verified to be observed in the system.
Governing Equations:
Principle Parametric Equations used:
The main contribution of this paper is the development of a Damkohler number
(Da) which compares two different time scales. These are the residence time of
droplets within mixer represented by 𝜏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 and the evaporation time (lifetime) of
the droplets given by𝑡𝑑 .

𝐷𝑎 =

𝜏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
𝑡𝑑

𝜏𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 =
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𝐿
𝑣𝑔,𝑡

(36)
(37)

Da gives the extant of droplet evaporation within the mixer. If Da >> 1, convective
time is higher than the evaporation time which means complete droplet evaporation
occurs. If Da << 1, convective time is lesser than the evaporation time which means
droplet evaporation is incomplete. If Da ≈ 1, convective time is approximately
equal to the evaporation time which implies the fact that partial droplet evaporation
or complete evaporation at precisely the mixer exit location occurs.
The Darcy-Weisbach equation is used to calculate the single phase frictional
pressure loss which is given by the following expression
∆𝑝𝑓 =

2
𝑓𝐷 𝑣𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝜌𝑔 𝐿
2D

(38)

Where D is the hydraulic diameter of the gas flow chamber, L is the convective
length of the liquid and fD is the Darcy frictional factor which for a laminar flow is
given by equation (39) and for turbulent flow is given by equation (40)
𝑓𝐷 =
1
√𝑓𝐷

= − 2.00 log (

64
𝑅𝑒
2.51
𝑅𝑒√𝑓𝐷

(39)
+

∈
)
3.74𝑅

(40)

Equation (40) is notably the Colebrook-White equation in which R is the hydraulic
radius of the gas flow chamber and 𝜖 is the pipe roughness factor and can be
iteratively solved to obtain the friction factor for Turbulent Flow i.e. Reynold
number (Re) > 4000. The flow Reynolds number and Prandtl number used in the
calculations for droplet evaporation are given by equations (41) and (42). The
Prandtl number is an important non-dimensional number to determine the degree to
which momentum diffuses in the domain in comparison to thermal diffusion
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙 𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
𝜇𝑎𝑣𝑔

𝑃𝑟 =

𝑐𝑝,𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝜇𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑘𝑎𝑣𝑔
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(41)

(42)

Note that all thermal properties in equation (41) and (42) are evaluated at the
average temperatures between surrounding convective gaseous temperature and the
liquid saturation temperature. This is a good approximation of including both the
liquid and gas properties into the calculation of Prandtl number and Reynold
number. The breakup of droplets in cross flow injection is controlled by the gas and
liquid dynamic pressure, liquid surface tension and viscous forces. This could be
determined by the Weber number (We) for low viscosity liquids given by [12].
2
𝜌𝑔 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙
𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
𝑊𝑒 =
𝜎

(43)

Where 𝜎 is the surface tension of the liquid which would be the main force
responsible for keeping the droplet spherical. Higher the Weber numbers larger are
the deforming external forces with respect to the reforming surface tension forces.
For liquids of low viscosity the deformation of a drop is determined primarily by
the ratio of these aerodynamic forces represented by 0.5𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑣𝑟2 and the surface
tension forces represented by

𝜎
𝐷

𝐶𝐷

in the above equation (43).

2
𝜋𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
0.5𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑣𝑟2 = 𝜋𝐷𝜎
4

(44)

Considering the initial condition for droplet breakup i.e. equation (44) when the
aerodynamic drag experienced by the droplet is equal to the surface tension of the
droplet, (for Weber number =1) the critical droplet velocity 𝑈𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 at which droplet
breakup is initiated is given by the formula (45):
𝑈𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

8𝜎
= (
)
𝑐𝑑 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝

0.5

(45)

Under equilibrium conditions i.e. when there is no droplet breakup internal pressure
at any point on the drop surface ( 𝑝𝑡 ) is just sufficient to balance the external
aerodynamic pressure (𝑝𝐴 ) and the surface tension pressure (𝑝𝜎 ) i.e.
𝑝𝑡 = 𝑝𝐴 + 𝑝𝜎 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
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(46)

Where 𝑝𝜎 =

4𝜎
𝐷

. Therefore based on equations (45) and (46) as the governing

correlations the initial diameter for droplet breakup is calculated by:
𝐷𝑖 =

8𝜎
2
𝑐𝑑 𝜌𝑔 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙

(47)

Correlations for evaporation with convection:
For this case of evaporation of liquid components in the presence of gaseous
convective flow the formula for droplet mass flow rate is derived to be:
𝑚̇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑐 =

2𝜋𝑘𝑔 𝑟𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑁𝑢
ln[1 + 𝐵𝑞,𝑐 ]
𝑐𝑝𝑔

(48)

Where the heat transfer number 𝐵𝑞,𝑐 is given by
𝐵𝑞,𝑐 =

𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 )
𝑞𝑖−𝑙 + ℎ𝑓𝑔

(49)

Where 𝑞𝑖−𝑙 is the energy required to heat up the droplet from an initial temperature
below the boiling point
𝑞𝑖−𝑙 = 𝑐𝑝𝑙 (𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 − 𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 )

(50)

According to Spalding et al [13] the Nusselt number is given by the expression:
Nu = [2 + 0.57𝑅𝑒 0.5 𝑃𝑟 0.33 ] [
𝐵𝑇 =

1
]
(1 + 𝐵𝑇 )0.7

𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 )
𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑙 ) + ℎ𝑓𝑔

(51)
(52)

Where 𝐵𝑇 is the Spalding transfer number; 𝑇𝑙 is the temperature of the liquid
below the saturation temperature and 𝑇∞ is the surrounding gas temperature. The
first term in the denominator of the transfer number is the sensible energy required
by the droplet to heat up while the second term is the latent energy for phase
change. All parameters involving velocity of the droplet before droplet breakup are
calculated based on the relative velocity of the droplet with respect to the gas
stream mainly because this would give us the flexibility to perform upstream
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injection of the droplets. The introduction of a droplet injection angle in the
velocity cosine formula gives us the ability to model such an upstream injection in
the analytical tool itself as shown by equation (53)
2

2

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑙 = √(𝑣𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖𝑛𝑗 ) + (𝑉𝑔,𝑡 ) + 2𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖𝑛𝑗 𝑉𝑔,𝑡 (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)

(53)

In the above expression 𝑉𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑖𝑛𝑗 is the actual velocity of the droplet 𝑉𝑔,𝑡 is the
velocity of the gas at the mixer venturi throat and 𝜃 is the angle of injection. From
the velocity triangle seen in figure 2-5 the angle formed between the direction
vectors of the gas flow and the liquid injection is taken to be the angle of injection.
It is very important to note that the relative droplet velocity with respect to the
gas stream is used for all calculations only before breakup occurs at the point of
injection. After droplet breakup the velocity of the smaller droplets are assumed to
be equal to the velocity of gas in the mixer throat which means that after breakup
the very small droplets are assumed to be carried away towards the exit by the
throat gas flow rate.
Correlation for exit temperature calculation
The mixer outlet mean temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 can be obtained by solving the energy
equation considering phase change between the throat of the mixer and the exit.
Note that by mean temperature we refer to the average temperature of gas and
liquid (if unevaporated) by the mixer exit. This is given by the expression:
𝑚̇𝑔 𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇𝑔 )𝑇𝑔 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑡 + 𝑚̇𝑙,𝑖𝑛𝑗 ℎ𝑙
= (𝑚̇𝑔 + 𝑚̇𝑔𝑎𝑠,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 + 𝑚̇𝑙,𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑐̅𝑝 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡

(54)

Where 𝑚̇𝑙,𝑖𝑛𝑗 is the mass flow rate of liquid at injection in kg/s, ℎ𝑙 is the enthalpy
of liquid and 𝑐̅𝑝 is the mass averaged specific heat of the gas and unevaporated
liquid at the exit at a mean temperature between the gas temperature and the liquid
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saturation temperature. When the liquid is partially evaporated by the mixer exit,
the isolated exit gas temperature for these cases is given by the equation:
𝑚̇𝑔 𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇𝑔 )𝑇𝑔 𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑡 + 𝑚̇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 𝐶𝑝,𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔
= (𝑚̇𝑔 + 𝑚̇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 )𝑐̅̅̅̅𝑇
𝑝𝑔 𝑔,𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡

(55)

Where the subscript “avg” indicates that the particular property is calculated at an
average temperature between the liquid saturation and gas temperature and ̅̅̅̅
𝑐𝑝𝑔
denotes the specific heat which is mass averaged between the convective gas flow
and the evaporating liquid at saturation
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Chapter 3
Pressure Study
Studying the variation of pressure across the length of the mixer is pivotal for our
analysis especially due to the following reasons:
 To determine the driving pressure differential developed in the throat of the
venturi tube due to the loss in gaseous static pressure which would be mainly
responsible for suction of the liquid into the gas flow chamber without the use of
any external apparatus
 The pressure loss developed across the entire mixer would be considered a very
vital and valuable parameter. This is especially due to the fact that before entry
into any other subsequent systems, pressure which has been lost due to several
multiphase frictional and acceleration losses needs to be adequately recovered
using a suitable diffuser geometry.
 This further requires the study of both the total pressure decrease and the static
pressure increase across the diffuser section of the mixer keeping in mind the
fact that the current problem deals with a two phase flow phenomenon which
further complicates the solution.
In order to facilitate a holistic model the entire mixer system from the tank
storing the liquid and gas to the mixer exit is considered in the pressure study. The
most significant change from the previous model of droplet vaporization is the
inclusion of the effect of static pressure difference developed in the throat of
venturi geometry to pull in the correct amount of liquid that would completely
vaporize by the mixer exit as compared to the evaporation study which assumes
that the droplets are simply introduced into the gas stream.
Furthermore, the value of total pressure at the exit of the mixer maybe essential
in the calculations used to perform vital systems design of the IVF model. The
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multiphase frictional pressure loss is first calculated for a straight tube and then
proceeded to diffuser geometry with a diverging section in a stepwise manner.
These results are compared to single phase pressure losses to appreciate the
difference in magnitude. The single phase pressure drop is characterized by the
level of turbulence and roughness of the pipe. The two phase pressure drop in
contrast is linked to the momentum exchange between the two phases and in
addition to the two phase flow pattern. Note that this value of frictional pressure
loss would hence be far higher than the case with single phase flow (considering
only gas phase).

3.1

Calculation of Liquid Mass Flow Rate at Injection:

A simple Bernoulli’s equation is used to find out the value of total pressure at the
inlet of the mixer section based on equation (56)
𝑃𝑇,𝑖 = 𝑃𝑔,𝑖 + (0.5𝜌𝑔,𝑖 𝑣𝑔,𝑖 2 )

(56)

Since the values of gas temperature in the mixer inlet, the universal gas constant for
the element under consideration, the total pressure of gas and the specific heat ratio
are now calculated and known based on the boundary conditions, the value of the
compressible mass flow rate at the inlet can be found out by:
𝑚̇𝑔,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝

𝛾+1

−
2(𝛾−1)
𝛾
𝛾−1
√ 𝑀𝑔,𝑖 (1 +
=
𝑀𝑔,𝑖 2 )
2
√𝑇𝑔,𝑖 𝑅

𝐴𝑃𝑇,𝑖

(57)

It is important to note that the value of universal gas constant “R” in the above
equation varies by a huge margin for the three elements currently under
consideration. Namely Oxygen has a value of universal gas constant of
259.8 J/kg/K and nitrogen has a value of 296.8 J/kg/K but the corresponding value
for hydrogen is drastically higher at about 4124 J/kg/K. Therefore just by taking a
closer look at the magnitude difference of the gas constant for nitrogen/oxygen and
hydrogen reveals that gas flow choking (gas velocity reaching the value of speed of
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sound) at the mixer throat would be at a much lower flow rate value for
nitrogen/oxygen when compared to hydrogen. The principle reason for this
assessment is the fact that in a hydrogen gas medium sound travels at a much
higher speed. At standard room temperature, the speed of sound in a hydrogen gas
medium is 1270 m/s whereas in a nitrogen medium it is about 349 m/s and about
326 m/s in an oxygen gas medium. In order to proceed with the calculations to
determine the mixer throat conditions, it is primarily important to verify if throat
flow choking i.e. sonic conditions occur in the mixer throat for any particular value
of inlet mass flow rate. The condition for sonic throat flow choking is given by:
𝛾

(58)

𝑃∗
2 𝛾−1
=(
)
𝑃𝑇,𝑡
𝛾+1

Where 𝑃∗ denotes the critical value of throat static pressure and 𝑃𝑇,𝑡ℎ is the total
pressure in the throat of the mixer. When the throat static pressure becomes lesser
than this calculated value of critical choking pressure, sonic flow occurs at the
throat. If the formation of choking is confirmed then the Mach number of gas in the
venturi throat can be calculated based on the following area Mach number
correlation for a typical Convergent-Divergent geometry given by:
−(𝛾+1)
2(𝛾−1)

(1 +

𝐴
𝛾+1
=(
)
∗
𝐴
2

(𝛾+1)
2

(𝛾+1)

2 2(𝛾−1)

𝑀 )

(59)

𝑀

∗

Where 𝐴 is the mixer venturi throat area while A represents the area in the mixer
inlet. Proceeding further the value of compressible gas static pressure, temperature
and speed of sound in the throat is calculated based on the isentropic flow
correlations given by:
𝛾

𝛾

𝑃𝑔,𝑖
𝜌𝑔,𝑖
𝑇𝑔,𝑖𝑛 𝛾−1
=(
) =(
)
𝑃𝑔,𝑡
𝜌𝑔,𝑡
𝑇𝑔,𝑡ℎ
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(60)

Using these new found values of throat conditions the compressible mass flow rate
in the venturi throat is found out based on the earlier discussed equation (57). It is
then vital to calculate all parameter pertaining to the liquid which would be injected
into the gas flow chamber. Given the boundary conditions for the liquid plenum
like the inlet mass flow rate, inlet temperature and static pressure the conditions at
or near the location of the holes is found out based on the earlier discussed
approach employing the Bernoulli’s principle. Once all the thermal properties are
evaluated for the liquid at the given values of static pressure and temperature from
the NIST thermal properties the mass flow rate of liquid at injection through a
single injector hole is found out by:
𝑚̇𝑙,ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 = 𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑑 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑗 √2𝜌𝑙 (𝑃𝑙,𝑡 − 𝑃𝑔,𝑡 )

(61)

Where 𝐴𝑖 is the area of the injector and “no” denotes the total number of open
injector holes which is either prefixed or is found out by dividing the total liquid
inlet flow rate by the flow rate of liquid through one injector excluding the “no”
variable in equation (61) .as per equation (62). The term “𝑐𝑑 ” denotes the discharge
coefficient for the injector orifice and for our mixer is assumed to be a constant of
0.60
𝑛𝑜 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 =

𝑚̇𝑙,𝑖𝑛
𝑚̇𝑙,ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒

(62)

The value of driving pressure drop/difference at the venturi throat resulting in the
suction of liquid through the injector is given by the following equation
∆𝑃𝑆 = 𝑃𝑙,𝑡 − 𝑃𝑔,𝑡
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(63)

3.2

Single Phase Pressure Analysis:

In order to cohesively comprehend the complicated study of multiphase flow the
single phase pressure study is performed at first. Note that the cryogenic elements
under consideration in this section namely nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen would
be present in their gaseous form alone.

3.2.1 Single Phase Pressure Loss in a Straight Tube:
As discussed earlier in the background section of this thesis due to velocity
variations along the radial position of the pipe, frictional losses tend to occur which
is also clearly depicted for different pipe sections in figure 3-1. These losses
contribute to the overall total pressure drop at the end of the mixer. The greater this
loss greater would be the effort required by the turbine/compressor post mixing to
pressurize the gas. Therefore care should be taken to accurately predict this type of
pressure loss. Based on Newton’s theory of viscosity the shear stress, viscosity and
the velocity gradient can be related by the basic expression
𝜕𝑢
(64)
𝜕𝑦
Thus as the velocity gradient along the radial length of the pipe and the viscosity
𝜏 = 𝜇𝑔𝑎𝑠

increases the shear stress experienced by the fluid on the pipe wall also increases.
This shear stress could be related to the frictional pressure loss based on the DarcyWeisbach equation which has also been clearly explained in one of the earlier
sections on evaporation study. One very important assumption made here is the fact
that the hydraulic diameter of the mixer is assumed to be the average of the inlet,
throat and the exit for convenience as given by:
𝐷ℎ =

𝐷𝑖 + 𝐷𝑡 + 𝐷𝑒
3

(65)

The single phase total pressure loss for either a gaseous or a liquid system is given
by the expression:
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2
(66)
∆𝑃𝑓,𝑠,𝑠
𝜌𝑔,𝑡 (𝑣𝑔.𝑡 )
= 𝑓𝐷
𝐿
2
𝐷ℎ
The friction factor could be determined based on the equations (39)-(42) as

discussed in the previous section. Such a simple case of single phase frictional
pressure loss is thus solely based on the velocity gradient which varies from the
maximum value in the axis of the pipe to zero near the wall where the no slip wall
boundary condition in invoked/assumed. This variation in the velocity profile
causes a shearing effect between the different layers of fluid flowing over one
another along the pipe.

3.2.2 Single Phase Pressure Loss in a Diffuser:
The frictional pressure loss is calculated for a divergent pipe by integrating the
Darcy-Weisbach equation with limits ranging from 0 to the length of the diffuser
section along the wall. For a conical diffuser the hydraulic diameter is equal to the
actual diameter of the tube therefore the frictional loss is given by:
∆𝑝𝑓,𝑠,𝑑 = ∫

𝑠2 𝑓 𝑣 2
𝑔 𝑔,𝑖

𝑑𝑠
(67)
2𝐷𝐻
Transforming all the variables involved in the above equation from along the
0

centerline to conical surface distances for the diffuser we get:
2
𝑓𝑔 𝑣𝑔,𝑖

𝐿

∆𝑝𝑓,𝑠,𝑑 = ∫

0

2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓(𝐷𝑖 + 2𝑥 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜓)

𝑑𝑥

(68)

𝜓 in the expressions denotes the half angle of the diffuser expansion. Hence the full
cone angle is given by 2* 𝜓. Therefore the final equation of pressure loss becomes:
∆𝑝𝑓,𝑠,𝑑

2
𝑓𝑔 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑣𝑔,𝑖
1
=
(1 −
)
16𝑆𝑖𝑛𝜓
𝐴𝑅 2

(69)

In the above equation the value of “AR” denotes the area ratio between the exit and
the inlet of the diffuser section. It should be noted that in addition to such a
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frictional pressure loss there exits other types of losses like acceleration losses
which could be approximated by the expression of total pressure loss in a diffuser:
2
(70)
𝜌𝑔,𝑡 𝑣𝑔,𝑡 2
𝐴𝑖
∆𝑝𝑡,𝑠,𝑑 = 𝑐𝑑 (1 − ( ))
𝐴𝑒
2
If we require an ideal pressure recovery by the end of the diffuser section, then 𝜓

angle is recommended to be fixed at about7𝑜 . Therefore for such a case of single
phase flow through a diffuser greater the angle of expansion greater would be the
flow separation near the wall leading to a higher gradient in velocity and pressure
between the axial and the near wall regions. One direct consequence of such an
effect is the formation of turbulent secondary flow eddy currents resulting in near
wall recirculation. In summary a greater diffuser angle would be equivalent to a
greater total pressure loss along the diffuser section.

3.3

Multiphase Pressure Analysis:

The multiphase frictional pressure loss is first calculated for a straight tube and then
proceeded to diffuser geometry with a diverging section just as proceeded for the
single phase pressure losses.
Assumptions:
𝑥=

𝑚̇𝑔,𝑡
𝑚̇𝑔,𝑡 + 𝑚̇𝑙,𝑡

(71)

The quality of the gas given by the equation (71) is assumed to be a constant
throughout the mixer i.e. the mixing of the liquid with the gas stream is assumed to
be uniform and constant throughout the mixer. The non-dimensional constants such
as Reynolds number, Weber number and Froude number are all calculated based on
the mass velocity of both the gas and the liquid phases i.e.
𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝑚̇𝑔,𝑡 + 𝑚̇𝑙,𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
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(72)

The droplets are accelerated by the gas flow which is also accelerating (momentum
transfer).The loss in kinetic energy is considerable which results in an
exceptionally high pressure drop significantly higher than the single phase pressure
drop.

3.2.1 Multiphase Pressure Loss in a Straight Tube:
Assumptions:
For the straight tube the hydraulic diameter is averaged between the inlet, throat
and the exit to be considered as a straight tube as given by equation (65). For our
initial case study the number of injector holes open is assumed to only one.
Governing correlations:
The multiphase total pressure drop due to friction across a straight tube is given by
the correlation developed by Friedel as stated in [14]
2
∆𝑝𝑓,𝑚,𝑠 = ∆𝑝𝐿 𝜑𝑓𝑟

(73)

4𝑓𝐿 𝐿𝑚̇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐷ℎ 2𝜌𝑙,𝑡

(74)

Where
∆𝑝𝑙 =

Note that equation (74) is a form of the Darcy-Weisbach equation calculated using
the hydraulic diameter and the total mass velocity rather than simply the velocity of
the gaseous species alone since this is a multiphase flow problem. 𝑓𝐿 is the Darcy
friction factor for the liquid phase which is calculated iteratively from the
Colebrook White equation stated earlier. Note the technique used here is that the
pressure loss is first calculated for the single phase liquid flow and then a
multiphase frictional factor φ is used to include the multiphase effect. The friction
factor is calculated for both the liquid and the gas phases using suitable equations
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as discussed earlier i.e. equation (39)-(42). The Friedel’s two phase multiplier 𝜑𝑟 is
given by:
2
𝜑𝑓𝑟
=𝐸+

𝜌𝑙,𝑡
𝐻= (
)
𝜌𝑔,𝑡

0.91

3.24𝐹𝐻
𝐹𝑟𝐻0.045 𝑊𝑒𝐿0.035
0.19

𝜇𝑔,𝑡
(
)
𝜇𝑙,𝑡

(75)
0.7

𝜇𝑔,𝑡
(1 −
)
𝜇𝑙,𝑡

𝐹 = (1 − 𝑥)0.224 + 𝑥 0.78
𝐸 = (1 − 𝑥 2 ) + 𝑥 2

𝜌𝑙,𝑡 𝑓𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝜌𝑔,𝑡 𝑓𝑙

(76)

(77)
(78)

The liquid Weber number is a non-dimensional parameter to evaluate the
contribution of the fluids inertia and surface tension to the formation and transport
of droplets and sprays which is given by:
𝑊𝑒𝐿 =

2
𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐷ℎ
𝜎𝜌𝐻

(79)

The Froude number is another non-dimensional number to evaluate the balance
existing between the fluids inertia and gravitational head. It can be given by:
2
𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝐹𝑟𝐻 =
𝑔𝐷ℎ 𝜌𝐻2

(80)

Where the multiphase density is given by the expression:
𝜌𝐻 = (

𝑥
1−𝑥
+
)
𝜌𝑔,𝑡
𝜌𝑙,𝑡

−1

(81)

3.2.2 Multiphase Pressure Loss in a Diffuser:
The multiphase total pressure loss due to friction across a diffuser can be obtained
by integrating the multiphase total pressure drop equation (73) from the inlet of the
diffuser to the outlet location and converting the line integral from the centerline of
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the diffuser to the surface of the conical diffuser geometry as done for the single
phase case. [15]
∆𝑝𝑓,𝑚,𝑑 = ∫

2
𝑠2 4𝑓 𝑚̇
𝐿 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝜑𝑓𝑟

2𝜌𝑙,𝑡 𝐷𝐻

0

𝑑𝑠

(82)

Transforming all the variables involved in the above equation from centerline to
surface distances for the diffuser would give us the multiphase frictional pressure
loss in a constantly expanding geometry (diffuser):
∆𝑝𝑓,𝑚,𝑑 =

𝐷𝑔,𝑒
𝑀
[
]
2𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜓 𝐷𝑡

(83)

Where

𝑀=
𝐾=

𝑚𝑣 2

𝑍(𝐸 + 𝐾)
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓

(84)

3.24𝐹𝐻

(85)

0.045

( 𝑔𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
)
𝜌2
ℎ 𝐻

(

2
𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝜎𝜌𝐻

𝐸 = (1 − 𝑥 2 ) + 𝑥 2
𝑍=

0.035

)

𝜌𝑙,𝑡 𝑓𝑔
𝜌𝑔,𝑡 𝑓𝑙

2
2𝑓𝐿 𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜌𝑙,𝑡

(86)

(87)

3.2.3 Multiphase Static Pressure Gain due to Expansion:
The main purpose of using an expanding geometry in a mixer is to recover as much
of pressure as possible which has been lost due to friction and momentum
exchange. Therefore it is also very vital to analyse this effect for our case of
multiphase flow which would be significantly different from a single phase
expanding flow due to the fact that the denser fluid namely the liquid would tend to
move along the axis of the domain while the gas phase would penetrate the entire
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domain resulting in a non-uniform distribution of kinetic energy between the two
phases. The increase in static pressure due to expansion in the diffuser for
multiphase flow is given by [16]
∆p𝑒,𝑚,𝑑

=

𝜎
2
𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
[𝜌
𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜎2

−𝜌

−

𝑒𝑓𝑓

∗
𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑥

2

1−𝑥

2
𝐷𝑔,𝑒

2

(88)

− (1−𝜖)𝜌 ) (1 − √ 𝐷2 ) ]

(𝜀𝜌

𝑔,𝑡

𝐿,𝑡

1 − 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝 (1 −

2
𝐷𝑔,𝑒
𝐷𝑡2

𝑡

)

Where the effective two phase mixture density is given by
1
𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓

(1 − 𝑥)2
𝑥2
=
+
+ 𝜌𝐿,𝑡 (1
𝜌𝑔,𝑡 𝜀 𝜌𝐿,𝑡 (1 − 𝜖)

(89)
2

(1 − 𝑥)
𝜖𝐾
𝑥2
− 𝜖) (
)[
−
]
𝜖𝐾 − 1 𝜌𝑔,𝑡 𝜀 𝜌𝐿,𝑡 (1 − 𝜖)

The two phase Darcy friction factor is
0.7

∗
𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑝

= 0.0049𝑥

2 (1

𝜇𝑙,𝑡
− 𝑥) (
)
𝜇𝑔,𝑡
2

(90)

The two phase Reynolds number is given by
𝑅𝑒𝑚 =

2
(1 − 𝑥 2 )𝐷ℎ
𝑚𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜇𝑙,𝑡
0.25

𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑆=

2
𝐷𝑔,𝑒
= 1−( 2 )
𝐷𝑡

𝑥 1 − 𝜖 𝜌𝐿,𝑡
1 − 𝑥 𝜀 𝜌𝑔,𝑡

(91)

(92)

(93)

In the above equation (92) the variable 𝐷𝑡 is the annular diameter at the throat of
the mixer obtained by subtracting the gas chamber diameter 𝐷𝑔,𝑡 with the liquid
chamber diameter 𝐷𝑙,𝑡
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Chapter 4
Experimental Setup
Experimental validation for multiphase flow phenomenon is essential, especially
due to the uncertainty in flow properties caused by several non-isotropic (physical
property which does not stay constant along different directions) factors
influencing vaporization along the length of the mixer. Few of these properties
which do not remain constant with direction are the droplet relative velocity with
respect to gas flow, the initial diameter after crossflow breakup and shape of the
droplet available for vaporization. As stated in [12] by Lefebvre, based on factors
like the type of injector, the viscosity/surface tension of liquid and momentum ratio
between liquid and gas flow, the liquid is prone to be injected directly as a cluster
of oblate or ellipsoidal droplets or in the form of jets which further breakup into
droplets downstream. The result of such a non-isotropy would essentially be
translated in terms of temperature variation which would occur both axially and
radially in the mixer channel.
The mixer used for experimental verification would thus have to be designed
with sensors to account for and measure these non-uniformities. Figure 4-1 shows
the CAD diagram of the mixer with thermocouples (TC’s) positioned at various
downstream distances from the throat location. Note that the flow direction in the
figure is from left to right. The location where the venturi reaches minimum area of
cross section is considered to be the throat of the mixer and a pressure tapping is
located at this location. Static pressure recorded at this location is vital to both
compare with analytical/numerical data and facilitate the predication of the rate of
liquid mass flow being sucked into the gas flow chamber due to the developed
static pressure decrease in the throat and the driving pressure differential between
the liquid chamber and the gas throat. This position is also considered to be the
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starting point (axis center) i.e. x = 0 m for the thermocouple positioning coordinate
system. All other thermocouple positions are located with respect to this reference
position. At each corresponding axial location (as noted on the figure), four
different measurements of temperature are made at different radial locations in
order to effectively capture the non-isotropic effect of temperature variation as
discussed earlier. Figure 4-2 clearly shows this radial temperature tapping
technique.

Figure 4-1: Experimental schematic of mixer geometry shown with axial location of
thermocouples (TC)

The cut-cross sectional view of the mixer clearly shows the presence of four
thermocouples at one axial location corresponding to a distance of x =0.7112 m
from the location of throat pressure tapping. All parallel thermocouples at a
particular tangential location (i.e. in the same 𝜃 location) would therefore have the
same radial position as indicated in the figure. Therefore based on this fitting
approach, thermocouples 4, 8 & 12 penetrate a radial distance of 1.27 mm into the
mixer while thermocouples 2, 6 & 10 penetrate a distance of 0.0254 m. Similarly
thermocouples 1, 5 & 9 all penetrate a distance of 0.0381 m and thermocouples 3, 7
& 11 penetrates a distance of 0.0127 m. To maintain structural integrity at high
operating gas pressures the thickness of the polycarbonate gas flow chamber is
manufactured to be 0.0127 m.
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Figure 4-2 : Cross sectional view of mixer geometry shown
With radial location of thermocouples (T1-T12)

Figure 4-3 provides a complete descriptive illustration of the mixer setup currently
under analysis. Gas and cryogenic liquid are individually first passed through
suitable flow limiting/controlling devices as indicated in the figure. The main aim
for the experimental part of the analysis is to fix a value for the ratio of liquid to
gas flow rates and obtain the desired temperature at the exit of the mixer. Different
runs are carried out for different durations by either increasing or decreasing the
gas flow rate and accordingly varying the liquid flow rate to maintain a constant
ratio as discussed earlier of around 4.5. A Coriolis type flow meter is used for the
purpose of measuring both the volumetric flow rate and the instantaneous density
of fluid used as inlet conditions. The polycarbonate gas flow chamber is surrounded
by a purge tube of the same material to help visualize the flow phenomenon
occurring in the mixer. Three digital cameras located at each axial thermocouple
locations record these flow phenomena for care full post processing. Excess back
pressure developed can be corrected for using a built in valve.
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Figure 4-3 : Complete experimental setup

Both the experimental and analytical methods are combined effectively for further
mixer design analysis, once sufficient temperature data from the two different
techniques have shown to be reliable and within a reasonable deviation/percentage
difference. One of these design applications is to estimate the maximum number of
injector holes needed to be designed in the mixer to inject the right amount of
liquid based on the developed driving liquid pressure differential, capable of
resulting in a desired exit temperature. This analysis is carried out for the case of
the hydrogen liquid-gas system for which experimental analysis has not been
undertaken. Furthermore, since the droplet size after cross flow breakup is
inversely proportional to the droplet inlet velocity and the inlet gas flow rate
different analytical case with different injector diameter has been attempted to
estimate the right size of injectors needed to produce desirable results. The data
from these cases has been discussed in detail in further topics of this study.
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Chapter 5
Analytical Results
5.1

Analytical Results – Evaporation Study:

The following analytical study is carried out to provide a strong framework and to
provide an initial understanding into the trends observed during the phenomenon of
droplet vaporization in a convective flow with special emphasis on multiphase
properties. This study would thus serve as a foundation for further analysis
performed for individual cases with specific boundary conditions later on in this
thesis. The operating parameters for our mixer problem under study are given in
table 1. These conditions are specifically chosen since most real-time mixer
operations would ideally fall within these ranges. For the initial study here the
number of open injector holes is assumed to be 100 and fixed.
Table 1 : Modelling parameters for the mixer analytical study

Parameter

Value/Range of Investigation

Inlet diameter of mixer
Throat diameter of mixer
Exit diameter of mixer
Ambient gas temperature
Diameter of injection hole
Inlet mass flow rate of ambient gas
Ratio of gas flow to liquid flow rate
Static pressure of gas at inlet
Difference between liquid & gas pressure
Acceleration due to gravity
No of injector holes open
Liquid initial temperature
Angle of injection
Roughness factor for polycarbonate

0.0973 m
0.0564 m
0.0762 m

Surface tension of liquid
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45 K ≤ Tg,i ≤ 250 K
0.5 mm ≤ Do ≤1 mm
0 kg/s ≤ 𝑚̇g,i ≤ 1 kg/s
4.5
103.42 kPa ≤ Pg,i ≤ 241.31 kPa
1 Pa
g = 9.8 m/s 2
100
𝑇𝑙 = 2 K below boiling point of liquid
θ = 90o
K = 0.0025 e-03
N2 : 0.01058 N/m;
O2 : 0.0175 N/m; H2 : 0.0019 N/m

In order to further simplify the number of variables in the analytical model the gas
flow rate is assumed to be 4.5 times the liquid flow rate and the liquid inlet static
pressure is taken to be greater than the gas inlet static pressure by 1 Pa. These two
quantities have been obtained by taking the average of the corresponding variables
from all experimental cases. Also it is important to note that for the analytical study
performed in this section the inlet liquid temperature is assumed to be 2 K below
the saturation temperature at a specified operating pressure. From Figure 5-1 it is
clear that as the initial diameter of the droplet is doubled the lifetime increases five
times in a stagnant medium i.e. for a droplet of initial diameter 0.5 mm the lifetime
is about 2.951 s and for a droplet of initial diameter 1 mm the lifetime is about
11.805 s at 200 K ambient temperature and 103.42 kPa ambient pressure. This
could be explained due to the ability of smaller droplets to vaporize quickly based
on conventional reasoning and a direct exponential relationship existing between
the two parameters (lifetime∝ 𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 2 ).In fact, the magnitude of this difference
is due to droplet lifetime being directly proportional to the square of droplet
diameter which quantifies the effect even further. One unique effect observed from
the plot when the temperature is increased considerably to about 220 K is the
influence of diameter on the droplet lifetime reduces as compared to cases at colder
gas temperature and therefore changes to a minor factor contributing to droplet
lifetime. It is also clear from Table 2 that for an initial hole diameter (𝐷𝑜 ) of 0.75
mm as the ambient gas temperature doubles the lifetime is approximately reduced
by half i.e. droplet lifetime at 170 K is 9.58 s and at 230 K is about 4.99 s at the
same operating pressure. This effect is mainly due to the reduction in thermal
properties such as specific heat and transfer number and an increase in the thermal
conductivity associated with higher temperatures which overall increases the
evaporation constant and decreases the lifetime (lifetime ∝ 1/evaporation constant).
As the pressure nearly doubles the droplet lifetime decreases by 2% at 170 K
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whereas at 230 K this decrease is about 6 %. The effect of pressure is thus
negligible at low temperatures when no convection is present in the freestream.
Factors like Nusselt number and thermal conductivity of gas which are inversely
proportional to the droplet lifetime, but are directly related to the rate of
evaporation have a positive effect on the droplet vaporization based on equation 32.
Therefore before we move on to the results of droplet vaporization in a convective
flow, it is important to note that increasing the gas flow rate increases the Nusselt
number thereby decreasing the droplet lifetime and increasing the rate of
evaporation.
Table 2 : Evaporation parameters for stagnant nitrogen liquid-gas system at 𝑫𝒐 = 0.75 mm

Tg,i

ṁevap
(kg/s)

𝑡𝑑
(s)

(K)

𝑃𝑔,𝑖
103.42kPa

𝑃𝑔,𝑖
241.31kPa

𝑃𝑔,𝑖
103.42kPa

𝑃𝑔,𝑖
241.31kPa

170
180
200
230

9.58
8.38
6.64
4.99

9.41
8.16
6.39
4.75

2.82e-08
3.23e-08
4.08e-08
5.43e-08

2.76e-08
3.17e-08
4.05e-08
5.44e-08

Figure 5-1: Droplet lifetime plot for stagnant 𝐍𝟐 system

Figure 5-2 shows the clear distinction observed in the lifetime of droplets for three
different liquid-gas systems. It is vital to understand the fact that no significant
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change in the plot is observed for the case of hydrogen at high temperatures of 140
K and above due to the fact that the saturation temperature of hydrogen remains to
be very low at around 20 K and hence any major variation in the droplet lifetime
occurs close to this saturation temperature (above this value).

Figure 5-2 : Droplet lifetime comparison at 𝑷𝒈.𝒊 = 𝟏𝟎𝟑. 𝟒𝟐𝒌𝑷𝒂, 𝒎̇𝒈,𝒊 = 𝟎 𝒌𝒈/𝒔, 𝑫𝒐 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝒎𝒎

Comparison of cryogenicLN2 , LO2 and LH2 lifetime based on figure 5-2 reveals the
clear differentiation of droplet lifetime for hydrogen (0.2927 s) by a magnitude of
about 22.68 times lesser with respect to nitrogen (6.64 s) and 36.44 times with
respect to oxygen (10.668 s) at 200 K inlet temperature due to the far lower
saturation point as mentioned earlier. This saturation temperature variation is about
20 K for H2 when compared to O2 and N2 at about 80 K approximately. Between
nitrogen and oxygen the droplet lifetime for nitrogen varies by a magnitude of 1.68
times lesser than oxygen. On comparison of data from Tables 2 & 3, without
convection the droplet lifetime at 230 K and 103.42 kPa (4.99 s) is higher by a
factor of almost 378.03 times when compared to the same case with an inlet gas
flow rate of 0.1 kg/s (0.0132 s). Thus convective flow significantly affects the
lifetime of the droplet especially due to the fact that convection increases the rate of
heat and mass transfer between the liquid and the gas medium which is translated
in terms of a far higher Nusselt number greater than 2(Nu=2 for the stagnant gas
medium). One important observation made for droplet vaporization in the presence
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of convective flow is the minor effect of temperature on the overall droplet lifetime.
When a careful closer look is taken into the droplet lifetime data for different
convective flows, although the lifetime is significantly improved when the gas flow
rate is increased from 0 to 0.1 kg/s on reaching very high values of 0.5 kg/s the
lifetime does not significantly change further. For instance, when the gas flow rate
is varied from 0.5 kg/s to 0.8 kg/s the lifetime decreases by only 12 %. Figures 5-3
& 5-4 clearly emphasize this fact and are plotted to show the difference in the
lifetime of a droplet injected through a 0.5 mm and 1 mm hole. It is interesting to
note that when the injector hole size is doubled from 0.5 mm to 1 mm the
difference between the stagnant and the convective droplet lifetimes at the same
ambient gas temperatures increases due to the application of the 𝐷2 law
(equation 2). Thus the increase in stagnant droplet lifetime is magnified by the
increase in injector hole size.

Figure 5-3 : Convective droplet lifetime plot for 𝐍𝟐 system at 𝑫𝒐 =0.5 mm

Convection clearly increases the pressure dependency of the droplet lifetime
significantly in comparison to temperature as can be seen from Figure 5-3 in which
the lines representing 1 kg/s mass flow rate(green solid and dotted lines) have a
greater difference between the two pressure cases as compared to the lines
representing 0.4 kg/s (blue). This is mainly due to the fact that the rapid increase in
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Nusselt number(increase in Reynolds number and Prandtl number increases the
Nusselt number) magnifies the pressure influencing parameters like boiling point
and the latent heat of vaporization (ℎ𝑓𝑔 ) required for phase change.

Figure 5-4 : Convective droplet lifetime plot for 𝐍𝟐 system 𝑫𝒐 =1 mm

Another reason for the magnified effect of pressure in the presence of convection is
due to the fact that the mixer geometry being a venturi is prone to greater pressure
variations in the throat at more aggressive gas flow rates. As can be seen from
Table 3 the analytical tool developed could thus be used to give a good estimate of
the amount of liquid evaporated (both as a percentage and a mass quantity) at the
end of the 0.7112 m long mixer.
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Table 3: Convective evaporation parameters for 𝐍𝟐 system at
𝐃𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦, 𝒎̇𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟏 𝐤𝐠/𝐬 𝑷𝒈.𝒊 = 𝟏𝟎𝟑. 𝟒𝟐𝒌𝑷𝒂

Tg,i
(K)

170
180
200
230
This

𝑡𝑑
(s)
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
103.4
2kPa

𝑃𝑔,𝑖
241.3
1kPa

0.024 0.031
0.021 0.027
0.017 0.022
0.013 0.017
would be a very

ṁevap
(kg/s)
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
103.42 241.31
kPa
kPa
4.8e-08
5.2e-08
6.0e-08
7.0e-08
valuable

Amount of Mass Evaporated

Percentage %
Quantity (kg)
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
103.42 241.31
103.42
241.31
kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
6.1e-08
55.6
80.5
4.31e-08 1.02e-07
6.6e-07
58.1
83.1
4.36e-08 1.02e-07
7.7e-07
62.1
100
4.36e-08 1.15e-07
9.1e-07
66.2
100
4.28e-08 1.05e-07
number especially in determining the ideal amount

of liquid that needs to be injected into the mixer and its optimal flow rate for
complete vaporization by the mixer exit. The table shows comparative cases for the
nitrogen system at two different operating pressures. Note that from table 3 we can
estimate that for a Nitrogen droplet to completely evaporate at a pressure of 241.31
kPa the temperature of the incoming gas is required to be at least 200 K or above,
while a nitrogen droplet in a 103.42 kPa gas atmosphere completely vaporizes only
well beyond a temperature of 250 K based on the observed trend. Note that the
quantity of mass evaporated for the two completely vaporized N2 cases in Table 3
have different values due to the fact that the initial mass available for each of these
cases before vaporization are different as a result of the particular variable’s strong
temperature dependence. The variation in magnitude of droplet lifetime in the
presence of a convective medium between the three liquid-gas systems is shown in
Figure 5-5. Although the magnitude of droplet lifetime differs by a wide margin
between the cases with and without convection as discussed earlier, the trend in
both Figure 5-2 and 5-5 remain exactly the same.
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Figure 5-5: Droplet lifetime comparison at 𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟏𝟎𝟑. 𝟒𝟐𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝒎̇𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟒 𝐤𝐠/𝐬, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦

Figure 5-6 shows that although nitrogen and oxygen exhibit similar variation in the
evaporation rate trend, hydrogen at high temperatures of about 140 K exhibits a
non-linear variation (increase) up to a temperature of about 210 K after which the
evaporation rate decreases due to the fact that the thermal properties do not
significantly change further for hydrogen which brings to the forefront, the effect of
droplet

diameter

on

the

rate

of

evaporation

at

high

temperatures

(rate of evaporation ∝ radius of droplet). Figures 5-5 & 5-6 clearly indicate that at
an optimally high temperature of about 220 K the rate of evaporation reaches a
maximum value and the droplet lifetime reaches its minimum value and remains
constant further on for nitrogen and oxygen at an ambient pressure of 103.42 kPa.
On care full observation of Figure 5-6, we can infer that the rate of evaporation for
nitrogen and oxygen converges to the same value at about 250 K because at this
correspondingly high temperature, the corresponding combination of thermal
properties namely [𝑘𝑔 /𝑐𝑝𝑔 × 𝑙𝑛(

𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇∞ −𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 )
ℎ𝑓𝑔

)] for the two elements are as close to

each other as possible and the effect of the vast difference in the latent heat of
vaporization and the saturation temperatures become appreciably compensated by
the other thermal properties. The exit mean temperature evaluated by equation (54)
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throws light on the fact that pressure plays a significant role in reducing the exit
temperature and comparatively would have the greater magnitude of effect with
respect to inlet gas flow rate.

Figure 5-6 Comparison of evaporation rate at 𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟏𝟎𝟑. 𝟒𝟐𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝒎̇𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟒 𝐤𝐠/𝐬, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦
From Figure 5-7 for an inlet gas temperature of 200 K the exit mean temperature
(average of the gas temperature and unevaporated liquid temperature) reduces to
about 132.28 K for nitrogen, 138.75 K for oxygen and 127.68 K for hydrogen. In
order to calculate the exit temperature, compressible nozzle flow equations are
solved with the pressure and temperature of gas in throat of the venturi section
being obtained using the isentropic flow correlations. Therefore due to the
reduction in cross sectional area in the mixer throat and high gas flow
compressibility, the throat gas temperature available for evaporation is considerably
reduced when compared to the inlet gas temperature. Hence both the exit
temperature and the rate of evaporation of the liquid droplets are directly dependent
on this value of compressible throat temperature which reduces to the lowest value
for nitrogen gas followed by oxygen and hydrogen(200 K inlet gas temperature
reduces to 182.84 K for nitrogen followed by 184.82 K for oxygen and 195.9 K for
hydrogen). The strongest factor affecting the mixer exit mean temperature is the
enthalpy of the liquid which has the smallest value (high negative number) for
nitrogen and oxygen followed by hydrogen. Higher (more positive) the enthalpy of
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liquid colder is the mixer exit mean temperature. Although hydrogen has the
highest latent heat of vaporization (calculated by difference in enthalpy between the
gas and liquid phases at saturation) required for phase change (which infers that
more energy is needed for phase change) the very low saturation point of hydrogen
quickens the completion of vaporization at relatively high ambient gas
temperatures. Since more energy is required by hydrogen for phase transfer when
compared to oxygen and nitrogen as discussed in the previous point, the resulting
transfer of greater energy from the gas phase to the liquid feeds the process of
vaporization resulting in a quicker temperature reduction. For instance at 103.42
kPa hydrogen has a value of hfg ≈ 448 kJ/kg and 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 ≈ 20 K whereas nitrogen
and oxygen possess latent heats of 198 kJ/kg and 209 kJ/kg & saturation
temperatures of 77 K and 91 K respectively. It is vital to keep in mind the fact that
an earlier completion of vaporization for an liquid-gas system does not necessarily
mean a greater reduction in the exit mean temperature when compared to another
liquid-gas system which completes vaporization only later on in the length of the
mixer. The justification for this statement stems from the fact that temperature
reduction in a gaseous flow can be thought off as an energy transfer between the
liquid and gas phases and therefore strongly depends on the magnitude of thermal
properties like enthalpy and latent heat of the different liquid-gas systems under
study. In effect an element in its liquid state capable of using up more heat energy
from the gas phase for phase change would reduce the gas temperature to a lower
value.
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Figure 5-7 : Comparison exit temperature at 𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟏𝟎𝟑. 𝟒𝟐𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝒎̇𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟒

𝐤𝐠
𝐬

, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦

In summary the reason for hydrogen reducing the exit temperature of the mixer to
its coldest value is not due to the fact that it quickly evaporates in the mixer when
compared to nitrogen and oxygen but because it has the highest latent heat of
vaporization which means it would use a greater quantity of heat from the
surroundings to completely vaporize and this is clearly seen in Figure 5-7. One
effect which is inferable from figure 5-7 is that as the inlet gas temperature nears a
value of 250 K, while the slope of the curve remains the same for nitrogen and
oxygen, the curve for hydrogen becomes flat indicating that hydrogen reduces the
mixer exit temperature to a fixed value of about 140 K with any further increase in
the inlet gas temperature. This peculiar effect of hydrogen is partly due to the fact
that there is very little change/decrease in the throat gas temperature due to flow
compressibility at such high temperatures (the influence of flow choking at a
combination of high gas temperatures and flow rates is another factor) and also due
to the fact that no drastic variations in the thermal properties beyond this
temperature is observed for hydrogen. Pressure has a considerable effect on the
mixer exit mean temperature as can be seen from Table 4. Reducing the pressure
two times decreases the temperature 20 % further more at 0.2 kg/s inlet gas mass
flow rate and 200 K inlet gas temperature. Compared to 0.2 kg/s gas flow rate the
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exit temperature at higher flow rates are significantly lower. It is an interesting
point to note that when the convective gas flows rate is increased from 0.2 kg/s to
0.6 kg/s the exit temperature for nitrogen at 103.42 kPa decreases 29.96 K
furthermore and for oxygen decreases 34.2 K furthermore. The two principal
reasons for this effect is because increasing flow rate increases the static pressure
reduction in the throat causing a greater reduction in the throat temperature and
simultaneously increases the Nusselt number drastically (rate of evaporation ∝
Nusselt number). One interesting result which is observed from the exit
temperature table for a few cases (especially for hydrogen) is the fact that after a
flow rate of 0.6 kg/s, further increase in gas flow rate increases the temperature
rather than decreasing it due to the fact that critical choke flow conditions are
attained in the mixer throat which lead to an adverse temperature gradient across
the throat. Another reasoning for the occurrence of this deviation from the normal
trend can be again associated with the premature/accelerated vaporization of the
liquid phases very close to the location of injection which is followed by a gradual
increase in temperature since the longer & major remaining portion of the mixer
section is still available for convection. At the same mass flow rate of 0.2 kg/s
increasing the pressure from 103.42 to 241.31 increases the exit temperature the
greatest for nitrogen (by about 21.35 %) followed by hydrogen (by 6.1 %)
followed by oxygen (by 3.28 %). This would mean that pressure has a stronger
dependency on the exit mean temperature for nitrogen when compared to oxygen
and hydrogen at such low flow rates of 0.2 kg/s.
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Table 4: Exit temperature table for 𝑫𝒐 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝒎𝒎 and 𝑻𝒈,𝒊 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎 𝑲

𝑚̇g,i
(kg/s)
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

Texit
(K)
𝑃𝑔,𝑖
103.42kPa
𝑁2
𝑂2
𝐻2
146.17 150.92 136.92
132.28 138.75 127.68
116.27 122.55 142.51
110.16 116.79 162.26

𝑃𝑔,𝑖
241.31kPa
𝑁2
𝑂2
𝐻2
177.38 155.87 145.13
174.73 178.01 124.05
170.51 174.30 119.40
164.96 169.37 118.21

Variation of the complete evaporation length along the mixer for different gas inlet
mass flow rates is given by Figure 5-8. A clear convergence of these values are
observed for different mass flow rates especially of higher magnitude when the
temperature of the gas reaches a value of 240 K indicating that at such a high
temperature the droplet lifetime sufficiently compensates for the variation in gas
flow rate (which decreases the residence time of the droplet) i.e. at high
temperatures no matter how high the gas flow rate is, the droplet evaporation is
predominantly higher in magnitude leading to almost the same complete
evaporating length. Notice from the same plot that there is a huge difference in the
evaporation length with no gas convection for which case the liquid has an infinite
residence time in the mixer domain. For almost all the cases of mass flow rates the
complete droplet evaporating length remains the same at its minimum value after
the temperature reaches a magnitude of 240 K making the two parameters
(temperature and evaporating length) independent from this point onwards. A very
notable observation made from Figure 5-9 is the fact that the rate of evaporation
increases initially with increase in gas flow rate up to about 0.1 kg/s after which it
suddenly decreases due to the increase in relative droplet velocity and the
availability of smaller droplets for evaporation. The size of the droplets is directly
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proportional to the rate of evaporation and therefore the resulting effect of
evaporation rate is observed. At very high flow rates cross flow injection leads to
significantly smaller sized droplets due to breakup which are available at a far
higher quantity and possesses a smaller rate of evaporation. Nusselt number
variation in accordance with the velocity of gas in the throat due to choking is
another reason for this observation. The important conclusion that can be made
from figure 5-9 is the fact that convection is effective in increasing the rate of
evaporation only up to a certain limit beyond which its positive effect is annulled
by the influence of droplet breakup.

Figure 5-8 :Comparison of evaporation length

The variations of damkohler number with temperature and gas inlet mass flow rate
are shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-13 respectively. Damkohler number increases
gradually up to low flow rates of 0.3 kg/s, towards a value of 1 for oxygen which
would mean that the residence time of the droplet is equal to the droplet lifetime
indicating that the oxygen droplet would completely evaporate, precisely near the
location of mixer exit for this specific flow rate (0.3 kg/s) and operating conditions.
Beyond this point the increase in Damkohler number is damped gradually followed
by a decrease in the value observed for both nitrogen and oxygen due to the
increase in magnitude of droplet lifetime caused at very high flow rates as per
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previous discussions. This plot thus clearly reveals the fact that convection has a
positive effect on vaporization only between small to medium magnitude of values
ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 kg/s. Nitrogen completely evaporates at or near a gas flow
rate of 0.1 kg/s as seen from the plot (Damkohler number of around 1 at 0.1 kg/s).
Hydrogen on the other hand has an entirely different pattern due to the fact that
beyond 0.2 kg/s gas convection the droplet lifetime becomes very small and almost
constant aiding the sole contribution of increasing convective time scale to the
Damkohler number (Damkohler number ∝ Convective/Residence time).The sudden
non-linearity observed in the case of hydrogen in the same plot is due to the
occurrence of throat flow choking from this flow rate onwards (choking starts at an
earlier flow rate for hydrogen particularly at high gaseous temperatures when
compared to the other elements in this mixer).

Figure 5-9 :Variation of evaporation rate with gas flow at 𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟐𝟒𝟏. 𝟑𝟏𝐤𝐏𝐚,
𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 𝐓𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝐊

The effect of temperature increase on the damkohler number is a direct correlation
to the constant decrease in droplet lifetime. This causes the curve of the damkohler
number plot to gradually increase towards a value of 1, indicating complete
vaporization. Although hydrogen exhibits such a trend at lower gas temperatures
closer to its saturation point at very high temperatures exhibits non-linearity due to
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its variation in thermal properties which are magnified through the droplet lifetime.
It is important to note that for hydrogen complete vaporization is achieved at a
much low temperature of about 80 K while for nitrogen and oxygen the maximum
percentage of evaporation is achieved only at a temperature of 250 K. But the
oxygen droplet evaporation still remains incomplete at this point for the gas flow
rate of 0.4 kg/s and 103.42 kPa operating pressure. Also due to the earlier
mentioned fact that hydrogen having a much lower saturation point, the magnitude
of Damkholer number for hydrogen is much greater than one when compared to the
other two elements above 140 K indicating that hydrogen evaporates completely far
upstream of the mixer exit.

Figure 5-10 : Comparison of Damkohler number 𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟏𝟎𝟑. 𝟒𝟐 𝐤𝐏𝐚 𝒎̇𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟎. 𝟒 𝐤𝐠

Comparison (Figure 5-11) of the initial droplet diameter resulting from cross flow
injection of liquid into the gas stream for different liquid-gas systems reveals that at
low flow rates near 0.01 kg/s there is not much of weber number influence(which
means that the surface tension forces keeping the droplets intact is much greater
than the aerodynamic drag and gas dynamic pressure forces trying to rupture the
drop) to break up the droplet which is in par with conventional reasoning. As the
flow rate is increased further from this point onwards the droplet diameter
drastically decreases up to about 0.4 kg/s after which no significant further
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reduction due to breakup occurs. This constant initial droplet diameter after
breakup at a flow stream of 0.4 kg/s or greater can be reasoned from the idea that
the influence of liquid kinetic energy beyond this point onwards remains
reasonably higher in magnitude when compared to the gas dynamic pressure at the
throat (liquid kinetic energy ∝ initial droplet size after breakup). In other words
there are no drastic variations in the injected/sucked droplet relative velocity when
the gas stream reaches a value of 0.4 kg/s or greater. An important conclusion can
be stated from this reasoning which is the fact that if we require a high rate of
evaporation but a larger droplet lifetime we should choose a flow rate of around 0.2
kg/s or lesser which results in bigger droplets capable of quicker vaporizations
based on the figure. The crossflow initial droplet breakup is almost independent of
the type of element in use.

Figure 5-11 : Comparison of initial droplet diameter at 𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟐𝟒𝟏. 𝟑𝟏𝐤𝐏𝐚,
𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 𝐓𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝐊

Figure 5-12 shows the variation of mixer mean temperature from the location of
injection (near the throat of mixer assumed to be x= 0 m as per experimental
method) to the exit of the mixer for the three elements under study. As can be
observed hydrogen is the fastest to completely evaporate at around a mixer length
of 0.2676 m after which no further reduction in the temperature is observed due to
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occurrence of a normal single phase flow beyond this point and the unavailability
of any liquid phase to remove energy from the gas phase resulting in evaporation.
Oxygen which does not completely evaporate for this case decreases constantly
even beyond the exit length of the mixer. Nitrogen on the other hand decreases to a
temperature of about 174.73 K from 200 K at which point vaporization is
completed along the mixer length of 0.2938 m after which the temperature remains
constant. From this plot the instantaneous value of mixer temperature could be
obtained at any position along the length of the mixer (using suitable 1-D
interpolations) in order to help compare with values obtained from thermocouples
located at different locations along the length of the mixer as done in the
experimental cases. From this plot we can also conclude that once complete phase
change has occurred the linear decrease in temperature is immediately halted since
there is no more energy left to be transferred from the colder to the hotter phase.
Another important factor that needs to be kept in mind while evaluating the curves

Figure 5-12: Instantaneous variation of mixer mean temperature at
𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟐𝟒𝟏. 𝟑𝟏𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 𝐓𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝐊

from mixer mean temperature variation is the assumption that the quality of gas
remains constant throughout the length of the mixer downstream i.e. the ratio of
summation of gas to liquid mass flow to the gas flow rate does not change along
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the length. This is in par with the fact that we are modelling a quasi 1-D problem
assuming that no changes in temperature are observed at different radial locations
at the same axial location

Figure 5-13 : Variation of Damkohler number with gas flow at 𝐏𝐠.𝐢 =
𝟐𝟒𝟏. 𝟑𝟏𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 𝐓𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝐊

Based on the earlier discussed concepts the Damkohler number ideally increases as
the gas flow rate increases due to the reduction in the droplet lifetime caused by the
positive effect of convection up to a certain point. Beyond a particular value of gas
flow rate (about 0.6 kg/s) this effect diminishes and the opposite effect is observed
which is due to the combination of throat flow choking and increase in the droplet
lifetime in comparison to the convective/residence time as plotted in Figure 5-14
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Figure 5-14 : Variation of Damkohler number with 𝐍𝟐 gas flow at
𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟐𝟒𝟏. 𝟑𝟏𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦

Therefore it is clearly evident from the above figure that for this mixer geometry,
sonic throat flow choking which occurs between a gas mass flow rate of 0.8 kg/s –
1.4 kg/s based on the inlet gas temperature, has a negative effect on the Damkohler
number and but still results in complete vaporization within the mixer for this range
of flow conditions (since the decrease is not below a value of 1). After the choking
phenomenon becomes stable but is still present in the mixer throat, the Damkohler
number starts to recover from this drop gradually increasing again.

5.2

Analytical Results- Pressure Study:

The main aim of this study with regards to pressure analysis would be to effectively
appreciate the magnitude of difference in the total pressure lost for single phase and
multiphase flow phenomenon occurring in different pipe geometries. A venturi type
of geometry is chosen for the mixer currently under study to develop adequate
static pressure difference between the gas throat and the liquid chamber to
sufficiently pull the liquid into the gas throat chamber. Therefore as a result of this
reduced cross sectional area at the gas throat, considerable static pressure is lost in
the process which needs to be recovered once the liquid is injected into the
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chamber. This is achieved by designing a diffuser section immediately after the
venturi throat which facilitates for the pressure recovery. In order for optimal
pressure recovery without compensating on increasing the total mixer length an
ideal diffuser angle of 7𝑜 is chosen here. Therefore it thus becomes very vital in
analyzing the pressure variation, be it the multiphase static pressure increase due to
expansion in the diffuser section or the total pressure which is lost in both the
diffuser section and the straight pipe portion of the mixer.
With respect to this pressure analysis, the first and foremost factor that needs to
be discussed is the driving pressure differential developed in the venturi throat
between the gas chamber and the liquid plenum which pulls the liquid. Figure 5-15
clearly depicts this pressure differential as the gas inlet flow rate is varied from 0 to
1 kg/s. It is important to recollect the fact that in order to reduce the number of
variables the liquid pressure is taken to be 1 Pa greater than the gas inlet static
pressure. For an inlet gas pressure of 241.31 kPa and inlet liquid pressure of 248.93
kPa the pressure difference driving the liquid into the gas chamber gradually
increases as the gas flow rate increases for nitrogen and oxygen. This can be
reasoned from the fact that a higher inlet velocity is capable of a greater proportion
of pressure decrease in the venturi throat. This would result in a larger gradient
between the static pressure existing in the liquid plenum and the gas throat. As the
gas flow rate is doubled from 0.2 kg/s to 0.4 kg/s the driving pressure differential
increases by approximately 10.274 kPa further. As the mass flow rate increases to
higher values this difference also exponentially increases for example when the
flow rate is increased from 0.4 kg/s to 0.8 kg/s the pressure differential increases by
15.822 kPa further. The same effect is not observed for hydrogen which initially
increases in the driving pressure drastically due to the earlier mentioned reasons as
stated for oxygen and nitrogen. After this initial portion of the curve, the values
drop suddenly due to the fact that at a mass flow rate of around 0.3 kg/s sonic flow
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choking occurs (mainly due to the high inlet gas temperature of 200 K for this case)
in the venturi throat for hydrogen gas as a result of which an adverse pressure
gradient exists across the venturi which negatively contributes to pulling the liquid.
In other words once choking starts to occur in the throat, the difference between the
liquid plenum pressure and gas throat pressure becomes a smaller number and
eventually changes sign. In order to prevent this change in fluid flow direction, the
inlet liquid pressure needs to be increased to a far higher value. (The liquid pressure
in this case should be made greater than the gas inlet pressure by at least 12 kPa)

Figure 5-15 : Driving pressure differential in venturi throat
𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟐𝟒𝟏. 𝟑𝟏𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 & 𝐓𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝐊

Figure 5-16 shows the multiphase frictional pressure loss occurring in the diffuser
section of the mixer. In this current mixer study none of the discussed cases have
an evaporating length which is lesser than the length of this diffuser section i.e. the
diffuser is always characterized by multiphase flow. The frictional loss is almost
the same for the oxygen and nitrogen systems. But hydrogen comparatively has a
much higher magnitude of loss. In a typical nozzle flow the droplets are accelerated
by accelerating gas flow (momentum transfer from the gas phase to the liquid
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phase. The loss of kinetic energy is considerable in this case causing exceptionally
high pressure drops. This drastic variation in the multiphase frictional loss of
hydrogen is partly due its very low liquid density when compared to oxygen and
nitrogen thereby preventing ideal transfer of momentum between the gas phase and
liquid phase.

Figure 5-16 : Multiphase frictional pressure loss along the diffuser section
𝐏𝐠.𝐢 = 𝟐𝟒𝟏. 𝟑𝟏𝐤𝐏𝐚, 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 & 𝐓𝐠,𝐢 = 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝐊

The next step would be to check the evaporating length for each case of inlet gas
flow rate. Based on this calculation, if the evaporating length is greater than the
length of the diffuser, the multiphase frictional pressure loss occurring in this
additional straight pipe section should be calculated. On the other hand if all of the
liquid is evaporated within the diffuser section itself then it is required that only
single phase pressure loss (gas phase) is necessary to be calculated for the straight
pipe section of the mixer. Based on the above discussed approach, the effective
frictional pressure loss in the straight pipe section of the mixer is determined and
plotted as on figure 5-17. Notice that the magnitude of these values of pressure loss
per unit length occurring in the much longer straight pipe section are lesser than the
frictional pressure loss per unit length occurring in the diffuser section.
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Figure 5-17 : Frictional pressure loss along the straight tube

At an inlet gas flow rate of 0.5 kg/s (nitrogen), pressure of 241.32 kPa and
temperature of 200 K, the multiphase frictional pressure loss in the 0.1609 m long
diffuser is about 1.1121 kPa (6.911 kPa/m) while the frictional pressure loss (also
multiphase for this case) occurring in the 0.5503 m long straight pipe is about 1.402
kPa (2.547 kPa/m). This result clearly shows the magnitude of total pressure
loss/meter due to friction which is far higher in the diffuser section. Thus for the
above discussed case, a total pressure loss of 2.5141 kPa occurs throughout the
mixer. As discussed earlier, static pressure is always recovered across the diffuser
and Figure 5-18 shows the amount of this static pressure variation/change across
the diverging section of the mixer. Hydrogen being the least dense element in its
liquid state when compared to oxygen and nitrogen therefore does a poor job of
pressure recovery across the diffuser especially after the occurrence of sonic throat
flow choking after which the amount of pressure gained drastically decreases
towards a value of zero.
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Figure 5-18 : Multiphase pressure change due to expansion in diffuser

In order to get a good overall picture of pressure variation across the entire mixer
geometry it is ideal to plot and study the ratio of total pressure at the inlet and the
outlet of the mixer. Figure 5-19 shows a good representation of this variation. All
values in the plot are greater than 1 which means that for all cases of inlet gas flow
rate the total pressure at the exit is always lesser than the inlet total pressure.

Figure 5-19 : Total pressure ratio across the mixer

Increasing the velocity increases the pressure loss since they are directly related to
one another (total pressure loss ∝ 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 2 ). Sonic throat choking causes the
effective total pressure lost by the mixer exit for hydrogen to decrease considerably
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such that at about a flow rate of 1 kg/s the ratio of inlet to exit total pressure
becomes equal to that of oxygen and nitrogen. As clearly stated earlier there is a
significant variation in the magnitude of frictional pressure losses between single
phase and multiphase flow systems due to the non-ideal transfer of kinetic energy
between the flowing liquid and gas phases. In order to get a good perspective of
this variation Figure 5-20 has been plotted for the nitrogen system at inlet gas
pressure of 241.32 kPa and temperature of 200 K. At a mass flow rate of 0.5 kg/s
the single phase pressure loss in the straight tube section of the above mentioned
mixer design is about 1 kPa while the multiphase pressure loss in the same straight
pipe is about 1.8 kPa for the same case of boundary conditions.

Figure 5-20 : Comparison of frictional pressure loss for N2 system in
the straight tube section of the mixer
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Chapter 6
Experimental Validation
A series of experimental runs are carried out in the mixer setup for the nitrogen
system. One of the main purposes of this experimental analysis is to validate the
accuracy of the developed analytical model which could then be used for further
design analysis. For this case of nitrogen experimental analysis, two different run
tests consisting of two cases each are carried out within the same time frame. Run
11 comprising of case 1 and case 2 with all the boundary conditions mentioned in
table 5 are run for a time frame of 261-262.5 s & 452.6-452.7 s respectively. Run 8
comprising of cases 3 and 4 as can be seen from the table are carried out for time
frame duration of 224-224.8 s and 266.6-267 s respectively. For these nitrogen
cases the inlet temperature of the liquid phase is taken to be 2 K below the
saturation point by default. Three digital cameras are fixed at three different
locations along the length of the polycarbonate transparent gas flow chamber to
visualize the flow phenomenon occurring inside as shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2.
Figure 6-2 captured by camera 2 clearly shows the injection of liquid nitrogen from
the injector head into the gas flow chamber. One very important observation that
was made during the progress of the experimental process which would not have
been evident from the 1-D analytical model is the occurrence of a conical liquid
injection boundary caused due to a uniform diffusion gradient in the radial
direction. Based on pre-existing theory as discussed in [10] and supplemented in
this thesis study by suitable numerical modelling as done in the next chapter, the
diffusion of the injected liquid radially outwards is greater when the momentum
ratio (ratio of liquid to gas flow momentum) is relatively high resulting in greater
liquid penetration. The result of the formation of such a liquid injection boundary is
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the variation in the temperature magnitude radially at a particular mixer axial length
from the throat.

Figure 6-1 : Experimental Run 11, time
frame 261-262.5 s camera 1

Figure 6-2 : Experimental Run 11, time frame
261-262.5 s camera 2 (right)

Droplet vaporization would result in reduction in the temperature of the gas
stream closest to the axis of the mixer while the gas stream along the outer wall
would relatively remain hotter. As discussed further on in this section, the hot gas
near the wall would further increase the overall temperature magnitude at a
particular axial location, even near the axis of the mixer which tends to become
colder initially due to vaporization. This effect is further reinforced when
comparing the analytically predicted variation in temperature along the mixer and
the experimentally measured temperature using the thermocouples. For the total of
four cases carried out the average deviation in the mixer exit temperature between
the experimental and analytical results is about 6.3 % while the average deviation
in the exit pressure is about 1.3 % as can be obtained from Table 5. The deviation
in the exit temperature can be reasoned from the fact that the experimentally
determined value of temperature in table 5 is the mean of all four thermocouples
located at different radial location at x = 0.7112 m. Therefore this value of
experimental exit temperature is the mean of the colder gas flow located close to
the axis as a result of vaporization measured by thermocouples 9 & 10 and the
hotter gas flow close to
84
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1
2
3
4

Case
no

Pg,i
kPa
125.8
166.9
113.6
115.9
Pl.i
kPa
168.9
175.4
140.4
158.0

𝑚̇g,i
kg/s
0.544
0.585
0.362
0.43
𝑚̇l,i
kg/s
0.111
0.093
0.097
0.132

Inlet conditions
Tg,i
K
234.2
238.3
188.4
149.2

Tg,exit
K
162.1
192.0
139.4
87.4

Pg,exit
kPa
121.6
158.9
109.3
111.2

Tg,th
K
216.2
218.2
171.0
133.4

Analytical output

Experimental
output
Tg,exit Pg,exit
K
kPa
160.9 124.1
196.4 163.0
144.0 109.9
108.1 111.0

%
deviation
Pg,exit

-1.94
-2.46
-0.50
0.25

%
deviation
Tg,exit

0.73
-2.24
-3.21
-19.17

Table 5 : Comparison table for N2 system with 𝐃𝐨 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟗𝟑𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 and 𝑵𝒊𝒏𝒋 = 100

the mixer wall measured by thermocouples 12 and 11. This effect is further
discussed in the current chapter with adequate quantitative comparison between the
analytically obtained results and these experimental data. Note that in table 5 the
“-“ sign under the percentage deviation column indicates that the analytically
obtained values are lesser in comparison to the experimental data while a “+” sign
implies the opposite. Therefore the percentage of data deviation has been made
throughout this study with respect to the experimental data.
The instantaneous variation of analytical temperature change downstream of the
throat from the start of injection and vaporization is clearly plotted and shown in
Figure 6-3. All four cases results in complete vaporization along a particular length
of the mixer after which the mixer mean temperature remains constant till the mixer
exit. From this plot the temperature values at the required mixer axial length
intervals where the thermocouples are located for the experimental case can be
obtained by a suitable 1 dimensional interpolation. Case 1 exhibits completed
droplet vaporization furthest upstream (closest to point of injection) relative to
other cases. This is because droplet diameter after breakup is comparatively small
and inlet gas temperature is comparatively high with respect to other cases. Case 4
exhibits completed droplet vaporization furthest downstream (furthest from point of
injection) relative to other cases. This is because inlet gas temperature is coldest for
this case in comparison to majority of other cases. One very vital fact that can be
clearly understood from the analytical data is that sonic flow choking occurs in the
throat for case 1 where the inlet gas flow rate is about 0.544 kg/s while the inlet gas
temperature is a relatively high value of 234 K when compared to the other cases
and the static pressure is about 125.8 kPa.
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Case2

201.5
201.5
201.5
201.5
192
192
192
192
192
192
192
192

Case1

153.1
153.1
153.1
153.1
139.4
139.4
139.4
139.4
139.4
139.4
139.4
139.4

Case3

115.1
115.1
115.1
115.1
92.15
92.15
92.15
92.15
87.37
87.37
87.37
87.37

Case4

Analytical temperature

T1(x=0.203m) 162.1
T2(x=0.203m) 162.1
T3(x=0.203m) 162.1
T4(x=0.203m) 162.1
T5(x=0.457m) 162.1
T6(x=0.457m) 162.1
T7(x=0.457m) 162.1
T8(x=0.457m) 162.1
T9(x=0.711m) 162.1
T10(x=0.71m) 162.1
T11(x=0.71m) 162.1
T12(x=0.71m) 162.1

Thermocouple
position

147.5
149.6
162.9
185.5
161.7
159.8
162.7
175.8
161.8
161.9
159.3
168.9

Case1

181.0
180.9
204.2
211.6
195.9
193.4
198.3
204.7
196.5
196.5
193.9
198.9

Case2

88.37
88.20
144.0
147.5
143.1
140.1
145.5
151.7
143.3
143.3
141.0
148.5

Case3

84.92
82.81
84.09
84.26
100.3
97.37
109.7
87.15
109.9
108.0
105.4
108.4

Case4

Experimental temperature

9.9
8.4
-0.5
-12
0.2
1.4
-0.4
-7.8
0.2
0.1
1.8
-4.0

Case1

11.3
11.4
-1.3
-4.8
-2.0
-0.7
-3.2
-6.2
-2.3
-2.3
-1.0
-3.5

Case2

73.2
73.6
6.3
3.8
-2.6
-0.5
-4.2
-8.1
-2.7
-2.7
-1.1
-6.1

Case3

% deviation

Table 6 : N2 system temperature table for 𝐃𝐝𝐫𝐨𝐩 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟗𝟑𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 and 𝑵𝒊𝒏𝒋 = 100

35.5
39.0
36.9
36.6
-8.1
-5.4
-16
5.7
-20
-19
-17
-19

Case4

Figure 6-3 : Temperature variation along mixer length from the throat (x = 0)
to exit (x = 0.7112)

The occurrence of such a throat flow choking can thus be easily predicted by
the analytical tool in comparison to the experimental analysis. We then proceed to
make individual comparisons of temperature measured by each thermocouple to
estimate the effect of the conical injection (non-isotropic temperature variation
radially) and formation of the injection boundary in the mixer. For this analysis it is
vital to recollect the fact that thermocouples 4, 8 and 12 are located closest to the
mixer outer wall at each of the axial locations (about 1.27 mm from the wall) and
are hypothesised to be under the influence of the outer hot gas flow which is
sparsely influenced by the temperature reduction caused due to vaporization. This
hypothesis can be proven factually by comparing the experimental and analytical
values of instantaneous temperatures measured by these thermocouples. As can be
seen from Table 6 the greatest percentage of deviation for the majority of cases
occur at the location of thermocouples T1, T2, T8, T4 and T12 (highlighted in the
table) further strongly confirming the previously postulated hypothesis that there is
a significant difference in the temperature of gas near the walls of the mixer and
near the axis. The temperatures measured by the remaining thermocouples located
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near the axis of the mixer have the least percentage deviation since they exhibit
similar variation as predicted by the vaporization analytical model which is backed
based on theoretical calculations.
Figure 6-5 captured by camera 3 during Run 11 clearly shows the location
where almost all the liquid droplets have noticeably vaporized. By visual inspection
and numerical approximation this location can be estimated to be in along the
mixer length of around 0.254 m to 0.34 m (since the location marked in the figure
is a few inches downstream of the thermocouples located in the position of
x = 0.2032 m). The analytical model for the same run corresponding to Case 2
predicts a complete evaporation length of about 0.36419 m respectively. Thus the
predicted evaporation length by the analytical model has a deviation of around
22.5 % with the experimental length. The main reason for this large deviation is
due to the 1 dimensional nature of the analytical model which is limited in its
ability to predict the occurrence of non-isotropic droplet breakup and vaporization
properties.

Figure 6-4 : Experimental Run 8, time frame 266.6-267 s camera 1

Based on the previous experimental run as a good starting point, the setup is
improved for any errors and re-run for the case of liquid oxygen injection into its
gaseous convective stream. Several cases corresponding to a range of gas inlet
mass flow rates are proposed to be performed this time. Maintaining a mass flow
ratio of 4.5 the gas and liquid flow rates are varied to find out their individual
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dependence on the mixer exit temperature and determine how these parameters
could be set for obtaining a required mixer gas temperature.
In order to increase the confidence of using the proposed analytical model for
any further design alterations in the final mixer geometry to be put into practical
use, a second case comparison with a standardized GT-Power model available
online is performed for the case of the Oxygen system. Note that this GT-Power
model may not include effects like cross flow droplet breakup and multiphase
pressure losses in the model and is not able to predict the complete evaporation
length and the number of holes/size of holes in the mixer required to pull sufficient
quantities of liquid to obtain a desired exit temperature. But this comparison would
serve as a good yardstick to compare and contrast any drastic differences existing
in the basic properties predicted by the two analytical models such as the exit
pressure and the exit temperature.

Figure 6-5 : Experimental Run 11, time frame 261-262.5 s camera 3

Table 7 shows the results obtained and compared between these two analytical
models. Surprisingly not much of deviation in the properties can be seen especially
in the values of mixer exit pressure obtained by the models further re enforcing the
correctness of our developed analytical scheme which can now be used for further
study. The average of the pressure deviation for all cases between the two models is
about 1.37 % while that of the mixer exit temperature is about 7.18 %.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cas
e no

Pg,i
kPa
137.8
206.0
245.8
139.1
211.0
250.2
134.6
236.9
Pl.i
kPa
145.4
215.1
255.3
146.4
219.5
258.9
148.1
252.9

𝑚̇g,i
kg/s
0.585
0.793
0.902
0.571
0.718
0.821
0.735
1.119
𝑚̇l,i
kg/s
0.163
0.222
0.235
0.086
0.169
0.188
0.204
0.332

Inlet conditions
Tg,i
K
201.6
202.2
197.0
207.2
232.1
229.7
204.4
207.3

Tg,exit
K
116.93
121.41
123.91
150.83
156.64
158.87
107.34
114.72

Pg,exit
kPa
117.6
183.6
223.8
121.6
190.2
228.2
101.9
199.1

Analytical output

GT-Power
model output
Tg,th
Tg,exit Pg,exit
K
K
kPa
183.2 127.0 119.0
186.63 127.6 183.9
183.44 127.6 223.4
189.08 160.9 121.0
216.08 160.9 190.8
214.98 160.9 228.0
173.21 127.7 96.45
183.76 127.6 192.3

-8.61
-5.09
-2.97
-6.67
-2.71
-1.27
-18.96
-11.22

%
deviation
Tg,exit

Table 7 : Comparison table for O2 system with 𝐃𝐝𝐫𝐨𝐩 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟗𝟑𝟕𝟓 𝐦𝐦 and 𝑵𝒊𝒏𝒋 = 124

-1.19
-0.16
0.17
0.49
-0.31
0.08
5.34
3.45

%
deviation
Pg,exit

Chapter 7
Optimization study
7.1

Setting up of the optimization problem:

Note that this section on optimization is only to demonstrate the concept of a single
variable optimization (using genetic algorithm) which can be later on extended to a
more meaningful multivariable optimization study which would be more use full
for our mixer application study. From the plot of evaporation rate versus the
temperature of the inlet gas (figure 5-6) due to convective flow of gaseous stream
(0.4 kg/s) it is quite convincing that pressure and temperature do not have a
significant effect on the droplet lifetime when compared to velocity of the gas,
injection angle and the diameter of the venturi throat which determines the velocity
of liquid at injection as well as the increased convective flow (based on Bernoulli’s
equation & isentropic flow compressibility) experienced by these injected droplets
available for vaporization. From this figure it can be also observed that the
maximum value of evaporation rate occurs at an ambient gas temperature of 240 K
after which no significant variation in evaporation rate is observed. Based on this
plot and figure 7-1 shown in this section our optimization problem involves
maximizing this value of evaporation rate within the constraints of the given mixer
length and inlet diameter of the venturi. Note also from figure 7-1 that the rate of
evaporation reaches a maximum value for a flow rate between 0.01 kg/s to 0.2 kg/s
gas convection. The optimization study should therefore aim at finding out the
exact value of reduced venturi throat diameter capable of increasing the fixed inlet
gas flow rate to the correct value resulting in this maximized evaporation.
Therefore for the optimization problem under study the following conditions have
been taken as the equality constraints for optimization:
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Table 8: Optimization parameters

Parameters
Temperature of ambient gas
Pressure of ambient gas/liquid at inlet
Length of the mixer
Initial Droplet Diameter
No of injector open
Injector Angle
Inlet diameter of the venturi
Mass flow of gas at mixer inlet
Mass flow of liquid at mixer inlet
No of variables for optimization
Number of parent population
Bounds for the throat diameter
Bits involved for binary operation

Values /Range of Operation
234.26 K
125.829 kPa
0.7112 m
0.75 mm
100
90𝑜
0.097384 m
0.544311 kg/s
0.111kg/s
1
4
0.0254 m ≤ 𝐷𝑡 ≤ 0.127 m
8 bits

Figure 7-1 : Variation of evaporation rate with inlet gas convection

Since only one variable is to be optimized in this study namely throat diameter of
the venturi, a cost function for the rate of evaporation has to be obtained in terms of
this variable for further solving. This is a typical example of a maximization
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problem since the value of throat diameter needs to be obtained for the maximum
value of evaporation rate in the mixer domain.

7.2

Genetic Algorithm:

One of the recent and most robust methods of non-linear constrained optimization
used is the Genetic algorithm. This method was developed by Prof John Holland
and his colleagues at the University of Michigan around 1975. This method is
superior when compared to other traditional methods of optimization due to the fact
that all local minima/maxima are ignored while directly arriving at the global
minima/maxima for the entire domain of the function. This technique derives its
principles from the biological concept of genetic recombination of producing
offspring genomes by mixing and matching of superior parent genomes called
crossing over. The principle difference between GA (Genetic Algorithm) and other
traditional techniques being the fact that GA does not require the calculation of the
first order and second order objective functions [17].GA uses a stochastic (based on
probability and chance) method to optimize the given problem under study rather
than using a deterministic approach as could be seen in most other algorithms.
Concepts of self-repair, self-guidance and reproduction of biological systems which
are not common in even sophisticated man-made designs have been used in this
technique.

7.3

Genetic Algorithm – Method:

 Initial diameter values (mating parent pool) are chosen in such a way that when
the decimals are converted to binary the resulting summation of ‘1’s in the
binary matrix is not biased i.e. the initial values are not biased close to either the
lower bound or the upper bound of the diameter interval.
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 The genetic algorithm used here is a fixed population GA which means that a
fixed population (number of input boundaries) of 4n is used for all generations
of the GA. The values of diameter calculated as a result of GA application after
each iteration are referred to as a generation. The variable ‘n’ refers to the
number of variables required to be optimized (for this study n = 1). In this study
the population remains constant at 4 in all successive generations.


A random number matrix is generated to perform operations throughout the
GA.

 The fitness matrix i.e. a matrix to determine the superiority of a particular binary
sequence is then calculated by substituting the values of initial diameters in the
objective function. The fitness value for each diameter is calculated by :

𝑓𝑑1 =

∑𝑑=4
𝑑=1 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

(94)

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝,𝑣1

 Once the fitness matrix is generated for each initial diameter, the binary
equivalents of each of these values are arranged in descending order. The
diameter corresponding to the maximum fitness is replicated twice while the
diameter corresponding to the lowest fitness is neglected.(based on Darwin’s
biological evolutionary concept of survival of the fittest)
 The resulting four sets of binary arrays each representing a unique decimal value
are together referred to as the initial population.
 Mating would be the next successive step involved in this algorithm. Using the
random number chart generated and keeping in mind the fact that the probability
of choosing either a “0” or a “1” is 0.5, we fix suitable mates for each sets of
binary sequence generated. For example If the instantaneous value of a random
number is lesser than 0.5 then set 4 is chosen to be the mate for set 1 and if the
instantaneous value of random number is greater than 0.5 then set 3 is chosen to
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be the mate (pair) for set 1. This procedure is repeated until a mate is determined
for each set of binary sequence.
 The resulting mated pairs of sequences are forced through a process called
Crossover. A uniform crossover technique is employed in this study. In this
technique, if the instantaneous value of random number is lesser than one no
crossover (exchange of the two corresponding binary values between mates at
that particular location) is carried out at the particular bit of the binary
representation between the two matched mates. If the instantaneous value of
random number is greater than one on the other hand crossover is initiated at that
bit site. By crossing over the instantaneous bits of binary digits between the two
pairs are simply exchanged. This process is then repeated for all the bits and
across all 2 pairs of mates.
 Once the crossover is completed mutation is then enforced on all the bits of
binary data. During this process of mutation very few randomly chosen bits
across the entire string of data are changed from 0 to 1 or vice versa.
 Crossover may sometimes result in mixing and matching of existing well
characterized bits in a string which may result in undesirable characters in the
offspring. To prevent this, the elitist strategy which is the retaining of the parents
with the highest fitness over a successive generation is carried out.
 In this study such an elitist strategy is not applied and instead the application of
mutation prevents the occurrence of undesirable characters in the offspring.
After mutation the resulting new generation of binary strings is then converted
back to their respective decimal values.

7.4

Results and conclusion:

Table 9 shows the variation in the maximum possible diameter of the throat to get
the desirable rate of evaporation along the length of the mixer. Note that as the
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solution converges any fluctuations existing in the mean value of diameter dissipate
completely.

Table 9: Convergence history of the genetic algorithm

Iteration/Generation

0 (input condition)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Max
diameter
(m)
0.1170
0.059
0.057
0.057
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059

Maximum Mass
Evaporated
(kg/s)
1.1092e-06
1.7457e-06
1.7111e-06
1.7111e-06
1.7457e-06
1.7457e-06
1.7457e-06
1.7457e-06
1.7457e-06

Mean diameter
(m)
0.0751
0.097
0.0825
0.086
0.0745
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059

Figure 7-2 shows the convergence history of the optimization problem. From this
plot it could be clearly seen that genetic algorithm neglects all local maxima and
minima and directly converges to the global solution by using both stochastic and
probabilistic methods.
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Figure 7-2: Convergence history

From figure 7-2 it is seen that in just three generations from the initial population
genetic algorithm converges to the maximum value of evaporation rate. The
advantage of this method lies in the fact that GA avoids all local minima and
targets the global maximum directly hence it is a far robust method when compared
to other traditional optimization methods which involve the computation of the
gradients and the hessians to calculate the local minimum. Another unique feature
of the GA algorithm as seen from Table 9 is that the difference between the mean
value of the optimization parameter and the maximum value of the same parameter
across successive generation’s decreases drastically.
The maximum throat diameter corresponding to the maximum value of
evaporation rate is found to be 0.059 m (Optimum diameter with 1.7457e-06 kg/s as
maximized evaporation rate). Therefore 0.059 m is the optimal value of throat
diameter for the given problem. For an inlet gas flow rate of 0.544 kg/s i.e. inlet gas
velocity of 89.43 m/s, the increased Bernoulli throat velocity corresponding to the
optimized value of throat diameter is about 111.2761 m/s. The flow rate
corresponding to this value at the throat is about 0.547 kg/s.
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Chapter 8
Computational Fluid Dynamics
8.1

Discrete Particle Tracking:

In this type of computational model, trajectories of particles/droplets (discrete
phase) are computed in a Lagrangian frame i.e. the frame of reference is assumed to
move along with individual particle masses of fixed volume fraction preferably less
than 10 % of the volume fraction of the continuous phase (gas phase) [18].
Therefore the solution would become inaccurate if the discrete phase volume
reaches a value greater than 10 %. This model is superior when compared to
traditionally used Volume of fluid methods to simulate multiphase flows in that it is
far less computationally intensive with the setback of only not being able to track
any sharp variations in the interphase between the two phases accurately which is
of not much importance for our current problem of study.

Continuous phase flow field calculation

Particle trajectory calculation

Update continuous phase source terms
Figure 8-1: Flow chart of fluent solver used
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Although this model has a limitation on the volume fraction, mass loading of the
discrete phase can be as high as 100 %. The trajectories of the particles are
calculated by integrating the particle force balance equation:
𝑔𝑖 (𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌) 𝐹𝑖
𝑑𝑢𝑖𝑝
= 𝐹𝐷 (𝑢𝑖 − 𝑢𝑖𝑝 ) +
+
𝑑𝑡
𝜌𝑝
𝜌𝑝

(95)

Where 𝑢𝑖 is the relative velocity of the liquid particle with respect to the gas; 𝐹𝐷
is the drag force; 𝑔𝑖 is the gravitational force and 𝐹𝑖 is the additional forces which
include pressure gradient, thermophoric force (force acting on the particle due to
temperature gradient in the continuous phase), rotating reference frame, Brownian
motion, Staffman lift (lift due to shear).Typically for combustion and evaporation
applications the drag and gravity forces are the main influences on particle
trajectories. The particles may exchange mass, momentum and heat with the gas
phase which occur within the control volumes that are crossed by the particle
trajectories

Typical continuous phase
control volume

Mass, momentum
and heat exchange

Figure 8-2 : Nodal computation

Three different types of wall boundary conditions are available for input at
locations of the wall, inlet or outlet:
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• Escape – The particles when collided with such a boundary types are allowed to
escape out of the domain. These trajectories terminate at the boundary.
• Reflect – The particles when collided with such a boundary type are allowed to
elastically or in elastically reflect from the surface based on the restitution
coefficient “e” specified
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑛 =

𝑣2,𝑛
𝑣1,𝑛

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑡 =


𝑣2,𝑡
𝑣1,𝑡

(96)

(97)

A particle would undergo perfect elastic collision with the wall if the restitution
coefficient is 0 and would undergo in elastic collision for greater values during
which a portion of the particles momentum is transferred to the wall

• Trap – When a particle collides with such a boundary type it flashes and gets
converted to its vapor phase

Figure 8-3 : Types of boundary conditions

There are different ways by which the particles tracked by this model may end up
as a result of interaction with the continuous phase or in fluent terminology
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different types of particle fates. “Escaped” trajectories are those that terminate at a
flow boundary for which the “escape” condition is set. “Incomplete” trajectories are
those that were terminated when the maximum allowed number of time steps was
exceeded. “Trapped” trajectories are those that terminate at a flow boundary where
the “trap” condition has been set. “Evaporated” trajectories include those
trajectories along which the particles were evaporated within the domain.
“Aborted” trajectories are those that fail to complete due to numerical/round-off
reasons. If there are many aborted particles, the calculation should be repeated with
a modified length scale and/or different initial conditions.

Figure 8-4 : Single
point injection of
particle stream

Figure 8-5 : Conical pattern of
injection

Figure 8-6 : Surface injection

During this type of particle tracking, one cell should be crossed in 2 or 3 particle
steps. This can be set explicitly by specifying the maximum number of steps or by
adjusting the step length. When regions of flow recirculation exist in the domain,
the mean particle trajectories can get trapped. Adjusting the maximum number of
steps to accommodate long particle residence times may be necessary. If heat or
mass transfer is occurring it is recommended to reduce the step length if particle
temperature is wildly fluctuating at high vaporization heats. Two strategies are
possible to achieve these limitations:
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Closer coupling between dispersed and continuous flow. This could be achieved
by increasing the under-relaxation for discrete phase or by decreasing the
number of continuous phase calculations between trajectory calculations to less
than three. Reducing under-relaxation factors for continuous phase can also
bring about closer coupling.



Decoupling of dispersed and continuous flow which could be achieved by
reducing the under-relaxation factor for discrete phase or by increasing the
number of continuous phase calculations between trajectory calculations to more
than fifteen. [19]
In order to smooth out particle source terms as mentioned previously, the
number of particle trajectories or tries is increased

8.2 Validation of the Computational Model (DPM) with
Experimental Study [20]:
In order to predict the accuracy and performance of this recently developed
numerical model in Ansys a simplified problem is chosen for which adequate
experimental evidence is available to be compared with. The computational
geometry under consideration is scaled to the same dimensions as the experimental
setup shown in figure 8-7. A flow collimator is used in the experimental setup to
produce a parallel pattern of inlet air flow. The liquid is injected through a
convergent nozzle to produce a uniform crossflow of required initial diameter. The
CAD model represents a 3-D cut cross section of the experimental setup along the
mid plane.
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Figure 8-7 : Setup of the experimental and Cad model

A simple DPM model in fluent is considered with velocity type inlet boundary
condition at the gas flow inlet and outflow type exit boundary. The wall boundary
condition is set to “Wall-Jet” type as available in the DPM model under which
parcels of liquid droplets impinging on the wall loose a portion of their momentum.
The continuous gas phase is first solved until convergence after which the discrete
particle phase is solved. The discrete phase is injected at the set velocity by
utilizing the surface type injection available in DPM from the bottom of the liquid
injector surface.
Table 10: Parameter used to validate the DPM model from experimental data provided

Parameter

Value

Liquid element injected
Density of N-heptane
Gas flow in the test chamber
Gas velocity
Liquid injection velocity
Momentum ratio (q)

N-Heptane
683.7 kg/m3
Air
100 m/s
5 m/s – 12 m/s
2.4 – 8.0369

The geometric dimensions of the test chamber are chosen based on the
experimental setup and are shown in figure 8-7. Note that from the greyscale
particle track as observed from figure 8-8 it is clear that a slight upstream
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penetration of the particle inside the liquid injector is observed due to the conical
nature of the injector nozzle and the fact that the particle initially travels along the
right wall of the injector. As the particle traverses the injector nozzle it is moved
axially towards the central location of the injector nozzle. Figure 8-8 is plotted only
for one particle parcel among the stream of parcels to clearly observe the path taken
by a particle along the chamber. Another advantage of using CFD would be the
ability to plot the residence time of the injected stream. From the figure it could be
seen that the maximum time spent by the liquid injection in the chamber is about
0.01318 s

Figure 8-8 : Single particle residence time track (second)

One important parameter that could be used to compare our CFD result with the
experimental result would be the penetration length which is the distance vertically
penetrated by the liquid stream into the gaseous cross flow before being swept in
the direction of convective gas flow. It can be noted from the experiment that as the
momentum ratio i.e. the ratio of liquid to gas flow momentum increases the
penetration length of the liquid also increases. As suggested in the reference article
by Dr Samir Tambe this effect is due to the increase in momentum of the jet which
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results in a delay in the bending. In reference to the experimental study when the
momentum ratio decreases by a factor of 6 the penetration length decreases by
around half the height of the chamber along the direction of cross flow injection.
The effect of this penetration length is clearly indicated from figures 8-9 and 8-10.

Figure 8-9 : Comparison of liquid injection with momentum ratio q = 8.01

Compared to the experimental results the DPM particle track method also reveals a
similar variation in the penetration length of the liquid jet under varying conditions
of momentum ratio. Figure 8-9 and figure 8-10 show the residence time in seconds
from 0 s at the injector inlet to a total convective time of 0.0000654 s in the case of
momentum ratio (q) = 8.01 and a time scale of 0.000130 s for the case of q = 2.4.
Note that from the above computational study, q = 8.01 corresponds to a very high
liquid injection velocity of 12 m/s and hence this case possesses the unusually short
duration of liquid residence time in the chamber when compared to the other case.
As can be visually seen, the case with smaller momentum ratio clearly results in
only a short gas flow domain penetration without striking the adjacent wall.
Comparing the two cases, the residence time of the case with the smaller
momentum ratio clearly possesses a larger value. Therefore for this corresponding
case the liquid resides in the mixer for a longer duration. Whereas for the other case
of higher momentum ratio due impingement of the liquid jet with the wall there
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would be some amount of momentum transfer to the wall resulting in a slight
reduction in the liquid jet velocity.

Figure 8-10 : Comparison of liquid injection with momentum ratio q = 2.4

Velocity does differ substantially by the exit of the test chamber for both the cases
especially due to the interaction of the liquid stream with the wall for the case of
momentum ratio equal to 8.01. As can be seen from figures 8-11 and 8-12 due to
impingement and momentum transfer in the case of q = 8.01 the velocity of the
injected liquid jet decreases from about 179 m/s before wall interaction to about
98 m/s which is a drastic reduction of about 45 %. On the other hand for the case
with q = 2.4 the velocity of the liquid jet constantly decreases at a gradual rate from
about 179 m/s to only about 113 m/s by the mixer exit plane (decrease of 36 %). It
is next very important to compare the variation in the penetration length for both
the cases of experimental and numerical liquid jet injection.
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Figure 8-11: Particle velocity track with
q = 8.01

Figure 8-12: Particle velocity track with q = 2.4

Pertaining to this penetration length comparison, the concept of penetration factor
is defined as the length scale of the corresponding co-ordinate distance under
consideration divided by the diameter of the injector i.e. the vertical penetration
factor is given by

𝑦
𝐷

where D = 0.381 mm and y is the cross flow direction along

injection. The longitudinal penetration factor is given by

𝑧
𝐷

where z is the stream

wise direction of gas flow. This penetration factor could be thought off as a
non-dimensionalized parameter to easily and conveniently plot the instantaneous
penetrating distance of the liquid jet. On comparison of the experimental and
computational cases a slight variation in the crossflow penetration length i.e. y/d
for the computational case is observed due to the fact that the particle is tracked
only from the location of the injector tip situated at the bottom surface of the gas
test chamber. The overall penetration trend remains the same for both the plots. The
following cases for penetration length comparison have been made for a
momentum ratio of q = 2.4.
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Figure 8-13: Experimental/Theoretical plot of penetration factor

Comparing figure 8-13 and 8-14 clearly proves to us that for the same boundary
conditions both the experimental and computational analysis using the advanced
DPM model results in almost similar penetration factors along the length of the test
chamber.

Figure 8-14 : Computational plot of penetration factor
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8.3

Computational Mixer Study:

In order to perform numerical analysis of the mixer two different geometries are
considered: the first venturi type geometry with isolated gas and liquid plenum
chambers without the presence of any vanes near the throat of the venturi to control
the gas flow and the second geometry consisting of twisted vanes which provide
sufficient flow turning to increase the residence time of the injected liquid droplets
to a significantly higher duration. Figure 8-15 shows these two geometries designed
using suitable CAD software. The dimensions of these mixers are consistent with
the dimensions used for both the previous experimental and analytical study. The
main aim of this computational mixer study is to validate the numerical model, at
the same time analyse the effect of flow swirling caused due to the vanes and
perform upstream injection which cannot be modelled in the analytical study.
Before performing the above mentioned special cases, a singular case comparison
is made using exactly the same boundary conditions and flow parameters as one
specific case (case1) which has been both analytically and experimentally studied
to check for any inconsistencies in the computational model.
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Figure 8-15: Straight pipe geometry

8.4

Mesh Analysis:

Meshing has been performed using the ICEM CFD tool available in the Ansys
commercial software. In order to obtain precise numerical simulation of the end
results, the mixer domain is meshed with hexahedral cells rather than the simple
and more commonly used tetrahedral cells. This hexahedral meshing technique
allows for a uniform and controlled meshing, which is structured with an even
skewness and mesh orthogonality throughout the mesh domain. One advantage of
using such hexahedral meshing in the computational domain would be the added
accuracy of the resulting flow properties especially near the walls/near the injector
head from which the liquid is injected but at the expense of additional
computational time. A double concentric O-grid meshing technique is followed to
allow for the effective partitioning of the annular portion of the mixer. Since the
Reynolds number based on the length of the mixer and the boundary layer
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thickness are known we can calculate the first wall thickness (the distance at which
the first mesh layer needs to be placed from the wall in order to effectively capture
the viscous sub-layer near the wall which is caused due to turbulent flow) using a
suitable tool. For instance the gas velocity for the first computational case is
89.43 m/s (0.5 kg/s gas mass flow rate). The first wall mesh distance for this case is
found to be 0.00011093 m. In order to calculate this value of first mesh distance,
the boundary layer thickness is found out to be 0.01224 m and the 𝑦 + value for the
turbulent model currently proposed to be used for this problem (K-Epsilon model)
is about 35. For the mixer geometry with vanes in the throat, the domain is
effectively split into different portions for partitioning of the mesh type in each
portion. Once the meshing is completed a grid independent study is performed to
find out if any variation of mesh size affects the parameter of interest in our study
namely the mixer exit temperature. Figure 8-16 shows the meshing technique
adopted using the O-grid option available in ICEM. This helps to develop a
uniform structured mesh as seen in the inlet and outlet views.

Outlet view

Inlet view

Cut cross sectional view of the O-grid

Figure 8-16: Structured meshing of the mixer geometry in ICEM
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Grid Independent study:
The main purpose of performing such a grid independent study is to estimate the
correct mesh size (maximum number of mesh elements). This is done keeping in
mind the fact that the correct mesh size is one which does not produce any drastic
or appreciable variation in the mixer exit temperature with further increase in the
mesh element count. Therefore beyond this correct mesh size increasing the mesh
count further would only contribute to increasing the computational duration and
would not alter the accuracy of the end result any further. From figure 8-17 grid
independence is found to have been achieved since increasing the mesh count
beyond a value of 1,531,614 does not result in any significant variation in the value
of average exit temperature. But it is also clear that below this value the exit
temperature is found to have a strong dependence on the number of mesh elements
which is not a desirable effect. A clear non-linearity in the temperature variations
across the mixer is observed for both the cases with smaller mesh size. As the mesh
size is increased beyond these values the curves tend to become similar & uniform.

Figure 8-17 : Grid independent study
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8.5

Boundary Conditions:

A time stepping DPM model with a steady state approach to the continuous phase
is solved. A single point type injection is used wherein the injectors are located at
specific points in a helical arrangement around the surface of the injector head
defined using suitable CAD software. Using a suitable macro, the coordinates of
the 100 injectors are imported from the CAD software to Ansys-Fluent. Gaseous
and liquid inlet flow rates are defined based on the boundary conditions provided in
table 11. Since the flow is highly turbulent the K- 𝜖 model is used with wall
enhancement turned on to effectually capture any wall effects caused due to eddy
disturbances in the viscous sublayer part of the flow field. This is especially
important for our problem computational domain of study since the liquid is
assumed to be introduced from the surface of the injector head and hence any flow
disturbance near this wall needs to be accurately captured. The DPM model first
solves the continuous medium until convergence. After this is achieved the discrete
phase is then solved for using the geometric reconstruction scheme and species
modelling tools which are part of the coupled solver and effectively help to cross
link the already solved continuous phase with the liquid phase which is currently
introduced.
Table 11 : Computational boundary conditions
Parameter
Value/Range of Investigation

Ambient Gas Temperature
Diameter of the injection hole
Inlet mass flow rate of ambient gas
Liquid flow rate
Static pressure of gas at inlet
Static pressure of liquid at inlet
Acceleration due to gravity
No of injector holes open
Liquid initial temperature 𝑇𝑙

234.26 K
0.0007874 m
0.54431 kg/s
0.111130 kg/s
125.829 kPa
168.921 kPa
9.8 m/s2
100
79 K
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8.6

Computational Results:

Three major cases are performed to be effectively compared with the experimental
evidence earlier provided.
Case 1 – Injection at 900 from the surface of the injector head in the geometry
without vanes to validate the computational model
Case 2 – Injection at 900 from the surface of the injector head in the geometry with
vanes
Case 3 – Injection at 450 upstream from the surface of the injector head in the
geometry without the vanes

8.6.1 Standard Cases for Comparison:
It is very important to compare first and foremost the residence time of the liquid
droplets which are injected into the mixer domain. Note that the following
computational study does not include modelling the suction of liquid from the
plenum into the venturi gas throat. This is not done especially due to the fact that it
would require an extremely fine mesh to effectively track the liquid gas interface of
each droplet. This would further lead to a very large computational duration
requiring the use of much larger central processing units. Henceforth in the
following simulation the liquid is assumed to be injected from prefixed point
locations on the surface of the injector head. These points are arranged in a helical
pattern with a pitch of 5mm and counterclockwise rotation. The total number of
designated points on the injector surface is to be 100 as is exactly the designed
number of injectors which remain open during all of the experimental nitrogen test
runs. For the mixer numerical validation case of perpendicular cross flow injection
(Case1) the total residence time of the liquid droplets are found to be about
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0.0119 s as seen from figure 8-17. The analytical model earlier discussed and
developed for this corresponding case predicts a complete evaporation length of
0.65891 m which is very close to the mixer exit length of 0.7112 m from the
venturi throat. Therefore the CFD prediction is consistent with our analytical
calculations with respect to the determination of complete evaporation length. From
the color bar of figure 8-18, the dark blue portion of the liquid particle track
indicates that the corresponding particles are at their 0th instant of time in the mixer
while the light blue cyan colored droplets near the mixer exit correspond to being
in their final residence time of about 0.0119 s.

Figure 8-18 : Particle residence time in second for case 1

Figure 8-19 shows the residence time variation of the liquid which is injected into
the mixer with vanes. A clear dispersion of the droplets towards the mixer outer
wall is evident due to the drastic increase in the tangential ( 𝜃 component)
component of velocity provided by the presence of vanes. In comparison to the
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previous case, after a comparatively small residence time of just about 0.008455 s
all of the liquid injected completely vaporizes far upstream of the mixer exit for
this second case. Therefore the addition of vanes decreases the residence time by
almost 28.95 % which is a drastic difference thereby undergoing a far quicker
vaporization process. The temperature variation in the mixer due to the addition of
these vanes has been discussed further on in this chapter but based on this residence
time plot we can easily infer the fact that since vaporization is completed in a short
duration of time, due to reheating of the colder axial gas flow by the outer near wall
hot gas flow, temperature reduction in the exit would not be significant. On the
other hand, due to the even dispersion of the injected liquid droplets radially
outwards from the axis, the reduced exit temperature would be almost the same
along any measured radial location in the mixer exit for this case. This condition is
highly desirable rather than having a cold jet of gas with liquid along the axis and a
hot region of gas near the mixer wall.

Figure 8-19 : Particle residence time in second for case 2
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The main purpose of performing upstream injection would be to provide additional
residence time by decreasing the droplet relative velocity at injection which would
further facilitate more vaporization. This condition could be considered as the
midline scenario between case 2 in which the liquid quickly evaporates very close
to injection and case 1 in which a major portion of the injected liquid escapes the
mixer domain. Care full observation of figure 8-20 reveals that the total residence
time for the droplets in this case becomes 0.01356 s which is about 0.00166 s more
residence time than case 1 where the liquid is injected perpendicularly. This
additional time clearly increases the amount of liquid droplets which are vaporized
by the mixer exit in comparison to case 1. The quantity of the injected liquid which
is evaporated and which has escaped the mixer domain is conveniently provided by
fluent at the end of this simulation in the form of a DPM report summary. More
details about this DPM summary are discussed by the end of this chapter. Therefore
this report summary would serve as a very good comparative tool to appreciate the
difference in the mass vaporized which is accurately predicted by the mixer exit for
the three cases of interest in this numerical study. A lesser dispersion of liquid
droplets towards the outer mixer wall occurs in comparison to case 1 where the
liquid droplets introduced in the gas domain are pushed slowly towards the outer
mixer wall due to a greater increase in their relative velocity with respect to the
convective gas flow. Lesser dispersion would thereby drastically reduce the
temperature only close to the location of injection and also increasing the chances
of coalescence to form bigger droplets which take a longer time to vaporize.
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Figure 8-20 : Particle residence time in seconds for case 3

Analysis of the droplet velocity variation clearly shows the drastic differences
observed in the values for the three cases as the liquid droplets proceed throughout
the length of the mixer. Out of the three cases plotted together in figure 8-21 the
case of mixer geometry with vanes increases the droplet relative velocity to a
maximum value of about 162.77 m/s. A clearly magnified image of the upstream
injection case shows the initial droplet velocity drastically dropping from the set
liquid injection velocity of 2.27 m/s to about 1.46 m/s after which it gradually
increases to a maximum value of about 98.25 m/s. For case 1 on the other hand the
droplet velocity gradually increases from 2.27 m/s to a peak value of about
106.31 m/s. One interesting observation that can be made on care full observation
of the velocity track for case 2 shows that a few of the droplets exactly along the
axis of the mixer after the location of the injector head tend to decrease drastically
in velocity (shown by the occurrence of a few droplets with a light blue color
corresponding to a velocity of about 25.65 m/s after the injector head location).
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Case1

Case2

Case3

Figure 8-21: Droplet velocity variation

This can be reasoned from the idea that, all the major velocity variation (mainly
increase) caused by the swirling tangential velocity effect of the vanes occur away
from the mixer axis where the injector head is present which hinders any swirl
effects form propagating along the axis of the mixer. In other words the flow swirl
starts from the location of vanes near the venturi throat and proceeds outwards
towards the mixer wall and rather not towards the axis of the mixer. The mixer
outer wall also acts as a flow dampener for case 2 due to which the liquid droplets
coming in contact with the wall as a result of cross flow swirl impingement are
subjected to momentum transfer resulting in their decreasing velocity afterward.
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Case1

Case2

Case3

Figure 8-22: Temperature contour

The most important contour pertaining to our study here is the temperature
variation along the mixer using which the efficiency/performance of all the three
proposed mixer designs can be easily validated and compared. First and foremost it
is very important to validate the obtained numerical result for case 1 with the
experimental data. On comparison of the temperature contour shown in figure 8-22
(case 1) with experimental evidence, the average mixer exit temperature for the
experimental case (measured by thermocouples located both near the wall and at
the axis) is about 164 K while for the numerical case is about 176 K which is a
deviation of about -7.32 %. Comparison of the temperature values at each axial and
radial location of thermocouples of the experimental setup is done clearly using
table 12. Using the obtained results shown in figure 8-22 we can estimate weather a
particular mixer design with the fixed set of operating conditions would be use full
for the proposed unique purpose. If the purpose or main objective of the mixer is to
completely vaporize the liquid and at the same time obtain an evenly diffused or
dispersed reduced temperature gradient by the mixer exit, then case 2 with the vane
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design would be most ideal as seen from the figure. In this case the temperature at
the mixer exit is exactly the same in all radial locations and has a value of 188 K
which is a reduction of 46 K from the inlet temperature of 234 K. Upstream
injection (case3) results in greater vaporization but lesser dispersion of the exit
temperature when compared to the normal perpendicular crossflow injection case.
A wider plume of temperature gradient is observed initially for case 1 indicating
that when the liquid is injected at 90𝑜 it has greater chance of being pushed
outwards by the gas flow thereby undergoing a greater amount of diffusion initially
when compared to upstream injection which tends to bring the liquid closer to the
axial location. Notice from figure 8-22 that at the location of mixer exit, case 1
exhibits a greater dispersion i.e. the yellow contour extends almost all the way to
the mixer outer wall when compared to case3 where the yellow contour
corresponding to an average temperature of about 152.6 K is restricted closer to the
axis. Figure 8-23 shows the absolute pressure (static pressure including the
operating pressure of 125.829 kPa) contour only for cases 1 and 2. This is because
no major change in the absolute pressure would be noticeable between cases 1 and
3 both of which have the same mixer fluid flow domain. Based on Bernoulli’s
equation the absolute static pressure decreases to a lower value for case 2 due to the
presence of vanes which considerably increases the flow velocity as noticed from
the earlier velocity profile contour.
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Case1

Case2

Figure 8-23 : Absolute pressure contour

For case 1 the static pressure decreases to a value of 117.296 kPa from an inlet
static pressure of about 125.829 kPa and to a value of 111.079 kPa for case 2.
Therefore recollecting previously mentioned concepts of pulling the liquid into the
gas flow domain based on the developed static pressure difference between the
liquid chamber and the gas throat, the case with vanes would be more ideal to pull
more liquid since it results in a greater reduction in the venturi throat gas pressure
especially near the location of injection as can be clearly seen from figure 8-23. In
order to better understand and comprehend the non-isotropic variation of
temperature with respect to a three dimensional frame of reference, a contour plot
along various axial locations are made as shown in figure 8.24. Without vanes a
uniform radial temperature gradient exists while the presence of vanes results in a
radial non-isotropy as can be clearly seen.
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Case1

Case2

Figure 8-24 : Temperature cross sectional contour

The contours of case1 also show that as the location of the contour plane gets closer
to the mixer exit, the sharpness of the temperature gradient clearly diminishes
revealing the fact that more multiphase diffusion towards the outer wall aided by
vaporization occurs near the exit of the mixer when compared to the location near
the injectors where all the liquid tends to remain as close to the axis as possible due
to partial or no vaporization at all. Next we proceed to analyzing the total pressure
variation along the length of the mixer for the two cases with major difference in
geometry. Note that in figure 8-25 the value of pressure in the color bar is with
respect to a mean flow operating pressure of 125.829 kPa. Therefore a pressure
value of -19.419 kPa as indicated per the bar would mean that the total pressure at
that corresponding location would be 125.829 – 19.419, which would be equal to a
total pressure value of 106.41 kPa. The total pressure loss for case 1 obtained from
contour plot is 2.06 kPa and for case 2 would be about 6.18 kPa. Therefore due to
the inclusion of vanes in the geometry the total pressure loss increases by a
magnitude of 3 times in the mixer. Therefore an increase in the droplet residence
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time and the multiphase diffusion both aiding the process of vaporization comes at
the expense of a much greater pressure loss.
Case1

Case2

Figure 8-25 : Total pressure contour

In order to quantify and better describe the swirling effects caused by the vanes in
case 2 a tangential velocity profile is made with contours showing the variation
along the length of the mixer. For case 1 this magnitude of tangential velocity
remains nearly constant throughout the length of the mixer form the inlet to the
outlet varying between a value of 1m/s to 11 m/s. The maximum magnitude of
tangential velocity for this case occurs near the location of the venturi throat where
the flow undergoes constriction causing this sudden flow turn. For case 2 on the
other hand the vanes turn the flow considerably as a result of which the tangential
component increases to about -30.66 m/s. Notice from the color bar that this
variation in the tangential component for case 2 is predominantly along one
direction (- ve values) which means that the vanes cause the fluid flow to swirl
along the corresponding direction i.e. in the clockwise direction.
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Case1

Case2

Figure 8-26 : Contour of tangential velocity

In order to better distinguish and appreciate the difference existing between the
rates at which the liquid is vaporized between the two cases, a suitable contour for
the evaporation rate is made represented by figure 8-27. For the case with vanes
the rate of evaporation at the location of injection is about 1.507e-05 kg/s while for
the case without vanes is 1.344e-05 kg/s. This data clearly shows the advantage of
using vanes to increase the rate of evaporation. It is important to recollect the
earlier learnt analytical prediction that the rate of evaporation increases with gas
flow rate only up to a flow rate of about 0.5 kg/s after which it decreases. Since the
flow rate for this case corresponds to about 0.5 kg/s this observation in the
numerical result is consistent with the earlier prediction. The rate of evaporation
decreases drastically as the distance from the location of injection increases,
eventually leading to a constant rate of evaporation after a particular point in the
mixer.
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Case1

Case2

Figure 8-27 : Rate of evaporation contour

Form the contour plot of velocity variation it can be clearly concluded that the
velocity in the throat of the mixer for this case does not reach sonic conditions and
therefore throat flow choking need not be worried about for these two cases.
Although this maybe the case, the presence of vanes increases the velocity
considerably by 35 m/s further when compared to the case without vanes. As can
be recollected from the earlier analytical study a slight gradual increase in
convection greatly aids in the evaporation process and this is the main reason a
quicker evaporation occurs for the case with vanes. The vanes cause a gradual
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increase in velocity without causing any sudden spike in the velocity values which
is most suitable for vaporization conditions

Case1

Case2

Figure 8-28 : Velocity contour

Another major advantage of using this DPM model is the availability of a finalized
report summary showing the change in parameter such as energy and mass and heat
transfer across the computational domain. Figure 8-29 shows such a summary
provided by fluent for the case of liquid injection without vanes (case 1). The report
clearly provides an estimate of the number of liquid droplet particles which have
evaporated and escaped the mixer domain (for the first case evaporated particles –
397713; escaped particles - 30303). The elapsed time data represent the amount of
time the particles spend in the domain before they ultimately end up either being
evaporated or escape out of the domain. The next set of data provides us with the
initial, final and change in mass across the mixer domain. Using this data we can
obtain the amount of mass which is transferred to the continuous gas phase across
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the domain. For case 1 a total of about 0.01256 kg mass is evaporated into the
continuous phase while a mass of 0.003733 kg escapes the domain

Figure 8-29 : DPM report summary for case 1

From figure 8-30 (DPM summary for case with vanes) the total amount of mass
evaporated across the domain is 0.01518 kg which is the total mass introduced into
the mixer domain. This is because for this case complete vaporization occurs across
the mixer domain. Other use full parameters like the amount of energy used up for
phase change (latent heat energy + sensible heat energy) are also reported in this
summary.

Figure 8-30 : DPM report summary for case 2 (mixer with vanes)
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8.6.2 Special Case Comparison:
In order to better appreciate this computational model approach and assess its
capabilities, a special case is run with all the previously used boundary conditions
with just one variable change. The mass flow rate of the gas is now reduced by 4
times i.e. for the earlier cases the inlet mass flow rate was 0.544311 kg/s but for
this current case the flow rate is reduced to 0.13607 kg/s. Therefore the inlet gas
velocity changes from about 47.036 m/s for the previous cases to about 11.75 m/s.
This change would help us magnify the effects observed during upstream injection.
This study is mainly carried out to assess the performance of injection and
vaporization occurring at low flow rate in comparison to the earlier run cases with
very high flow rates. For this case instead of injecting the droplet perpendicular to
the surface they are injected at an 45𝑜 upstream angle to further enhance
vaporization based on the previous numerical study.

Figure 8-31 : Particle track of residence time in seconds
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Figure 8-29 shows the complete particle track along with a single particle track
isolated from the cluster of injections in order to better understand the path taken
by a liquid droplet injected upstream. Since the convective gas flow rate is
drastically slow for this case when compared to the previously run cases the droplet
would spend a much greater duration of time in the mixer. This is evident when
taking a look at the color bar of the residence time plot according to which the
injected liquid droplet spends a total time of about 0.0791 s. Recollect that for the
previously run cases the residence time was about an average of 0.0119 s for the
normal injection and about 0.01356 s for the upstream injection with higher gas
flow rate. Thus a considerable increase in the residence time is observed. Next a
thorough look at the droplet velocity variation track shows that upstream injection
in a slow convective gas stream results in a slower recovery of relative liquid
velocity as can be seen from figure 8-30 when compared to case 3 of figure 8-21.
This can be reasoned from the fact that since the gas flow itself is relatively slower
more time is required by the liquid to increase its velocity considerably after the
initial drastic decrease.

Figure 8-32 : Velocity variation of the droplets
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In contrast to cases with high convective gas speeds, at slower mass flow rates a
clear region of stagnation after the location of the injector head is observed
indicated by the blue domain of figure 8-31 following which due to the diverging
diffuser section the exit velocity reaches almost the velocity equal to the inlet gas
velocity. Therefore for a low inlet flow velocity of 11.75 m/s a diffuser angle of 7𝑜
is ideal if no velocity variation by the mixer exit is desired.

Figure 8-33 : Contour of velocity variation

Temperature variation is much more uniform in comparison to liquid injection at
higher gas flow rates. At the same time the exit temperature is reduced to an
optimal value of about 129.23 K which is a decrease of 105 K from the inlet
temperature of 234 K. It can be thus concluded definitely that gas flow convection
is inversely proportional to liquid diffusion radially outwards from the location of
injection. In other words a greater gas flow rate tends to constrict or restrain the
liquid flow closer to the axis of the mixer. The total pressure loss across the mixer
for this case is about 0.627 kPa which is considerably lesser.
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Figure 8-34 : Contour of temperature variation

This can be clearly backed by theoretical calculations due to the fact that the total
pressure loss is directly proportional to the square of velocity variations in the
mixer given by the Darcy washback’s equation. This means that an increase in the
velocity of gas increases the total pressure loss exponentially by a factor of 2.

Figure 8-35 : Contour of total pressure variation
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A final quantitative comparison of the currently obtained numerical results is made
with the previously obtained experimental and analytical data and is shown in table
12. All three cases of mixer with various operating conditions are compared to the
experimental data in order to better appreciate if a particular mixer design condition
predicts better performance than the experimental case. Note that a percentage
deviation of a negative value would mean that the predicted temperature of the
numerical model is lesser than the experimental/analytical temperature and vice
versa. The greatest percentage of deviation in the values with respect to the
experimental results is obtained for the case of upstream injection especially at the
axial location of the thermocouple located very close to the injector head. At this
location the upstream injection produces a much colder temperature in comparison
to both the analytical and experimental data. Our validation of the numerical study
between the three methods (numerical, analytical and experimental) discussed in
this study is successful especially since the data obtained from case 1 of the
numerical study has a relatively very small deviation from both the experimental
and analytical data, with an average deviation of about 12 % and 16 % respectively.
The major deviation in this case again occurs immediately after the location of the
injector head axially, where the temperature reaches a much colder value than
predicted by both the experimental and analytical study. It is very interesting to
note that the numerical case of mixer with vanes shows very small positive
deviation (the numerical case predicts a slightly higher temperature at the
corresponding locations in comparison to the experimental and analytical data)
with experimentally and analytically obtained temperatures at the corresponding
locations and at the same time has a uniform dispersion of temperature in the
straight tube portion of the mixer. This temperature uniformity is due to completion
of vaporization in the straight tube leading to no occurrence of any cold liquid
regions which are the main causes for sudden temperature fluctuations.
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152.7
188.3
188.2
188.2
188.2

187.8
141.2
193.7
152.7

180.3

105.7

176.4

Case1 Case2

141

211.5

117.5

223.2

82.2

223.2

Case 3

6.8
-12.7
14
-5.6

162.1
162.1
162.1
162.1

175.8

161.8

168.9

161.7

-28.3

162.1

-4.9

16

11

16

7.1

3.5

-2.8

8.8

15.9

12.9

25

-5.8

19.5

-27.3 -12.9

27

-44.3 -34.8

20

16.1

16.1

16.1

16.2

-5.8

11.2

-13.0

30.5

-27.5

37.7

-49.3

37.7

With Analytical
Case Case Case
1
2
3

% deviation
With Experiment
Case Case Case
1
2
3

147.5

162.1

Case
1

Case
1
185.5

Analytical
temperature

Experimental
temperature

Note: Case 1 – Mixer without vanes; Case 2- Mixer with vanes; Case 3 – Mixer with upstream injection

T4(x = 0.2032 m;
y =1.27mm)
T1(x = 0.2032 m;
y =0.0381m)
T8(x = 0.4572 m;
y =1.27mm)
T5(x = 0.4572 m;
y =0.0381m)
T12(x = 0.711 m;
y =1.27mm)
T9(x = 0.7112 m;
y =0.0381m)

Thermocouple
position

Numerical temperature

Table 12 : Comparison of the numerical results with experiment and analytical results

Chapter 9
Application of the Developed Analytical
Tool
The currently employed analytical, experimental and numerical models have been
shown to be consistent and in reasonable agreement with one another. Henceforth
one application for which the developed analytical tool could be used is shown in
this section. Since the experimental study has been performed and verified for the
Nitrogen system, the accurate number of holes required to reduce the exit
temperature to the desired value for a Hydrogen liquid-gas system can now be
reliability predicted using the tool. This prediction would be accurate although the
thermal properties of the two elements vary drastically. Design changes could then
be implemented while designing the hydrogen mixer like for instance the correct
length of the straight tube section based on the analytically predicted evaporating
length or the injector hole size which would produce the desired droplet size after
crossflow breakup. Table 13 shows the range of boundary conditions simulated to
predict this injector count required for the hydrogen system in comparison to the
nitrogen experimental case which has a fixed hole count of 124. These boundary
conditions have been chosen to simulate the entire operating range of gas and liquid
mass flow rates at corresponding extremes of hot/cold gas temperatures. The main
aim is to simulate all possible scenarios and check the injector hole requirements
for all these limiting conditions. Therefore a total of 12 cases run for four different
gas inlet temperatures varying the flow rates and pressure are simulated with the
final 13th case performed for the most extreme mixer conditions (corner case). The
results are then obtained as shown by tabular columns 14 and 15 for different hole
sizes to analyze the effect of this new variable and how it affects the exit
temperature or the evaporating length.
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Table 13 : 𝐇𝟐 mixer boundary conditions

Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Gas feed
pressure
kPa
172.36
206.84
241.31
172.36
206.84
241.31
172.36
206.84
241.31
172.36
206.84
241.31
275.79

Gas feed
temperature
K
60.92
60.92
60.92
88.70
88.70
88.70
116.48
116.48
116.48
140.26
140.26
140.26
60.92

Gas flow
rate
kg/s
0.091
0.136
0.181
0.091
0.136
0.181
0.091
0.136
0.181
0.091
0.136
0.181
0.226

Liquid
pressure
kPa
172.36
206.84
241.31
172.36
206.84
241.31
172.36
206.84
241.31
172.36
206.84
241.31
275.79

Liquid
flow rate
kg/s
0.045
0.068
0.113
0.045
0.068
0.113
0.045
0.068
0.113
0.045
0.068
0.113
0.226

It is now vital to recollect the fact that a movable piston is designed after the throat
in the liquid plenum chamber which facilitates the opening of the correct number of
injector holes based on the developed suction pressure in the venturi. Therefore in
contrast to the previously performed analysis the actual number of injector holes is
obtained by the following formula:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 =

𝑚̇𝑙,𝑖𝑛
𝑚̇𝑙,ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒

(98)

Where 𝑚̇𝑙,𝑖𝑛 is the total mass flow rate of liquid at the inlet of the plenum which is
given by the boundary conditions while 𝑚̇𝑙,ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 is the mass flow rate of liquid
through one injector hole given by equation (99) also discussed earlier .
𝑚̇𝑙,ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 = 𝑛𝑜𝑐𝑑 𝐴𝑖 √2𝜌𝑙 (𝑃𝑠,𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑡ℎ − 𝑃𝑆,𝑡ℎ )

(99)

Therefore as opposed to the previously run analytical models for comparison with
experimental data which assume that a default number of holes are always open,
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the current analysis would calculate the number of holes which would be opened
based on the developed pressure difference. On immediate observation of table 14,
the required number of injector holes to pull a specified amount of liquid into the
gaseous domain for the hydrogen mixer based on the developed static pressure
difference alone, is found to far exceed the default number of open holes (100) as
for the nitrogen gas mixer when the hole size is maintained at 0.7874 mm. In order
to pull the required amount of liquid in the mixer, the venturi pressure drop
(pressure drop from the gas inlet of the mixer to the throat) should be equal to or
sufficiently higher when compared to the required driving pressure differential
developed between the liquid plenum and the mixer gas chamber throat. As can be
seen from table 14 the venturi pressure drop is almost equal to the driving pressure
differential thereby proving that this case works for pulling all the liquid through
the corresponding number of holes. Since the boundary conditions have been
chosen such that both the inlet pressure for the gas and liquid chambers are the
same, the only factor contributing to pulling the liquid would be the decrease in
venturi gas pressure. Another important observation that needs to be noted is that
the droplet breakup diameter is inversely proportional to droplet relative velocity
and inlet gas temperature. As the temperature of the inlet gas is increased twice the
percentage of droplet size decreases by about 1.15 % further. Increase in the gas
mass flow rates from 0.091 to 0.181 (increase of about 98.9 %) decreases the
droplet size 6.1 % further more. Higher the inlet gas temperature greater is the
percentage of temperature reduction by the mixer exit (due to higher rate of
vaporization) which can be well appreciated by taking a closer look at the
percentage change in exit temperature from the inlet temperature column located in
the table. For instance when the inlet gas temperature is about 60.92 K the
temperature reduces by about 3.5 % while for the inlet gas temperature of 140.26
K the temperature reduces by nearly 46.2 % which is a huge difference.
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183
203
280
139
149
196
138
145
185
140
150
192
536

No
of
open
holes

5.065
9.413
14.389
8.696
17.240
28.258
8.782
18.257
31.775
8.505
17.109
29.408
18.825

Venturi
pressure
drop
kPa
4.910
9.060
13.395
8.541
16.886
27.265
8.627
17.904
30.781
8.350
16.756
28.413
14.808

kPa

(required &
developed)

Driving
pressure
differential

0.00010
8.2E-05
6.8E-05
0.00010
7.5E-05
6.1E-05
9.6E-05
7.2E-05
5.9E-05
9.4E-05
7.1E-05
5.8E-05
5.9E-05

Droplet
breakup
diameter
m
86.1
89.5
91.3
87.3
90.4
92.2
87.7
90.8
92.5
88.0
91.0
92.6
92.5

%
decrease
in
droplet
diameter
60.2
59.8
59.4
87.0
85.9
84.7
114.3
112.7
110.8
141.8
140.1
138.1
59.2

Throat
temperature
K

55.1
55.1
54.1
72.2
72.1
69.9
85.7
85.7
82.4
98.0
97.6
92.9
51.8

Exit
temperature
K

-3.0
-3.0
-3.5
-9.9
-10.0
-11.3
-22.2
-22.2
-24.6
-41.7
-42.0
-46.2
-4.7

% change in
exit
temperature
from inlet
temperature

Table 14 : 𝐇𝟐 Injector hole count analysis for size of 𝑫𝒐 = 0.0007874

171.41
205.58
239.61
171.02
204.99
238.64
171.05
205.03
238.54
171.12
205.25
238.91
274.36

Exit
pressure
kPa

0.95
1.25
1.69
1.34
1.84
2.67
1.31
1.80
2.77
1.24
1.59
2.40
1.42

Pressure
loss
kPa

0.4145
0.2796
0.2085
0.3893
0.2656
0.2016
0.3995
0.2740
0.2105
0.4183
0.2867
0.2202
0.1567

Evaporating
length
m

A similar variation in the total pressure at the exit is observed but the magnitude of
this variation in the exit pressure is very little as compared to the exit temperature
variation. Since the frictional total pressure loss is directly proportional to the
kinetic energy based on the Darcy Weisbach equation increasing the flow rate
increases the pressure loss as can be seen from the table. On comparison of cases
with the same flow rate, increasing the inlet gas temperature shows a considerable
increase in the pressure loss. For example at a gas flow rate of about 0.181 kg/s
increasing the temperature from 60.92 K to 88.70 K increases the pressure loss by
57%. Increase in the convective gas flow rate causes a considerable decrease in the
evaporating length required for complete vaporization in the mixer at cold inlet gas
temperatures. The 13th corner case clearly indicates the requirement for the most
number of injector holes of about 536 in order for the temperature to be reduced to
about 51.8 K from an aggressively cold temperature of 60.2 K within the
evaporating length of 0.1567 m. If the number of holes remains the same as that for
the nitrogen case (100) then the evaporating length would increase considerable
even beyond the mixer exit thereby undergoing incomplete hydrogen liquid
vaporization.
In order to fix the previously found problem of very high hole count
requirement, the hole diameter is increased by nearly 81.82 % further, from 0.7874
mm to 1.397 mm. Table 15 shows two cases corresponding to both a fixed hole
count of 120 and calculating the hole count based on the pressure difference alone
for this increased hole size. From this table the number of injectors which are
opened to reduce temperature to the same number decreases by an average of 41
injectors furthermore as against the previous run of smaller hole diameter. The
availability of bigger initial droplets in crossflow increases the tendency of droplets
to breakup into smaller sizes compared to their initial hole size.
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141

Driving
pressure
differential
(required)
kPa

1.19
2.71
7.61
1.19
2.71
7.61
1.19
2.71
7.61
1.19
2.71
7.61
30.79

No of
open
holes

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

4.91
9.06
13.40
8.54
16.89
27.26
8.63
17.91
30.78
8.35
16.75
28.41
14.81

kPa

(developed)

Driving
pressure
differential

Fixed hole count
(120)

59
66
90
45
48
63
45
47
60
45
48
62
124

No of
open
holes
4.91
9.06
13.40
8.54
16.89
27.26
8.63
17.91
30.78
8.35
16.75
28.41
14.81

Driving
pressure
differential
kPa
(developed
& required)

5.07
9.41
14.39
8.69
17.24
28.26
8.78
18.26
31.78
8.51
17.11
29.41
18.82

Venturi
Pressure
drop
kPa
0.0001
8.1E-05
6.6E-05
0.00010
7.3E-05
6.1E-05
9.6E-05
7.1E-05
5.8E-05
9.4E-05
6.8E-05
5.6E-05
5.8E-05

Droplet
breakup
diameter
m
92.1
94.0
95.1
92.8
94.6
95.5
93.0
94.8
95.7
93.2
94.9
95.8
95.7

171.41
205.58
239.62
171.02
204.99
238.64
171.05
205.03
238.54
171.12
205.25
238.91
273.52

0.97
1.24
1.72
1.38
1.86
2.69
1.31
1.79
2.76
1.24
1.59
2.41
2.28

%
decrease
Exit
Pressure
pressure
loss
in
kPa
kPa
droplet
diameter

Varying hole count

Table 15 : 𝐇𝟐 Injector hole count analysis for size of Do = 0.001397 m

0.415
0.280
0.209
0.389
0.266
0.202
0.400
0.274
0.210
0.418
0.287
0.220
0.162

Evaporating
length
m

No significant change is observed in the exit temperature due to increase in hole
size since the same amount of liquid mass flow is entering the gas domain for each
corresponding case. When the hole count is fixed to be at 120 with a hole size of
about 1.397 mm the driving pressure differential which is developed across holes is
much higher when compared to the required pressure differential to pull the
required amount of liquid. Also the venturi pressure necessary to pull the liquid is
also sufficiently higher than this value of required driving pressure differential.
Therefore it could be safely concluded that increasing the size of the holes in the
hydrogen mixer from 0.7874 mm to 1.397 mm keeping the hole count at 120
ensures that based on the developed driving pressure differential about 37 % to 94
% of the holes would be forced to open to pull the required quantity of liquid.
In contrast to the hydrogen mixer the multiphase pressure loss occurring across
the oxygen mixer is significantly higher. Therefore the tool is now used to verify
the variation in the total pressure when the oxygen mixer length is decreased. By
default all the cases till now have been carried out for a 0.7112 m long mixer
section. Using the boundary conditions as shown by table 16 for the oxygen mixer
the length is decreased to about 0.5588 m keeping the hole count constant at 124.
Table 16 : 𝐎𝟐 mixer boundary conditions

Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Gas feed
pressure
kPa
137.83
206.02
245.87
139.14
211.05
249.73
136.03
236.97
248.21

Gas feed
Gas flow
temperature
rate
K
kg/s
201.67
0.585
202.20
0.793
197.07
0.902
207.30
0.571
232.14
0.718
229.80
0.821
204.47
0.734
207.32
1.119
205.37
1.360
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Liquid
pressure
kPa
145.34
215.19
255.38
146.44
219.53
258.97
148.17
252.97
248.21

Liquid
flow rate
kg/s
0.163
0.222
0.235
0.086
0.169
0.188
0.204
0.332
0.408
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kPa

46.13
58.47
62.67
45.16
54.68
60.40
71.36
95.84
107.63

8.69
16.13
18.06
2.41
9.31
11.58
13.58
36.06
54.40

(developed)

Driving
pressure
differential

Driving
pressure
differential
(required)
kPa

38.82
49.64
53.50
37.92
46.40
51.23
59.43
80.46
108.45

Venturi
Pressure
drop
kPa

117.69
183.68
223.80
121.62
190.30
228.22
101.90
199.19
194.50

Mixer exit
pressure
kPa

Mixer length = 0.7112 m

20.13
22.34
22.06
17.51
20.75
21.51
34.13
37.78
53.71

Pressure
loss
kPa

116.93
121.42
123.91
150.83
156.64
158.87
107.34
114.73
105.17

Mixer exit
temperature
K

123.28
189.95
230.08
126.66
196.09
234.21
111.63
210.29
210.57

Mixer exit
pressure
kPa

14.55
16.06
15.79
12.48
14.96
15.51
24.41
26.68
37.65

Pressure
loss
kPa

Mixer length = 0.5588 m

Table 17 : 𝐎𝟐 Mixer length analysis for size of Do = 0.007874 m and 𝐍𝐢𝐧𝐣 = 𝟏𝟐𝟒

4.75
3.41
2.81
4.14
3.04
2.62
9.55
5.57
8.26

Mixer
exit
pressure
%
deviation

-27.72
-28.11
-28.42
-28.73
-27.90
-27.89
-28.48
-29.38
-29.90

Pressure
loss
%
deviation

Table 17 gives a clear outline of the deviation in both the value of exit pressure and
the pressure loss across the two different mixer length sections (taking mixer of
0.7112 m as the reference). Reducing the length from 0.7112 m to 0.5588 m
decreases the value of pressure loss by about 28 % on average without causing any
significant change on the exit gas temperature reduction. Table 17 also gives us a
good outline of the other useful statistics such as the venturi pressure drop which is
sufficiently higher than the driving pressure required to pull the liquid for all the
cases.
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Chapter 10
Summary and Conclusions
After extensive study of the multiphase vaporization phenomenon backed by
sufficient experimental data we can conclude the fact that convection increases the
capacity of liquid droplets introduced into a gaseous domain to vaporize quickly
between a range of 0.01 kg/s to 0.3 kg/s. Beyond this point the convective/
residence time comparatively decreases with respect to the droplet’s lifetime
thereby leading to partial vaporization. Another very important point to be duly
noted is the fact that unlike in a stagnant medium, the influence of temperature to
decrease the droplet lifetime in a convective medium is significantly reduced while
the effect of pressure is increased at convection. Hydrogen being the element with
the highest latent heat of vaporization, uses up more energy from its gaseous phase
to undergo vaporization. Therefore hydrogen leads to a greater reduction in the exit
temperature when compared to oxygen and nitrogen. Although cross flow droplet
breakup is significant between gas flow rates of 0.01 kg/s to 0.3 kg/s beyond this
flow rate any further increase in convection does not lead to significant further
droplet breakup in comparison to lower flow rates. Throat flow choking occurs for
hydrogen at a much lower gas flow rate of about 0.3 kg/s when compared to the
other elements which leads to an adverse pressure gradient to pull the liquid into
the gas chamber. Therefore care should be taken beyond this flow rate to ensure
that the liquid static pressure is significantly greater than the developed gas throat
pressure. Multiphase pressure analysis shows a clear differentiation between
hydrogen and the other two elements since hydrogen at its liquid state has a much
lower density when compared to oxygen and nitrogen. The multiphase frictional
pressure loss is higher from the single phase loss by a magnitude of 0.8 kPa for the
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case of nitrogen in a 0.7112 straight pipe. The multiphase frictional pressure
loss/unit length in the diffuser (6.9 kPa/m) is found to be significantly higher than
in a straight pipe (2.5 kPa/m) for the case of 0.5 kg/s convective nitrogen gas at 200
K and 241.32 kPa inlet pressure. Based on experimental and numerical evidence a
clear radial non-isotropy exists in the diffusion of liquid within the mixer domain
leading to a non-uniform decrease in the temperature along the exit plane. The
inclusion of vanes in the mixer reduces this non-isotropy almost completely but at
the expense of a rapid vaporization process leading to a much higher exit
temperature than the case without vanes. Upstream injection has shown to be far
less superior to any of the other cases and therefore is not recommended as a viable
alternative. The pressure loss predicted by the analytical tool is in excellent
agreement with both the experimental and numerical results and therefore is
postulated to be highly accurate for further analysis. The application of the
analytical tool clearly reveals the potential of this tool to determine the required
conditions for various mixer systems under fixed restraints.
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Chapter 11
Future Study
Since no visualization tools or sensors were used to observe the droplet breakup
and coalescence during experimental run such a study would help to further
enhance the precision of both the numerical and the analytical tools. As noticed
from the numerical case with vanes the interaction of the liquid jet with the mixer
outer wall at low gas flow rates (high liquid penetration at high momentum ratio) is
an entirely separate concept. This needs care full attention especially since the
current study has postulated the ideal operating low gas flow rate from 0.01 kg/s to
0.3 kg/s for vaporization to be significant. Although the analytical model has the
limitation of being quasi 1-D several techniques to determine the average diameter
after injection are available based on empirical correlations. One such method is the
use of a Sauter mean diameter (diameter based on the average kinetic energy
possessed by the injected liquid droplets in the gas domain) which could be
explored in detail in further research relating to this study. The shape of the liquid
droplets after injection plays a very impotent role in determining the type of
vaporization occurring in the domain (unsteady vs steady vaporization) and
therefore this data could be obtained from the experiment and supplemented with
the analytical tool to develop a highly precise hybrid model of droplet vaporization.
This could be achieved by the use of suitable Schlieren flow visualization
techniques at the instant of liquid injection into the mixer gas domain. Majority of
the experimental nitrogen system run made for this thesis does not include the
formation of throat flow choking phenomenon during which ideal theoretical
droplet vaporization may not occur. Therefore a few cases at higher gas flow rates
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are proposed to be run to compare with analytically predicted vaporization
occurring after a sonic throat flow choke in the mixer.
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Appendix A - Thermal Properties
Temperature Vs Enthalpy (Pressure of 130 kPa)

Temperature Vs Density (Pressure of 130 kPa)
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Temperature Vs Specific heat (Pressure of 130 kPa)

Temperature Vs Thermal conductivity (Pressure of 130 kPa)
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Temperature Vs Viscosity (Pressure of 130 kPa)
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Appendix B - Mat lab Analytical tool
clear;clc;format('long','g')
warning('off','all')
warning
%assumptions%%%%.
%incompressible fluid i.e density varies with pressure across the
mixer
%assuming inlet starts from the annular portion of the mixer i.e.
%negelcting the pipe bend in the model
%does not model droplet collision i.e. this model gives the
%least possible limit for evaporation length
%this model shows only droplet breakup due to cross flow injection
%quality of gas does not very across the mixer

%%%input parameters%%%%%%
nmax = 100;%number of time steps
R_nitro = 296.8;
e = 0.0025e-03;%plastic or polycarbonate
g = 9.81;%0;2*9.81 %acceleration due to gravity
Tg_inlet = convtemp((-31),'F','K'); %temperature of gas @ inlet in
F
%-38 -31 -120.4 -191
Tl_inlet_asu = convtemp((-333.67),'F','K'); %DONOT CHANGE THIS
assumed initial temperature of liquid far below saturation temp @
inlet in F
% Tl_inlet = convtemp((-417.577),'F','K'); % initial temperature of
liquid far below saturation temp @ inlet in F
GN2_p_i = convpres((24.22),'psi','Pa');%inlet gas static pressure
in psi
%18.25 24.22 16.48 16.81
LN2_p_in = convpres((25.45),'psi','Pa'); %inlet liquid static
pressure in psi
%24.5 25.45 20.37 22.92
% GN2fr = 0.544311; %case 1
% LN2fr = 0.11113013;
GN2fr = 0.5851342; %case 2 %gas feed flow rate in kg/s
LN2fr =0.093893621; %liquid feed flow rate in kg/s
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% GN2fr = 0.362874; %case 3
% LN2fr = 0.097068767;
% GN2fr = 0.4309128; %case 4
% LN2fr = 0.13290256;
L_tot = 0.7112;%length of the diffuser in m
no = 100;%number of injector holes open
dia_i_m = 0.097384;%outer diameter of the inlet section
dia_exit = 0.0762;%exit dia
dia_i_p = 0.03175;%plenum inlet dia
dia_t_p = 0.01905;%pleanum throat dia
dia_inj = 0.00079375;%injector dia
dia_t_m= 0.056449;%dia of mixer throat
inj_angle = 90; %in degree
DC = 0.60;%discharge coefficient
sigma = 0.0089400;%surface tension @ 92.59 K LN2 temperature
%%%calculations%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
%area calc
anu_dia_i = dia_i_m-dia_i_p;
anu_dia_t = dia_t_m-dia_t_p;
ainlet = 3.14*(anu_dia_i/2)*(anu_dia_i/2);
athroat =3.14*(anu_dia_t/2)*(anu_dia_t/2);
a_i_p = 3.14*(dia_i_p/2)*(dia_i_p/2);
a_t_p = 3.14*(dia_t_p/2)*(dia_t_p/2);
ainject = 3.14*(dia_inj/2)*(dia_inj/2);
aexit = 3.14*(dia_exit/2)*(dia_exit/2);
AR = aexit/athroat;
%expan = atan(((dia_exit-dia_t_m)/2)/L_tot); this calculates theta
is assuming the difuser covers the whole length
%expan*(180/pi); %angle of the diffuser
theta = 7;
L_diff= (dia_exit-dia_t_m)/(tand(theta));
L_st = L_tot-L_diff;
%%%%%gas
inlet%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[rho_gas_i,enth_gas_in,Cv_gas_i,Cp_gas_i,ss_in,Mu_gas_i,K_gas_i] =
N2gas_prop(GN2_p_i,Tg_inlet);
vG_inlet = GN2fr/(rho_gas_i*ainlet); %incomp velocity
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GN2_P_i= GN2_p_i+(0.5*rho_gas_i.*vG_inlet.*vG_inlet);%bernoulli
correlation for total presure of gas at inlet
M_g_i = vG_inlet/ss_in; %mach at inlet
k_in = Cp_gas_i/Cv_gas_i;
GN2fr_comp_in =
((ainlet*GN2_P_i)/(sqrt(Tg_inlet)))*(sqrt(k_in/R_nitro))*M_g_i*((1+
(((k_in-1)/2)*M_g_i*M_g_i)).^(-(k_in+1)/(2*(k_in-1))));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%gas
throat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
vG_th_inc = (vG_inlet*ainlet)/athroat; %incomp velocity
M_g_th_inc = vG_th_inc/ss_in; %checking incomp mach
GN2_P_t = GN2_P_i;%total pressure remians same
GN2_p_t_inc = GN2_P_t-(0.5*rho_gas_i*(vG_th_inc^2)); %total presure
in gas throat
sonic_check = ((k_in+1)/2)^(k_in/(k_in-1));
p1_p2_t = GN2_P_i/GN2_p_t_inc;%pressure ratio
p_crit = GN2_P_i*(2/(k_in+1))^(k_in/(k_in-1)); %critical pressure
if GN2_p_t_inc > p_crit && p1_p2_t < sonic_check
sonic_flag = 1;
%subsonic
syms Mt
fun1 = (ainlet/athroat)
== (Mt/M_g_i)*(((1+(((k_in1)/2)*M_g_i*M_g_i)).^(1/(k_in-1)))/((1+(((k_in1)/2)*Mt*Mt)).^(1/(k_in-1))));
M_g_t_calc = double(solve(fun1,Mt)); %actual M in throat
if M_g_t_calc == Inf
M_g_t = M_g_th_inc;
else
M_g_t = M_g_t_calc;
end
GN2_p_t = ((1+(((k_in-1)/2)*M_g_t^2))^(-(k_in/(k_in1))))*GN2_P_t; %comp pressure
ss_t = ss_in*((GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_in-1)/(2*k_in)));%comp
speed of sound
vG_throat = M_g_t*ss_t; %comp velocity
Tg_throat = Tg_inlet*((GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_in-1)/k_in)); %comp
temp
rho_gas_t = rho_gas_i*((GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^(1/k_in)); %comp
density
else
%sonic
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sonic_flag = 2;
M_g_t = 1;
GN2_p_t = GN2_P_t/sonic_check;
ss_t = ss_in*(GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_in-1)/(2*k_in));
vG_throat = M_g_t*ss_t;
Tg_throat = Tg_inlet*(GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_in-1)/k_in);
rho_gas_t = rho_gas_i*(GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^(1/k_in);
end
[rho_gas_th,enth_gas_throat,cv_gas_t,cp_gas_t,at_t,mu_gas_t,K_gas_t
] = N2gas_prop(GN2_p_t,Tg_throat);
k_th = cp_gas_t/cv_gas_t;
rho_gas_t_check = rho_gas_i*(GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^(1/k_th);
ss_t_check = ss_in*(GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_th-1)/(2*k_th));
GN2fr_comp_th =
((athroat*GN2_P_t)/(sqrt(Tg_throat)))*(sqrt(k_th/R_nitro))*M_g_t*((
1+(((k_th-1)/2)*M_g_t*M_g_t)).^(-(k_th+1)/(2*(k_th-1))));
GN2fr_th= GN2fr_comp_th;

%%%%liquid
feed%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[~,~,~,~,~,~,~,Tboiling_i,~] = N2liq_prop(LN2_p_in,Tl_inlet_asu);
Tl_inlet = Tboiling_i-2;%assuming initial liquid temp is 2 K below
saturation
[rho_liq_i,~,Cv_liq_i,Cp_liq_i,~,Mu_liq_i,K_liq_i,~,~] =
N2liq_prop(LN2_p_in,Tl_inlet);
v_liq_in = LN2fr/(rho_liq_i*a_i_p);%incomp liquid vel at inlet
LN2_P_in = LN2_p_in +(0.5*rho_liq_i*(v_liq_in^2));
v_liq_t = (v_liq_in*a_i_p)/a_t_p;%incomp liquid vel at throat
LN2_p_t = LN2_P_in - (0.5*rho_liq_i*(v_liq_t^2));%assuming total
press remains const
[rho_liq_t,enth_l,Cv_liq_t,Cp_liq_t,~,Mu_liq_t,K_liq_t,Tb,l_heat]=
N2liq_prop(LN2_p_t,Tl_inlet);
[~,enth_liq,~,~,~,~,~]= N2gas_prop(GN2_p_t,Tl_inlet);
l_h = l_heat*1000;
LN2fr_inj = LN2fr;
% LN2fr_inj_one = DC*ainject*(sqrt(2*rho_liq_t*(LN2_p_t-GN2_p_t)));
% if LN2fr == 0
%
LN2fr_inj= LN2fr_inj_one ;
%
no = 1;
% else
% no = LN2fr/LN2fr_inj_one;
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% LN2fr_inj = LN2fr;%mass flow correlation across an orifice
% end
% LN2fr_inj = no*DC*ainject*(sqrt((2*rho_liq_t*(LN2_p_tGN2_p_t))/(1-((ainject/a_t_p)^2))));
% LOfr_inj =
no*DC*ainject*rho_gas_th*(sqrt(2*(enth_gas_throat+enth_l)));
% m1 = no*DC*ainject*(sqrt(2*rho_liq_t*(LN2_p_t-GN2_p_t)));
% m2 = no*DC*ainject*rho_gas_th*(sqrt(2*(enth_gas_throat+enth_l)));
% kap = sqrt((LN2_p_t-GN2_p_t)/(LN2_P_in-GN2_p_t));
% LN2fr_inj = no*DC*ainject*(((1/(1+kap))*m1)+((1(1/(1+kap)))*m2));
vliq_inj = LN2fr_inj/(rho_liq_t*ainject*no);
% vliq_inj = LN2fr_inj_one/(rho_liq_t*ainject);
% #### Above equation reference from material: Engineering Model to
Calculate Mass Flow Rate of a Two-Phase Saturated Fluid Through An
Injector orifice[Pg no : 8] #######%
u_rel_droplet =(sqrt(((vliq_inj*vliq_inj)+(vG_throat*vG_throat)(2*vliq_inj*vG_throat*(cosd(inj_angle)))))); %cosine formula
%#### Above equation reference from material: Engineering Model to
Calculate Mass Flow Rate of a Two-Phase Saturated Fluid Through An
Injector orifice[Pg no : 8] #######%
%%additional
prameters%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%driving pressure differential drawing liquid%%%%
Reyn_gas = (rho_gas_t*vG_throat*anu_dia_t)/mu_gas_t; %%additional
parameter
actualdelp = LN2_p_t- GN2_p_t;
R_driv_pS_i = actualdelp/GN2_p_i;
R_driv_pS_th = actualdelp/GN2_p_t;
weberno= (rho_gas_t*u_rel_droplet*u_rel_droplet*dia_inj)/sigma;
%#### Above equation reference from material: Viscous fluid flow by
Frank M White[Pg no : 167] #######%
massflow_ratio = (LN2fr_inj)/GN2fr_comp_in;
momentum_ratio=
(rho_liq_t.*u_rel_droplet*u_rel_droplet)./(rho_gas_t.*vG_throat.*vG
_throat);
Reyn = (rho_gas_t*u_rel_droplet*dia_inj)/(mu_gas_t);
ohnesorge_no = weberno^0.5*(Reyn^-1);
RatioW_R = weberno/Reyn;
cd = drag(Reyn); %drag coefficient
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%#### Above equation reference from material: Drag on spherical
particles and steady settling velocities by R Shanker Subramanian
[Pg no : 1] #######%
u_critical_droplet = ((8*sigma)/(cd*rho_gas_t*dia_inj))^0.5; %
critical velocity for droplet breakup at crossflow
P_sigma = (4*sigma)/dia_inj; %surface tnesion pressure
p_dyna = GN2_P_t-GN2_p_t; % dynamic pressure
V_drop_bb = 4.186666*(dia_inj /2)*(dia_inj /2)*(dia_inj /2);
%volume of droplet before injection
if (u_rel_droplet>u_critical_droplet) && (p_dyna>P_sigma)
does_it_break = 1;
p_dyna_l = 0.5*rho_liq_t*u_rel_droplet*u_rel_droplet;
%
D_max_inj = 0.725*((sigma/rho_gas_t)^0.6)*(p_dyna_l^0.4); %turbulance model
D_max_inj=((mu_gas_t^2)/(sigma*rho_gas_t))*0.725*((((mu_gas_t^5)*p_
dyna_l)/(rho_gas_t*(sigma^4)))^-0.4); %d95 droplet distribution
model
%
D_max_inj =
(8*sigma)/(cd*rho_gas_t*u_rel_droplet*u_rel_droplet); %laminal flow
model
else
D_max_inj = dia_inj;
does_it_break = 2;
end
%#### Above four equations reference from material: Atomization and
sprays by Lefebvre [Pg no : 31] #######%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
% D_max_inj = dia_inj; %activate this if assuming drops donot break
at injection
%by activating this smaller droplet size is neglected
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%
%%%%%%droplet
vaporization%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
V_drop_ab =
4.186666*(D_max_inj/2)*(D_max_inj/2)*(D_max_inj/2);%volume of
droplet after injection
no_d = V_drop_bb/V_drop_ab; %no of droplets after injeciton
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M_drop_bb = rho_liq_t*V_drop_bb; %mass of droplet before injection
M_drop_ab = rho_liq_t*V_drop_ab;%mass of droplet after injection
u_drop_ab =
sqrt((M_drop_bb*u_rel_droplet*u_rel_droplet)/(M_drop_ab*no_d));
%velocity of droplet after injection
u_rel_drop_ab =(sqrt(((u_drop_ab*u_drop_ab)+(vG_throat*vG_throat)(2*u_drop_ab*vG_throat*(cosd(inj_angle))))));
MF_DROP_ab = u_rel_drop_ab*rho_liq_t*ainject*no; %mass flow of
droplets
T_mean = (Tb+Tg_throat)/2;
[rho_liq_v,enth_b,~,Cp_liq_v,~,Mu_liq_v,K_liq_v] =
N2gas_prop(GN2_p_t,T_mean);
Re_ab = (rho_liq_v*u_rel_drop_ab*D_max_inj)/Mu_liq_v;%reynolds
number
q_i_l = Cp_liq_t*(Tb-Tl_inlet); %enrgy used to heat up the droplet
from Combustion fundamentals
Pr= (Mu_liq_v*Cp_liq_v)/K_liq_v; %prandtl number from Combustion
fundamentals
bq = (cp_gas_t*(Tg_throat-Tb))/(q_i_l+l_h);%transfer number
bq_s = (cp_gas_t*(Tg_throat-Tb))/((Cp_liq_t*(Tb-Tl_inlet))+(l_h));
%%%%%spalding model%%%%
Nu_ab = (2+(0.57*(Re_ab^0.5)*(Pr^0.3333)))*(1/((1+bq_s)^0.7));
%#### Above equation reference from material: A new high pressure
droplet vaporization model for diesel engine modelling [Pg no : 2]
#######%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
massflow_evap_ab =
((2*pi*K_gas_t*(D_max_inj/2)*Nu_ab)/cp_gas_t)*(log(bq+1));%kg/sec
evaporative mass flow rate
%#### Above equation reference from material: Combustion
fundamentals by Turns[Pg no : 379] #######%
k_ab = ((4*Nu_ab*K_gas_t)/(rho_liq_t*cp_gas_t))*(log(bq+1));%
evaporation constant
td_ab = ((D_max_inj)^2)/k_ab;% droplet lifetime
timespent_ab = L_tot/u_rel_drop_ab;
evaporating_length = td_ab*u_rel_drop_ab;
dam_ab= timespent_ab/td_ab; %damkohler number

%%calculating dynamic changes in the droplet
diameter%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if timespent_ab < td_ab %partial evaporation
timespent =timespent_ab ;
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delt = timespent_ab / nmax ; %calculating time step size
else
timespent = td_ab;
delt = td_ab / nmax ;
end
i = 1;
%iteration to calculate dynamic variation of the droplet diamter
for t = [delt:delt:timespent]
time(1,i)=(t);
dold(1,1) = D_max_inj;
Reynolds(1,i) = (rho_liq_v*u_rel_drop_ab*dold(1,i))/Mu_liq_v;
Nu(1,i) =
(2+(0.57*(Reynolds(1,i)^0.5)*(Pr^0.3333)))*(1/((1+bq_s)^0.7));
m(1,i) =
((2*pi*K_gas_t*(dold(1,i)/2)*Nu(1,i))/cp_gas_t)*(log(bq+1));%kg/sec
knew(1,i)
=((4*Nu(1,i))*K_gas_t)/(rho_liq_t*cp_gas_t)*(log(bq+1));
dnew(1,i) = sqrt((D_max_inj*D_max_inj)-(knew(1,i)*t));
dold(1,(i+1)) = dnew(1,i);
i = i+1;
end
if timespent_ab < td_ab %partial evap of all drops
volume_drop_exit =
no*(4.186666*(dold(1,101)/2)*(dold(1,101)/2)*(dold(1,101)/2));
final_mass = rho_liq_t*volume_drop_exit;
else
final_mass = 0;
end
intial_mass= no*rho_liq_t*V_drop_ab;
mass_evap = intial_mass-final_mass;
percentage_evaporated = ((intial_massfinal_mass)/(intial_mass))*100;
if percentage_evaporated >100
percentage_evaporated=100;
else
percentage_evaporated = percentage_evaporated;
end

%%%%exit parameters%%%%%%
velo_gas_exit_check = (vG_throat*athroat)/aexit; %incomp velocity
exit
syms M_g_e
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eqn = (((k_th+1)/2)^((k_th+1)/(2*(k_th-1))))*(M_g_e/((1+(((k_th1)/2)*M_g_e*M_g_e)).^((k_in+1)/(2*(k_in-1)))))== (athroat/aexit);
M_g_ex = double(solve(eqn,M_g_e));
velo_gas_exit = M_g_ex*ss_t;
rho_gas_e = GN2fr_th/(velo_gas_exit*aexit);
massG_e = velo_gas_exit*rho_gas_e*aexit;
if timespent_ab < td_ab %partial evap of all drops
massflow_liq_uneva = LN2fr_inj- (no*massflow_evap_ab);
mass_gas_evap = (no*massflow_evap_ab);
else
massflow_liq_uneva = final_mass/timespent;
mass_gas_evap = LN2fr_inj-massflow_liq_uneva;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Calculation of pressure
losses%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%two phase straight tube frictional pressure drop(Friedel
method)%%%%%%%%%%%%
avg_pipedia = dia_exit;%%assuming diameter averaged between inlet
and outlet of diffuser
area_pipe = 3.14*(avg_pipedia/2)*(avg_pipedia/2);
v_gas_pipe = (vG_throat*athroat)/area_pipe;%assuming density
constant
Mass_flow_gas = GN2fr_comp_th;
Mass_flow_liquid = rho_liq_t*u_rel_drop_ab*ainject*no;
mass_velocity_total =
(Mass_flow_liquid/(area_pipe))+(Mass_flow_gas/area_pipe);
X = Mass_flow_gas/(Mass_flow_gas+ Mass_flow_liquid);%quality of the
mixture
%finding friction factor%%%
Re_gas = (mass_velocity_total.*avg_pipedia)./mu_gas_t;
Re_liq =(mass_velocity_total.*avg_pipedia)./Mu_liq_t;
f_g= 0.079/((Re_gas)^0.25);%friction constant
f_l= 0.079/((Re_liq)^0.25);%friction constant
FrictionFactor_gas = f_g;
FrictionFactor_liquid = f_l;
delp_l =
(4*f_l*(L_st/avg_pipedia)*((mass_velocity_total)^2)*(1/(2*rho_liq_t
)));
rho_h = 1/( (X/rho_gas_t)+((1-X)./rho_liq_t));%multiphase density
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EE = ((1-X)^2)+((X*X)*((rho_liq_t*f_g)/(rho_gas_t*f_l)));
FF = (X^0.78)*((1-X)^0.224);
HH = ((rho_liq_t/rho_gas_t)^0.91)*((mu_gas_t/Mu_liq_t)^0.19)*((1(mu_gas_t/Mu_liq_t))^0.7);
Fr =
(mass_velocity_total.*mass_velocity_total)./(g*avg_pipedia.*rho_h.*
rho_h); %freidel number
Web =
(mass_velocity_total*mass_velocity_total*avg_pipedia)/(sigma*rho_h)
;
phi_fr_sqr = EE+((3.24*FF*HH)/(((Fr)^0.045)*((Web)^0.035)));
delp_f_m_s=(delp_l*(phi_fr_sqr)); %frictional pressure loss
%#### Above equation reference from material: Laboratory handbook
of Heat
%and Mass Transfer –Swiss Federal Institute by Dr. John R Thome
####

%%%%%%%%%%%%two phase total loss in a diffuser%%%%%%%%%%%% THIS
HAS BEEN SELF DERIVED
mass_velocity_total_diff_inlet =
(LN2fr_inj/(athroat))+(GN2fr_th./athroat);
mass_velocity_total_diff_exit =
(massflow_liq_uneva/(aexit))+((massG_e+mass_gas_evap)./aexit);
mass_velocity_total_diff = mass_velocity_total_diff_inlet;%
(mass_velocity_total_diff_inlet+mass_velocity_total_diff_exit)/2;
qual_inlet =
GN2fr_th/(GN2fr_th+LN2fr_inj); %quality of the gas
qual_exit =
(massG_e+mass_gas_evap)/((massG_e+mass_gas_evap)+massflow_liq_uneva
);
qual = qual_inlet;% (qual_inlet+qual_exit)/2;
rhoo_h = 1/( (qual/rho_gas_t)+((1-qual)./rho_liq_t));%multiphase
density
Reynold_liq = (mass_velocity_total_diff.*anu_dia_t)./Mu_liq_t;
Reynold_gas = (mass_velocity_total_diff.*anu_dia_t)./mu_gas_t;
f_l_m_d=0.079/((Reynold_liq)^0.25); %friction constant
f_g_m_d =0.079/((Reynold_gas)^0.25);%friction constant
Z =
(4*f_l_m_d*mass_velocity_total_diff*mass_velocity_total_diff)/(rho_
liq_t*rho_gas_t*vG_throat*vG_throat);
FFF = (qual^0.78).*((1-qual)^0.224);
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K =
(3.24*FFF*HH)/((((mass_velocity_total_diff*mass_velocity_total_diff
)/(g*rhoo_h*rhoo_h))^0.045)*(((mass_velocity_total_diff*mass_veloci
ty_total_diff)/(sigma*rhoo_h))^0.035));
EEE = ((1qual).^2)+((qual.*qual).*((rho_liq_t.*f_g_m_d)./(rho_gas_t.*f_l_m_d
)));
Mm = (Z*(EEE+K))/cosd(theta);
k_frict= Mm/(2*tand(theta))*(log(dia_exit/anu_dia_t));
delp_f_m_d=k_frict*((rho_gas_t.*vG_throat*vG_throat)/2);%frictional
pressure loss

%%%%%%%%%%%%two phase expansion static pressure gain in a
diffuser%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
We =
((mass_velocity_total_diff*mass_velocity_total_diff*qual*qual)/(rho
_gas_t))*(anu_dia_t/sigma)*((rho_liq_t-rho_gas_t)/rho_gas_t);
Rey = (mass_velocity_total_diff*mass_velocity_total_diff*(1(qual))*anu_dia_t)/Mu_liq_t;
epsilon = 1-((((1-qual)^2)*2)/(1-(2*qual)+(sqrt(1+(4*qual*(1qual)*((rho_liq_t/rho_gas_t)-1))))));
s = (qual/(1-qual))*((1-epsilon)/epsilon)*(rho_liq_t/rho_gas_t);
ek = (1/s)*(1-((1-qual)/(1-qual+(qual*(We^0.27)*(Rey^0.05)))));
onebyrhoeff = ((qual*qual)/(rho_gas_t*epsilon))+(((1qual)^2)/(rho_liq_t*(1-epsilon)))+(rho_liq_t*(1-epsilon)*(ek/(ek1))*(((qual/(rho_gas_t*epsilon))-((1-qual)/((1epsilon)*rho_liq_t)))^2));
rhoeff = 1/onebyrhoeff; %MULTIPHASE DENSITY
fric = 0.0049*qual*qual*((1-qual)^2)*((Mu_liq_t/mu_gas_t)^0.7);
%friction constant
tou_exp = 1-((sigma)^0.25);
aaa = 1-(tou_exp*(1-((anu_dia_t*anu_dia_t)/(dia_exit*dia_exit))));
qw = sigma/rhoeff;
qe = (sigma*sigma)/rhoeff;
qt = ((qual/(epsilon*rho_gas_t))-((1-qual)/((1epsilon)*rho_liq_t)))^2;
qy = (1-(sqrt((anu_dia_t*anu_dia_t)/(dia_exit*dia_exit))))^2;
qr = fric*rhoeff*qt*qy;
aa = ((mass_velocity_total_diff*mass_velocity_total_diff)*(qw-qeqr))/aaa;
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b = (0.5*(1((anu_dia_t*anu_dia_t)/(dia_exit*dia_exit)))*(rhoeff+rhoeff)rhoeff)*g*(sind(theta));
bb = b/aaa;
delp_e_m_d = aa;%pressure gain due to expansion

%%%%%%%%%%%%%single phase(gas) total loss in a
diffuser%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
gama = cp_gas_t/cv_gas_t;
s_o_s = sqrt(gama*296.8*Tg_throat);%speed of sound
mass_flow_total_gas = GN2fr_th;
vG_thr = mass_flow_total_gas/(rho_gas_t*athroat);
M = vG_thr/s_o_s;
RN =
((rho_gas_t*vG_thr*anu_dia_t)/mu_gas_t)*(athroat/aexit)*((1+(((gama
-1)/2)*M*M))^0.76);
f_g_s_d=frictionfactor(RN,e,anu_dia_t);
delp_f_s_d = ((f_g_s_d/(8*sind(theta)))*(1(1/(AR*AR))))*((rho_gas_t.*vG_thr*vG_thr)/2);
c_d = 0.15;
delp_t_s_d = (c_d*((1(athroat/aexit))^2)*rho_gas_t*vG_thr*vG_thr)/2;
pT_exitsf = GN2_P_t - delp_f_s_d; %exit total pressure
GN2_p_esf= (pT_exitsf (0.5*rho_gas_e*velo_gas_exit*velo_gas_exit))+ delp_e_m_d;%exit
static pressure
%%%%%%%%%%%%%single phase(gas) total loss in a A STRAIGHT
TUBE%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
RN = ((rho_gas_e*velo_gas_exit*dia_exit)/mu_gas_t);
f_g_s_d=frictionfactor(RN,e,dia_exit);
delp_f_s_s =
(f_g_s_d*rho_gas_t*velo_gas_exit*velo_gas_exit*L_st)/(2*dia_exit);
if evaporating_length > L_diff
fric_loss = delp_f_m_s;
else
fric_loss = delp_f_s_s;
end
pT_exit = GN2_P_t - (delp_f_m_d+fric_loss); %exit total pressure
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GN2_p_e= (pT_exit - (0.5*rho_gas_e*velo_gas_exit*velo_gas_exit))+
delp_e_m_d;%exit static pressure

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%actual exit temperature
calc%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%final
calculations%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[rho_gas_ex,enth_gas_exit,cv_gas_e,cp_gas_e,at_e,mu_gas_e,K_gas_e]=
N2gas_prop(GN2_p_e,Tg_throat);
liq_flux = mass_gas_evap+massflow_liq_uneva;
Cp_mean_e =
((massG_e*cp_gas_e)+(m(1,100)*Cp_liq_v))/(massG_e+m(1,100));
Gas_TEMPERATURE_exit = ((GN2fr_th .*cp_gas_t.*Tg_throat)+...
(no.*m(1,1).*Cp_liq_v
.*T_mean))./((massG_e+(no.*m(1,100))).*Cp_mean_e);
Cp_mean_ex =
(((massG_e+(no.*m(1,100)))*((cp_gas_t+Cp_liq_v)/2))+(massflow_liq_u
neva*Cp_liq_t))/((massG_e+(no.*m(1,100)))+massflow_liq_uneva);
MEAN_ENTHALPY_EXIT = ((GN2fr_th
.*cp_gas_t.*Tg_throat)+(LN2fr_inj.*(enth_liq)))./((massG_e+mass_gas
_evap+massflow_liq_uneva));
MIXER_EXIT_TEMPERATURE = (((GN2fr_th+(no*m(1,1)))
.*Cp_liq_v.*Tg_throat)+(LN2fr_inj.*(enth_liq)))./((massG_e+mass_gas
_evap+massflow_liq_uneva)*Cp_mean_ex);
EXIT_MASSFLOWRATE = massG_e+mass_gas_evap+massflow_liq_uneva;
%%%%%%%%display%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%
display1 = ['The mixer inlet temperature is ',
num2str(convtemp((Tg_inlet),'K','F')), ' F'];
display2 = ['The mixer throat temperature is ',
num2str(convtemp((Tg_throat),'K','F')), ' F'];
display3 = ['The mixer exit temperature is ',
num2str(convtemp((MIXER_EXIT_TEMPERATURE),'K','F')),' F'];
display4 = ['The mixer inlet static pressure is ',
num2str(convpres((GN2_p_i),'Pa','psi')), ' psi'];
display5 = ['The mixer throat static pressure is ',
num2str(convpres((GN2_p_t),'Pa','psi')), ' psi'];
display6 = ['The mixer exit static pressure is ',
num2str(convpres((GN2_p_e),'Pa','psi')), ' psi'];
display7 = ['The mixer exit flow rate is ',
num2str(EXIT_MASSFLOWRATE*2.2046), ' lb/s'];
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display8 = ['The mixer gas exit temperature is ',
num2str(convtemp((Gas_TEMPERATURE_exit),'K','F')), ' F'];
display9 = ['The percentage evaporated is ',
num2str(percentage_evaporated), ' %'];
display10 = ['The evaporating length is ',
num2str(evaporating_length), ' m'];
display11 = ['The mixer sigle phase pressure loss is
',num2str(convpres((GN2_p_esf),'Pa','psi')), ' psi'];
disp(display1);disp(display2);disp(display3);disp(display4);disp(di
splay5);disp(display6);disp(display7);
disp(display8);disp(display9);disp(display10);disp(display11);

Sub-function to evaluate compressible throat conditions:
function [GN2_p_t,Mt_2] =
sonicchecking(p1_p2,sonic_check,M1,k,ainlet,athroat,pT_i)
if p1_p2 < sonic_check
sonic_flag = 0;
%subsonic
fun1 = @(M,Mt,k,A_At) ((((1+((k-1)/2)*Mt^2)^(-1))^(0.5+(1/(k1)))*Mt)./(((1+((k-1)/2).*M.^2).^(-1)).^((k+1)/(2*(k-1))).*M))A_At;
fun2 = @(Mt) fun1(M1,Mt,k,ainlet/athroat);
Mt_2 = fzero(fun2,0.5); %actual M in throat
GN2_p_t = ((1+((k-1)/2)*Mt_2^2)^(-1))^(k/(k-1))*pT_i;
elseif p1_p2 == sonic_check
sonic_flag = 1;
Mt_2 = 1;
GN2_p_t = pT_i/sonic_check;
%sonic
else
sonic_flag = 2;
Mt_2 = 1;
GN2_p_t = pT_i/sonic_check;
%supersonic
end
end

Sub-function to evaluate drag coefficient at different Reynolds number (both
laminar and turbulent):
function cdrag =drag(Reynold)
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w = log10(Reynold);
if Reynold< 20
cdrag = 0;
elseif (Reynold>=20) && (Reynold<=260)
cdrag = (24/Reynold)*(1+(0.1935*((Reynold)^0.6305)));
elseif (Reynold>260) && (Reynold<=1.5e3)
cdrag = 10^(1.6435-(1.1242*w)+(0.1558*w*w));
elseif (Reynold>1.5e3) && (Reynold<=1.2e4)
cdrag = 10^(-2.4571+(2.5558*w)-(0.9295*w*w)+(0.1049*w*w*w));
elseif (Reynold>1.2e4) && (Reynold<=4.4e4)
cdrag = 10^(-1.9181+(0.6370*w)-(0.0636*w*w));
elseif (Reynold>4.4e4) && (Reynold<=3.38e5)
cdrag = 10^(-4.3390+(1.5809*w)-(0.1546*w*w));
elseif (Reynold>3.38e5) && (Reynold<=4e5)
cdrag=29.78-(5.3*w);
elseif (Reynold>4e5) && (Reynold<=1e6)
cdrag = (0.1*w)-0.49;
elseif Reynold>1e6
cdrag = 0.19-(8e4/Reynold);
end
end

Sub-function to evaluate the Darcy frictional factor:
function [fric]=frictionfactor(Re,eee,avgpipedia)
k = 1;
if (Re< 4000)
fric = 64/Re;
else
f(k)=1;
error(k) = 9999;
while (error(k)>=0.1)
f(k+1)=(1./(2.*(log10((eee./(3.7.*avgpipedia))+(2.51./(Re.*(f(k)^0.5)))))))^2;
%colebrook-white equation
error(k+1) = abs((((f(k+1)-f(k))/(f(k+1)))*100));
k = k+1;
end
fric = f(1,k);
end
end
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Appendix C - Mat lab Surface-fit tool for
thermal properties
clear;clc;format('long','g')
format compact;
for i=1:9
elem_data{i} = xlsread('hydrogen.xlsx',i);
end
sat_liq = xlsread('hydrogen.xlsx',10);
sat_gas = xlsread('hydrogen.xlsx',11);
%%gas phase%%%%%%%
for i=1:9 %importing each element as seperate columns
pressure = elem_data{i}(3,2);
[px py]= find(sat_gas==pressure);
Tb_density=sat_gas(px,py+1);
[xi xj]= find(elem_data{i}==Tb_density);
k=xi+1;
press{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,2);
temp{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,1);
dens{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,3);
enth{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,6);
cv{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,8);
cp{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,9);
ss{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,10);
mu{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,12);
therm{i,:} = elem_data{i}(k:end,13);
end
pres_matrix = cat(1,cell2mat(press),sat_gas(:,2));
temp_matrix = cat(1,cell2mat(temp),sat_gas(:,1));
dens_matrix = cat(1, cell2mat(dens),sat_gas(:,3));
enth_matrix = cat(1, cell2mat(enth),sat_gas(:,6));
cv_matrix = cat(1, cell2mat(cv),sat_gas(:,8));
cp_matrix = cat(1, cell2mat(cp),sat_gas(:,9));
ss_matrix = cat(1, cell2mat(ss),sat_gas(:,10));
mu_matrix = cat(1, cell2mat(mu),sat_gas(:,12));
therm_matrix = cat(1, cell2mat(therm),sat_gas(:,13));
dens_fit = fit([pres_matrix,temp_matrix],dens_matrix,'poly55');
%surface fit function for density
const = vpa(coeffvalues(dens_fit))';
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coeff = sym(coeffnames(dens_fit));
equation = sym(formula(dens_fit));
dens_eq = subs(equation,coeff,const)

enth_fit =
fit([pres_matrix,temp_matrix],enth_matrix,'poly22');%surface fit
function for enthalpy
const = vpa(coeffvalues(enth_fit))';
coeff = sym(coeffnames(enth_fit));
equation = sym(formula(enth_fit));
enth_eq = subs(equation,coeff,const)
ss_fit = fit([pres_matrix,temp_matrix],ss_matrix,'poly22');%surface
fit function for speed of sound
const = vpa(coeffvalues(ss_fit))';
coeff = sym(coeffnames(ss_fit));
equation = sym(formula(ss_fit));
ss_eq = subs(equation,coeff,const)
cp_fit = fit([pres_matrix,temp_matrix],cp_matrix,'poly45');%surface
fit function for specific heat (pressure)
const = vpa(coeffvalues(cp_fit))';
coeff = sym(coeffnames(cp_fit));
equation = sym(formula(cp_fit));
cp_eq = subs(equation,coeff,const)
cv_fit = fit([pres_matrix,temp_matrix],cv_matrix,'poly45');%surface
fit function for specific heat (volume)
const = vpa(coeffvalues(cv_fit))';
coeff = sym(coeffnames(cv_fit));
equation = sym(formula(cv_fit));
cv_eq = subs(equation,coeff,const)
mu_fit = fit([pres_matrix,temp_matrix],mu_matrix,'poly33');%surface
fit function for viscocity
const = vpa(coeffvalues(mu_fit))';
coeff = sym(coeffnames(mu_fit));
equation = sym(formula(mu_fit));
mu_eq = subs(equation,coeff,const)
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therm_fit =
fit([pres_matrix,temp_matrix],therm_matrix,'poly33');%surface fit
function for thermal conductivity
const = vpa(coeffvalues(therm_fit))';
coeff = sym(coeffnames(therm_fit));
equation = sym(formula(therm_fit));
therm_eq = subs(equation,coeff,const)
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Appendix D - Mat lab Interpolation tool
for thermal properties
function [ rho,mu,a,k,cp,cv,h,tb,enth ] = O2_data( T,P )
%This function looks up various properties of O2 in the tables.
%It interpolates if the exact T,P point is not available.
%This is slow. Only use if need a few points. If need many points,
probably
%best to split the tables into liquid and gas, check which phase
the fluid
%is in, go to correct mat file table, and interpolate. 2D surface
fits
%for each property would probably be even faster. At this point
though, it
%might be easier to write a wrapper for refprop (refprop 9+
includes matlab
%
%support).
%This uses linear interpolation, which probably isn't the most
accurate.
%However, the data tables are not monotonic increasing due to phase
%transitions, so interp function can't be used.
%Doesn't work well near saturation.
ps=40000:30000:280000; %Pa. List of pressures the tables are
evaluated at
o2data='O2_data.xlsx'; %sheets are pressures and in order.
generated by refprop
[minp,iminp] = min(abs(ps-P));
if minp==0 %pressure is exact match
dataall = xlsread(o2data,iminp);
temps = dataall(:,1);
rhos = dataall(:,3);
enths = 1000*dataall(:,6);
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cps = dataall(:,9);
cvs = dataall(:,8);
ks = dataall(:,13);
mus = dataall(:,12);
as = dataall(:,10);
hs = dataall(:,6);
[mint,imint] = min(abs(temps-T));
if mint == 0 %temperature is exact match
rho = rhos(imint);
enth = enths(imint);
mu = mus(imint);
a = as(imint);
cp = 1000*cps(imint);
cv = 1000*cvs(imint);
k = ks(imint);
LOC=[size(hs,1) find(hs(end,:)>0,1)];
h = 1000*((hs(1,LOC(1,2)))-hs(1,(LOC(1,2)-1)));
tb = temps(LOC(1,2));
else
rho = interp1(temps,rhos,T,'pchip');
enth = interp1(temps,enths,T,'pchip');
k = interp1(temps,ks,T,'pchip');
mu = interp1(temps,mus,T,'pchip');
a = interp1(temps,as,T,'pchip');
cp = 1000*interp1(temps,cps,T,'pchip');
cv = 1000*interp1(temps,cvs,T,'pchip');
LOC=[size(hs,1) find(hs(end,:)>0,1)];
h = 1000*((hs(1,LOC(1,2)))-hs(1,(LOC(1,2)-1)));
tb = temps(LOC(1,2));
end
%
if T-temps(imint) > 0
%
imint1 = imint;
%
imint2 = imint+1;
%
elseif T-temps(imint) < 0
%
imint1 = imint-1;
%
imint2 = imint;
%
end
%
w1 = abs(T-temps(imint2))/(temps(imint2)temps(imint1));
%
w2 = abs(T-temps(imint1))/(temps(imint2)temps(imint1));
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

rho1 = rhos(imint1);
rho2 = rhos(imint2);
rho = w1*rho1+w2*rho2;
mu1 = mus(imint1);
mu2 = mus(imint2);
mu = w1*mu1+w2*mu2;
a1 = as(imint1);
a2 = as(imint2);
a = w1*a1+w2*a2;
end

else %otherwise, weighted average of pressures
if P-ps(iminp) > 0
iminp1 = iminp;
iminp2 = iminp+1;
elseif P-ps(iminp) < 0
iminp1 = iminp-1;
iminp2 = iminp;
end
%pressure weights:
w1 = abs(P-ps(iminp2))/(ps(iminp2)-ps(iminp1));
w2 = abs(P-ps(iminp1))/(ps(iminp2)-ps(iminp1));
dataall1 = xlsread(o2data,iminp1);
temps1 = dataall1(:,1);
rhos1 = dataall1(:,3);
enths1 = 1000*dataall1(:,6);
mus1 = dataall1(:,12);
as1 = dataall1(:,10);
cps1 = dataall1(:,9);
cvs1 = dataall1(:,8);
ks1 = dataall1(:,13);
hs1 = dataall1(:,6)';
dataall2 = xlsread(o2data,iminp2);
temps2 = dataall2(:,1);
rhos2 = dataall2(:,3);
enths2 = 1000*dataall2(:,6);
mus2 = dataall2(:,12);
as2 = dataall2(:,10);
cps2 = dataall2(:,9);
cvs2 = dataall2(:,8);
ks2 = dataall2(:,13);
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hs2 = dataall2(:,6)';
[mint1,imint1] = min(abs(temps1-T));
[mint2,imint2] = min(abs(temps2-T));
if mint1==0 %exact temperature match
rho1 = rhos1(imint1);
enth1 = enths1(imint1);
mu1 = mus1(imint1);
a1 = as1(imint1);
cp1 = cps1(imint1);
cv1 = cvs1(imint1);
k1 = ks1(imint1);
LOC=[size(hs1,1) find(hs1(end,:)>0,1)];
h1 = 1000*((hs1(1,LOC(1,2)))-hs1(1,(LOC(1,2)-1)));
tb1 = temps1(LOC(1,2));
else %must do weighted average of temperatures
if T-temps1(imint1) > 0
imint1t = imint1;
imint2t = imint1+1;
elseif T-temps1(imint1) < 0
imint1t = imint1-1;
imint2t = imint1;
end
w1t = abs(T-temps1(imint2t))/(temps1(imint2t)temps1(imint1t));
w2t = abs(T-temps1(imint1t))/(temps1(imint2t)temps1(imint1t));
rho1t = rhos1(imint1t);
rho2t = rhos1(imint2t);
rho1 = w1t*rho1t+w2t*rho2t;
enth1t = enths1(imint1t);
enth2t = enths1(imint2t);
enth1 = w1t*enth1t+w2t*enth2t;
mu1t = mus1(imint1t);
mu2t = mus1(imint2t);
mu1 = w1t*mu1t+w2t*mu2t;
a1t = as1(imint1t);
a2t = as1(imint2t);
a1 = w1t*a1t+w2t*a2t;
k1t = ks1(imint1t);
k2t = ks1(imint2t);
k1 = w1t*k1t+w2t*k2t;
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cp1t = cps1(imint1t);
cp2t = cps1(imint2t);
cp1 = w1t*cp1t+w2t*cp2t;
cv1t = cvs1(imint1t);
cv2t = cvs1(imint2t);
cv1 = w1t*cv1t+w2t*cv2t;
LOC=[size(hs1,1) find(hs1(end,:)>0,1)];
h1 = 1000*((hs1(1,LOC(1,2)))-hs1(1,(LOC(1,2)-1)));
tb1 = temps1(LOC(1,2));
end
if mint2==0 %exact temperature match
rho2 = rhos2(imint2);
enth2 = enths2(imint2);
mu2 = mus2(imint2);
a2 = as2(imint2);
cp2 = cps2(imint2);
cv2 = cvs2(imint2);
k2 = ks2(imint2);
LOC=[size(hs2,1) find(hs2(end,:)>0,1)];
h2 = 1000*((hs2(1,LOC(1,2)))-hs2(1,(LOC(1,2)-1)));
tb2 = temps2(LOC(1,2));
else %must do weighted average of temperatures
if T-temps2(imint2) > 0
imint1t = imint2;
imint2t = imint2+1;
elseif T-temps2(imint2) < 0
imint1t = imint2-1;
imint2t = imint2;
end
w1t = abs(T-temps2(imint2t))/(temps2(imint2t)temps2(imint1t));
w2t = abs(T-temps2(imint1t))/(temps2(imint2t)temps2(imint1t));
rho1t = rhos2(imint1t);
rho2t = rhos2(imint2t);
rho2 = w1t*rho1t+w2t*rho2t;
enth1t = enths2(imint1t);
enth2t = enths2(imint2t);
enth2 = w1t*enth1t+w2t*enth2t;
mu1t = mus2(imint1t);
mu2t = mus2(imint2t);
mu2 = w1t*mu1t+w2t*mu2t;
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a1t = as2(imint1t);
a2t = as2(imint2t);
a2 = w1t*a1t+w2t*a2t;
cp1t = cps2(imint1t);
cp2t = cps2(imint2t);
cp2 = w1t*cp1t+w2t*cp2t;
cv1t = cvs2(imint1t);
cv2t = cvs2(imint2t);
cv2 = w1t*cv1t+w2t*cv2t;
k1t = ks2(imint1t);
k2t = ks2(imint2t);
k2 = w1t*k1t+w2t*k2t;
LOC=[size(hs2,1) find(hs2(end,:)>0,1)];
h2 = 1000*((hs2(1,LOC(1,2)))-hs2(1,(LOC(1,2)-1)));
tb2 = temps2(LOC(1,2));
end
rho = w1*rho1+w2*rho2;
enth = w1*enth1+w2*enth2;
mu = w1*mu1+w2*mu2;
a = w1*a1+w2*a2;
cp = 1000*(w1*cp1+w2*cp2);
cv = 1000*(w1*cv1+w2*cv2);
k = w1*k1+w2*k2;
h = h1*w1+h2*w2;
tb = tb1*w1+tb2*w2;
end

end
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Appendix E - Python Tool to Scrub NIST
Thermal properties automatically from
the Web
import time
from selenium import webdriver
driver = webdriver.Chrome('C:\Program Files
(x86)\Google\Chrome\Application\chromedriver.exe')
driver.get('http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/fluid/');
import sys
def nist(x):
ps = x
#TEMPERATURE RANGE HERE
Tlow = 55
THigh = 300
###################################################################
##########
chem_id = driver.find_element_by_name("ID")
for option in chem_id.find_elements_by_tag_name('option'):
#ELEMENT ENTERED HERE
if option.text == 'Oxygen':
option.click()
break
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='K']").click()
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='psia']").click()
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='kg/m3']").click()
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='kJ/kg']").click()
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='m/s']").click()
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='Pa*s']").click()
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='N/m']").click()
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driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='IsoBar']").click()
state_name = driver.find_element_by_name("RefState")
for option in state_name.find_elements_by_tag_name('option'):
if option.text == 'Default for fluid':
option.click()
break
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='Press to
Continue']").click()
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[1]").click()
pressure_value = driver.find_element_by_name("P")
pressure_value.send_keys(ps)
Tlower_value = driver.find_element_by_name("TLow")
Tlower_value.send_keys(Tlow)
Thigh_value = driver.find_element_by_name("THigh")
Thigh_value.send_keys(THigh)
increment_value = driver.find_element_by_name("TInc")
increment_value.send_keys("1")
No_digits = driver.find_element_by_name("Digits")
for option in No_digits.find_elements_by_tag_name('option'):
if option.text == '5':
option.click()
break
driver.find_element_by_xpath("//input[@value='Press for
Data']").click()
elm = driver.find_element_by_link_text('Download data')
elm.click()
import os
import requests
dls = driver.current_url
resp = requests.get(dls)
output = open('NIST_IMPORT_OXYGEN.txt','wb')
output.write(resp.content)
output.close()
import os
browserExe = "Chrome.exe"
os.system("taskkill /f /im "+browserExe)
import os
browserExe = "Chromedriver.exe"
os.system("taskkill /f /im "+browserExe)
import xlwt
import xlrd
book = xlwt.Workbook()
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ws = book.add_sheet('First Sheet')
f = open('NIST_IMPORT_OXYGEN.txt', 'r+')
data = f.readlines()
for i in range(len(data)):
row = data[i].split()
for j in range(len(row)):
ws.write(i, j, row[j])
book.save('NIST_IMPORT_OXYGEN' + '.xls')
f.close()
if __name__ == '__main__':
x = float(sys.argv[1])
sys.stdout.write(str(nist(x)))
####################################CREATED###BY##ADWAITH##########
##########
#######instruction for using the above Automatic web form fill and
data scrub tool##########################

1----->Download Python and Run the software executable[LINKhttp://www.howtogeek.com/197947/how-to-install-python-onwindows/]
2----->Download and Install Selenium Webdriver binding in the
same directory path[LINK-http://seleniumpython.readthedocs.io/installation.html]
3------->Download and Install Google chrome Webdriver in the
same directory path[LINKhttps://sites.google.com/a/chromium.org/chromedriver/home]
Notes:#disable system proxy settings
#ensure that the excel and text files are closed
#ensure that complete decimal values are entered for
temperature
#the python script can be called from matlab using the
following lines of code

x = enter the value of pressure here;
systemCommand = ['ENTIRE PATH OF THE python.exe FILE HERE
NistAUTO_import.py ',num2str(x)];
system(systemCommand);
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Appendix F - Genetic Algorithm
clear;clc;format('long','g')
warning('off','all')
warning
syms dia_t_m
%assumptions%%%%.
%incompressible fluid i.e density varies with pressure across the
mixer
%assuming inlet starts from the annular portion of the mixer i.e.
%negelcting the pipe bend in the model
%does not model droplet collision i.e. this model gives the
%least possible limit for evaporation length
%this model shows only droplet breakup due to cross flow injection
%quality of gas does not very across the mixer

%%%input parameters%%%%%%
dia_1 = 1; %lower bound in inches
dia_f = 5;%upper bound in inches (0.127 m)
d_1 = dia_1*0.0254; %lower bound in m
d_f = dia_f*0.0254;%upper bound in m
iter = 0;
n = 1;%number of variables
pop_size = 4*n;
R_nitro = 296.8;
Tg_inlet = convtemp((-38),'F','K'); %temperature of gas @ inlet in
F
%-38 -31 -120.4 -191
Tl_inlet_asu = convtemp((-333.67),'F','K'); %DONOT CHANGE THIS
assumed initial temperature of liquid far below saturation temp @
inlet in F
% Tl_inlet = convtemp((-417.577),'F','K'); % initial temperature of
liquid far below saturation temp @ inlet in F
GN2_p_i = convpres((18.25),'psi','Pa');%inlet gas static pressure
in psi
%18.25 24.22 16.48 16.81
LN2_p_in = convpres((24.5),'psi','Pa'); %inlet liquid static
pressure in psi
%24.5 25.45 20.37 22.92
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GN2fr = 0.544311; %case 1
LN2fr = 0.11113013;
% GN2fr = 0.5851342; %case 2 %gas feed flow rate in kg/s
% LN2fr =0.093893621; %liquid feed flow rate in kg/s
% GN2fr = 0.362874; %case 3
% LN2fr = 0.097068767;
% GN2fr = 0.4309128; %case 4
% LN2fr = 0.13290256;
L_tot = 0.7112;%length of the diffuser in m
no = 100;%number of injector holes open
dia_i_m = 0.097384;%outer diameter of the inlet section
dia_exit = 0.0762;%exit dia
dia_i_p = 0.03175;%plenum inlet dia
dia_t_p = 0.01905;%pleanum throat dia
dia_inj = 0.00079375;%injector dia
% dia_t_m= 0.056449;%dia of mixer throat
inj_angle = 90; %in degree
sigma = 0.0089400;%surface tension @ 92.59 K LN2 temperature
%%%calculations%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
%area calc
anu_dia_i = dia_i_m-dia_i_p;
anu_dia_t = dia_t_m-dia_t_p;
ainlet = 3.14*(anu_dia_i/2)*(anu_dia_i/2);
athroat =3.14*(anu_dia_t/2)*(anu_dia_t/2);
a_i_p = 3.14*(dia_i_p/2)*(dia_i_p/2);
a_t_p = 3.14*(dia_t_p/2)*(dia_t_p/2);
ainject = 3.14*(dia_inj/2)*(dia_inj/2);
aexit = 3.14*(dia_exit/2)*(dia_exit/2);
AR = aexit/athroat;
theta = 7;
L_diff= (dia_exit-dia_t_m)/(tand(theta));
L_st = L_tot-L_diff;
%%%%%gas
inlet%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[rho_gas_i,enth_gas_in,Cv_gas_i,Cp_gas_i,ss_in,Mu_gas_i,K_gas_i] =
N2gas_prop(GN2_p_i,Tg_inlet);
vG_inlet = GN2fr/(rho_gas_i*ainlet); %incomp velocity
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GN2_P_i= GN2_p_i+(0.5*rho_gas_i.*vG_inlet.*vG_inlet);%bernoulli
correlation for total presure of gas at inlet
M_g_i = vG_inlet/ss_in; %mach at inlet
k_in = Cp_gas_i/Cv_gas_i;
GN2fr_comp_in =
((ainlet*GN2_P_i)/(sqrt(Tg_inlet)))*(sqrt(k_in/R_nitro))*M_g_i*((1+
(((k_in-1)/2)*M_g_i*M_g_i)).^(-(k_in+1)/(2*(k_in-1))));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%gas
throat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
vG_th_inc = sym(vG_inlet*ainlet,'d')/athroat; %incomp velocity
M_g_th_inc = vG_th_inc/ss_in; %checking incomp mach
GN2_P_t = GN2_P_i;%total pressure remians same
GN2_p_t_inc = GN2_P_t-(0.5*rho_gas_i*(vG_th_inc^2)); %total presure
in gas throat
sonic_check = ((k_in+1)/2)^(k_in/(k_in-1));
p1_p2_t = GN2_P_i/GN2_p_t_inc;%pressure ratio
p_crit = GN2_P_i*(2/(k_in+1))^(k_in/(k_in-1)); %critical pressure
M_g_t = M_g_th_inc;
GN2_p_t = ((1+(((k_in-1)/2)*M_g_t^2))^(-(k_in/(k_in-1))))*GN2_P_t;
%comp pressure
ss_t = ss_in*((GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_in-1)/(2*k_in)));%comp speed of
sound
vG_throat = M_g_t*ss_t; %comp velocity
Tg_throat = Tg_inlet*((GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_in-1)/k_in)); %comp
temp
rho_gas_t = rho_gas_i*((GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^(1/k_in)); %comp density
[rho_gas_th,enth_gas_throat,cv_gas_t,cp_gas_t,at_t,mu_gas_t,K_gas_t
] = N2gas_prop(GN2_p_t,Tg_throat);
k_th = cp_gas_t/cv_gas_t;
rho_gas_t_check = rho_gas_i*(GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^(1/k_th);
ss_t_check = ss_in*(GN2_p_t/GN2_p_i)^((k_th-1)/(2*k_th));
GN2fr_comp_th =
((athroat*GN2_P_t)/(sqrt(Tg_throat)))*(sqrt(k_th/R_nitro))*M_g_t*((
1+(((k_th-1)/2)*M_g_t*M_g_t)).^(-(k_th+1)/(2*(k_th-1))));
GN2fr_th= GN2fr_comp_th;
%%%%liquid
feed%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[~,~,~,~,~,~,~,Tboiling_i,~] = N2liq_prop(LN2_p_in,Tl_inlet_asu);
Tl_inlet = Tboiling_i-2;%assuming initial liquid temp is 2 K below
saturation
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[rho_liq_i,~,Cv_liq_i,Cp_liq_i,~,Mu_liq_i,K_liq_i,~,~] =
N2liq_prop(LN2_p_in,Tl_inlet);
v_liq_in = LN2fr/(rho_liq_i*a_i_p);%incomp liquid vel at inlet
LN2_P_in = LN2_p_in +(0.5*rho_liq_i*(v_liq_in^2));
v_liq_t = (v_liq_in*a_i_p)/a_t_p;%incomp liquid vel at throat
LN2_p_t = LN2_P_in - (0.5*rho_liq_i*(v_liq_t^2));%assuming total
press remains const
[rho_liq_t,enth_l,Cv_liq_t,Cp_liq_t,~,Mu_liq_t,K_liq_t,Tb,l_heat]=
N2liq_prop(LN2_p_t,Tl_inlet);
l_h = l_heat*1000;
LN2fr_inj = LN2fr;
vliq_inj = LN2fr_inj/(rho_liq_t*ainject*no);
% #### Above equation reference from material: Engineering Model to
Calculate Mass Flow Rate of a Two-Phase Saturated Fluid Through An
Injector orifice[Pg no : 8] #######%
u_rel_droplet =(sqrt(((vliq_inj*vliq_inj)+(vG_throat*vG_throat)(2*vliq_inj*vG_throat*(cosd(inj_angle)))))); %cosine formula
%#### Above equation reference from material: Engineering Model to
Calculate Mass Flow Rate of a Two-Phase Saturated Fluid Through An
Injector orifice[Pg no : 8] #######%
%%additional
prameters%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%driving pressure differential drawing liquid%%%%
Reyn_gas = (rho_gas_t*vG_throat*anu_dia_t)/mu_gas_t; %%additional
parameter
actualdelp = LN2_p_t- GN2_p_t;
R_driv_pS_i = actualdelp/GN2_p_i;
R_driv_pS_th = actualdelp/GN2_p_t;
weberno= (rho_gas_t*u_rel_droplet*u_rel_droplet*dia_inj)/sigma;
%#### Above equation reference from material: Viscous fluid flow by
Frank M White[Pg no : 167] #######%
massflow_ratio = (LN2fr_inj)/GN2fr_comp_in;
momentum_ratio=
(rho_liq_t.*u_rel_droplet*u_rel_droplet)./(rho_gas_t.*vG_throat.*vG
_throat);
Reyn = (rho_gas_t*u_rel_droplet*dia_inj)/(mu_gas_t);
ohnesorge_no = weberno^0.5*(Reyn^-1);
RatioW_R = weberno/Reyn;
T_mean = (Tb+Tg_throat)/2;
[rho_liq_v,enth_b,~,Cp_liq_v,~,Mu_liq_v,K_liq_v] =
N2gas_prop(GN2_p_t,T_mean);
Re_ab = (rho_liq_v*u_rel_droplet*dia_inj)/Mu_liq_v;%reynolds number
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q_i_l = Cp_liq_t*(Tb-Tl_inlet); %enrgy used to heat up the droplet
from Combustion fundamentals
Pr= (Mu_liq_v*Cp_liq_v)/K_liq_v; %prandtl number from Combustion
fundamentals
bq = (cp_gas_t*(Tg_throat-Tb))/(q_i_l+l_h);%transfer number
bq_s = (cp_gas_t*(Tg_throat-Tb))/((Cp_liq_t*(Tb-Tl_inlet))+(l_h));
% %%%%%spalding model%%%%
Nu_ab = (2+(0.57*(Re_ab^0.5)*(Pr^0.3333)))*(1/((1+bq_s)^0.7));
%#### Above equation reference from material: A new high pressure
droplet vaporization model for diesel engine modelling [Pg no : 2]
#######%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
massflow_evap_ab =
((2*pi*K_gas_t*(dia_inj/2)*Nu_ab)/cp_gas_t)*(log(bq+1));%kg/sec
evaporative mass flow rate
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%genetic algorithm%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%input method 1-generating input from tandom number table%%%%%
% for i=1:4
%
for j=1:8
%
rn = rn+1;
% if r(1,rn)>0.5
% v_b(i,j)=1;
% else
%
v_b(i,j) = 0;
% end
%
end
%
j=1;
% end
n_bits = 8;
iteration = 20;
rn = 0;
rand =
[0.102651827887804,0.400426510339206,0.688706010734506,0.7395478053
45841,0.998594658565875,0.765531889410207,0.974247622533206,0.45823
2806914106,0.361565195395783,0.542583387057658,0.580848923289102,0.
616383372698098,0.676188639507754,0.430417009076349,0.8361362716368
82,0.830418088331428,0.145458642742559,0.928411463962705,0.70710723
2837014,0.664517110650198,0.0443015562100206,0.284183621497934,0.37
1070128028376,0.798710879685189,0.140415106279682,0.733845142499011
,0.814448141022531,0.637735748431571,0.757259079375819,0.8831199758
06951,0.246954763338247,0.475601326632536,0.526025188697548,0.86412
5467386673,0.872422881259045,0.838041687190599,0.980905323409714,0.
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147693533681187,0.0759274931492719,0.730522954011094,0.185964134262
227,0.964640774942681,0.519911878284362,0.467972947240785,0.7458815
02941791,0.258026801519279,0.196315138440030,0.836386001864815,0.18
5334156636124,0.568490863491870,0.0814082312494008,0.19829345060727
0,0.321328397202305,0.439389563834553,0.894946098497235,0.232843967
639367,0.583225690752072,0.308961219548597,0.770552983917052,0.0598
076871755020,0.526334880537010,0.132709355806974,0.763708213825747,
0.606462283156184,0.0292654628182091,0.976686825474398,0.5077923623
29241,0.157017532479924,0.775250140999456,0.0123385857953472,0.8284
19927576838,0.636539572071655,0.758288391880034,0.417840440956482,0
.815327978122778,0.733664029551864,0.452003773564112,0.270840390350
478,0.242296167494567,0.548967047412211,0.774231349430220,0.4594150
65794558,0.325254382794269,0.286012817156621,0.766327092817786,0.48
4821683278822,0.993072707954218,0.708829151406949,0.119067986359919
,0.409466653180994,0.990602105570759,0.295645817330387,0.9627828871
77684,0.663431897194522,0.162299702110450,0.940935203703840,0.88955
4080169956,0.507986113467864,0.0781174472684595,0.452094534501353];
r = repmat(rand,1,100);
%%input method 2-generating neutrally biased input manually%%%%%%
biass_1 = 0;
drange = ((d_1+d_f)/(pop_size+1));
value = 0.01;
while biass_1 <15
de = [(d_1+value),((2*drange)-(2*value)),((d_f)(2*value)),(d_f-value)];
del = (round((de)*1000))';
d_b = de2bi(del,n_bits);
biass_1 = sum(sum(d_b));
value = value+1;
end
for number = 1:iteration
iter = iter+1;
%ve = (bi2de(v_b))/10 ;%%%% include this if using method 1
bias_1 = sum(sum(d_b));
bias_0 = 32-bias_1;
m = double(subs(massflow_evap_ab,dia_t_m,de));
msum = sum(m);
fit = (m./msum) ;%calculating the fittness vector
m_1 = find(fit== max(fit));
m_1_r = d_b(m_1,:);
fit(m_1) = -inf;
m_2 = find(fit== max(fit));
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m_2_r = d_b((m_2),:);
fit(m_2) = -inf;
m_3 = find(fit== max(fit));
m_3_r = d_b(m_3,:);
d_b_new = [m_1_r;m_1_r;m_2_r;m_3_r]; %calculating the mating
pool
if r(1,(rn+1))>0.5
mate1 = 3;
mate2 = 4;
else
mate1 = 4;
mate2 = 3;
end
for j =1:2
for i=2:(n_bits+1)
rn = rn+1;
if r(1,rn)>0.5
crossover(j,(i-1))= 1;
else
crossover(j,(i-1))= 0;
end
end
end
%performing a uniform crossover
for j =1:n_bits
if crossover(1,j) == 1
d_b_newest(1,j) = d_b_new(mate1,j);
d_b_newest(mate1,j) = d_b_new(1,j);
else
d_b_newest(1,j) =d_b_new(1,j);
d_b_newest(mate1,j) = d_b_new(mate1,j);
end
end
for j =1:n_bits
if crossover(2,j) == 1
d_b_newest(2,j) = d_b_new(mate2,j);
d_b_newest(mate2,j) = d_b_new(2,j);
else
d_b_newest(2,j) = d_b_new(2,j);
d_b_newest(mate2,j) = d_b_new(mate2,j);
end
end
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%performing random mutation
for j = 1:4
for i= 1:n_bits
rn = rn+1;
if r(1,rn)< 0.05
d_b_newestt(j,i) = 1;
else
d_b_newestt(j,i) = d_b_newest(j,i);
end
end
end
d_b_f = (bi2de(d_b_newestt));
d_b_final_m = (d_b_f)/1000;
d_b_final_inch = d_b_final_m*39.3701;
mass_final =
double(subs(massflow_evap_ab,dia_t_m,d_b_final_m));
mass_final_max = max(mass_final);
mass_final_min = min(mass_final);
m_final_max_new(1,number) = mass_final_max;
Mean_d_final = (mean(d_b_final_m));
cx = find(mass_final == max(mass_final));
Max_d = (d_b_final_m(cx(1,1),1));
xx = ['iter = ',num2str(number),' Max dia = ',num2str(Max_d),'
Mean dia = ',num2str(Mean_d_final),'
Max Evap_mass =
',num2str(mass_final_max),'
bias1 = ',num2str(bias_1) ];
disp(xx);
d_b = d_b_newestt; %%%updating values for next generation
de = d_b_final_m;
end
num = [1:(iteration)];
plot(num,m_final_max_new,'b-o');
xlabel('Generations/Iteration')
ylabel('Mass Evaporated (kg/s)')
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